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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, September 3,
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FAMOUS DROCOU RT-Q-

BULWARK OF HUN DEFENSE, FALLS

Tliis Is the liiicsl photograph of a Gorman battle Hiihm.inne.
Tlie ve sse! stopped thr Dutch liner Bottrrda.ni early In August ff the N'rinvrnian
The srbiu;trinc quickly sulmierged when she spied a
coast, and permitted her to no on after the first officer had showed the boat's papirs.
British cruiser on the horizon.

Canadians and English Wrest Important Strategic Position
from Rupprecht's Men and Pursue the Enemy Some
BUTTLES WON
Three Miles to the East; Germans Probably Will Have to
Relinquish the Old Hindenburg Fortifications and ReALLIES
align Their Front from Flanders to Rheims So As to
Avert Disaster; More Trouble Looms for Teutons in
Flanders Where, Around Ypres, They Daily Are Being
TEUTONIC
Forced Out of Their Positions By the British.
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em base, mll'tary
apparently
will require that tho Germans relinquish the Hlndrnbitrg fortifications
and realign their front from Flanders
to Rheims In order to avert disaster.
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Drocourt-Drea-

nt

Switch Line By British ,1s
One of Most Serious Losses
Encountered By Foe,

Kiiciny's Shunt m Perilous.
Already ther oads to Doual, Canibr-and St. Quentin are thoroughly inrY MORN1NO JOURNAL RRtCIAL LtAIKO W,RI
vested by the Brtish and Fren h ;rm-ieWith the British Army In France,
while north of Solssons the French
2.
The troops of General Home
and Americans are in positions of Sept.
and General Byng began today's ofvantage from which they carry out fensive southeast of Arras and by 7:30
turning movements which will out- o'clock this morning they had comflank Laon and the Chomin des Dames pletely reached the Drocourt-Queant
and Alsne lines. The situation of the switch line.
viewed
from the w;r maps.
enemy
Two hours later it was rumored
Is the most perilous he has yet boon that
tioops of British motor machine
In.
gunners had been seen on tho bank
Addeil to the troubles of the Gerof the Canal du Nord, nearly five
man high command is th" situation miles east of the nearest point on
that is fast developing in Fiatnln , in tho Drocourt line. These were only
the lesion around Ypres, where lh'! highly mobile patrols, pushing on to
Germans dailv hre being forced ool try to seize the bridgeheads.
the British
of their positions hy tlio British and
By today's success
struck the Germans one of the most
American troops. All over this sector steady progress is being made smashing and strategically serious
eastward in the blotting out of the blows hey had ever received in a sinsalient that has long existed there. gle day's fighting. Tho Germans are
The Americans, who took Yoormezcelo reported to have had eight divisions
Sunday, now are well into the region standing to meet the blow.
Among the prisoners taken arc men)
vast of the town, having overcome the
who had been hurriedly thrown in the
strong resistance, of the Germans wb line
from all sorts of units.
endeavored to bar their way. V few
more strides by Haig's men in this
region and Armmtiercs will be within
E
striking distance- After Armentieres
it is but a step to Lille.
Hard Fighting at IVronne.
Hard fighting has been In progress
between the British and Germans
OUCH
OE
around Peronne, where the Australians successfully withstood violent attacks and have taken several thousand prisoners. Between Peronne and
E
OF
Bapauine the Germans also have
strong opposition to the British
but the St. Pierre Vaast wood, Te
Transloy and Alllanes and
all have been successfully car(V MORNING JOURNAL tPICIAL Lf AEO WIRI)
r
With the American Army In France,
ried.
On the southern end of the front Sept. 2 (by the Associated Press.)
the French have made another Im- The American troops reached the emportant crossing of the canal Du Nord bankments of the Bcthune-Soisson- s
this time east of Nesto, which places roadway late Sunday night by literally
them well, on the road to Ham, the cutting their way through acre after
last remaining Important Junction acre of harbed wire the work of two
sector with great armies. In gaining the road the
point in the 8omme-Oi.s- e
lines leading from It to St. Quentin Amerirans passed over great open
places consisting of an immense netand Lafere.
work of wire.
North of Solssons equallv Important
progress has been made. Here, where
are In line wltn the 7,725 GRAMMAR SCHOOL
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l'tRKTAST.,

Denver, Colo., Sept. 2. For New
Mexico, Tuesday partly cloudy with
local showers north portion, cooler
Wednesday generally fair.
.Arizona: Tuesday partly cloudy with
local showers;' Wednesday generally

fair, warmer

es.st

por'lonj

LOCAL REPORT.
A summary of local weather cond!
tions for the twenty-fou- r
hour end6 p. m. yesterday follows: Maxed,
imum temperature. 88 degrees:
imum, 53: range, 35; tempe tare at
p m., 7S outh wind; clea

t
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Washington, Sept. 2. Provost Marshal General Crowder today issued a
school call for 7.725 white registrants
with grammer school education and
qualified for general military service.
They will entrain September 19. Th
allotments of the western states and
the schools at which they will train
follow:
Colorado 50, Colorado college.
Kansas, 103, Fort Haya Normal
school, Kans.
Montana, 257, University of Colorado.
Nebraska. 515, Kansas State Agricultural college.
South Dakota, 206, South Dakota A.
..
and A. college.
South Dakota, 124, University of
South Dakota.
Texas, 300, University of Texas.
Wyoming, 156, Colorado college.

Concern
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BRITISH VESSEL

"

PRESTO! PEAK

BY

ESCRICK IS SUNK

mm

NEAR YREKA, CAL,

BRITISH TROOPS

Incomes Estimated to Produce
$1,482,186,000 from Individuals and $828,000,000
from Corporations,

T

u-b- oa

French, gains have been made on the

plateau east of Creey on Mont and
Press.)
and
Over a front of thirty miles from Juvlgny and the villages of
have been taken, notthe region of Arras to Pennine, Void Terny-Sorn- y
Marshal Ilaig's forces have literally withstanding stubborn resistance.
Thcse gains, if they are continued,
smashed the German front.
The southern porPi n of the fainous seemingly cannot but result shortly in
Drocoiirt-Queaswitch line which the enemy withdrawing northward
had been heralded as the Impregnable from the Vesle river positions he
bulwark of the German defense in lire holds and reconstituting his entire
north, has given way under the vio- front to rthtiniH
lence of the British onslaught over its
entire front from the Searpe river to
E
Qurant a distance of about en miles. H
h
Monday night the Canadian and
thr.
enemy
troops were pursuing
b,me three miles to the east. Thousands of prisoner have been taken.
STRIKE TELLING
At last account!) the enemy was fighting violently as he Rave ground toward
the tanal Du Nerd.
By this victory scenrnglv is ended
S
BLOW
the ;nenace of the Hirelenburg line
to ihe south, which '.h Prill li arc
KiHOlufilly ap;r"naoh!ng

HPT

ENEMY CAUGHT BY

HIRES S

Undated Wiir Lend l,v the Associated

niiipiirn

EXCESS PROFITS TAXES
TO YIELD ENORMOUS SUM

LINE, HERALDED AS IMPREGNABLE

(
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at Last Beginningl At One Point in the Fighting Mountain Bursts Forth as a
A Canadian Atlantic Port. Sept. 2.
British steamer Ksnirk, 1.151
to Realize What Allied Sue- a Complete Horse Ambu- Volcano, Hurling Thr
Raging
tons, hound fiom Bordeaux, to MonRocks and Lava Several treal, was torpedoed on the night of
cess in France and Flanders
lance, Including Doctors and
August. HI when at, out ,M)a miles off
Hundred Feet Into Air,
Means,
Prisoners, Were Taken,
the Krcneh coast. Thirteen survivor:
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have ar-- r
of the i reu of thirty-sevewhich
rived here on the oil lank
picked theni up.
An enijinier and two firemen arc
believed to have been killed when the
torpedo st uck. Two lifeboats containing tile remainder of til" crew,
the captain, are missing bit
tho survivors believe they may ha'e
been picked up by unoth, r vessel.
Th' survivors were afloat In their
fife boat for three days before the oil
tanker came along.
Chief officer Llewellyn, in command of the survivors, said the
sank in twenty minutes. They
remained on the scene until daylight
in the hope of joining the other boats,
hut ''w on slijn of them, He made:
for the land and covered 200 miles!
before bring rescued.
"J nil a few minutes before the
sank," he added, "the submarine, came alongside us and asked for
our captain. I said that he was
in ynr boat. They then Inquired for
I
the wireless operator and gunners.
did not answer and the
n
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changed tone of the German

press.
dispatch today quotes the
following from the Cologne Gazette:
"The struggle on the southern front
becomes every day greater and more
formidable. The greatest German offensive cannot even bo compared to
the present fights. We must not let
the relative calm reigning in some
sections deceive. Formidable forcesJ
are gathered there. Are these troops
in need of rest, or arc th"y designed
for fresh fights, ready to attack on the
An official

ping it up. During the mopping up
(here lias been brisk slret fighting.
They captured other towns and posit-Itn- s
and one foruo is pushing northward astride thu Canal Du Nord. At
last reports it had reached A Moines
on the east side f the canal and the
high ground opposite on the west

tank.

The canal Du Nord. constitutes another bocho defense system and the

British a'o.ig li'4 waterway have kll1-dan enormous number of Germans
first opportunity?"
who seem to hae been packed Into
This paper concedes that it does not thl locality.
understand Foch's strategy, and adds
Another force is pushing eastward,
"Our staff must take the necessary following the course of the Cologne
dispositions to meet any painful event- river from Peronne, More of thr
ualities."
road has been taken,
Xculral Piikts Waver,
been heavy fighting la
There
has
Other dispatches today comment
where Kill prisoners
upon the evolution of the press in neu were taken and another large group
tral countries since the allies took the tor
iiermans kiikmi ny me irmsn 'on- ..,.,,,..! , Ihn
..f
iltvjw- t J till L.Hllllill-UUL'liniW.
forces are pushing forward down
paper, the New v...ii,cr
e va lev und ,,
use to
the Hironde
'
,' .
Gazette, is quoted as paying a line
1,(11
"I'l'ro.irh- tribme. to General Fo lis military"""1
irom me norm in iooRaue. i ins
genius, signifying he not only is a
Is engaged in ovcrcomlg heay
theorist of deep knowledge, but also force
"a leader wonderfully able to get his resistance.
British Storm Headquarters.
methods used on the battlefield."
Karly this morning the British beFro mthe Basel National Gazette
gan operating in the arc northeast of
this is taken:
"Tho German morale will be irre- Hendocourt. After three counter atmediably shaken by the allied victo- tacks on the town had been smotherries. Thn belief in llin leiiburg and ed the British attacked headqua rters
Ludaudorff animated the whole Ger- an dthe chateau from which seventy
man policy; it was tho secret of Its prisoners. Including a battalion compower. They have been defeated. The mander and l;i complete staff, were
Germans have for generations been taken.
.So swiftly did the Britir.h advance
brouirht tin In the idea that they are
the strongest and tills belief formed' that at one point in the recent fightthe basis of their conception of the ing a complete horse nmhulance. Inuniverse. If they suddenly find out cluding two doetors und 350 prisoners
that they have been mistaken, it is just were taken. At one place a British
if the floor that supports them gave officer with one man bombed mi
way."
trench and then advanced. Eighty
Germas of the garrison surrendered
to the pair.
The effects of the recent rntenfn
TO REGULATE PRICE
allied artillery fire are. shown in an
OF COTTONSEED CAKE ordr signed by General LudendojTf.
n
which also apparently discloses
1ST MORNIN
JOURNAL HKIH LiA.tD Wl.tl
shortage of German artillery. General T.ndendorff says that during one
Amarillo, Tex., Sept. 2. It. B.
president of. the Buyers' and month the allied shell fire destroyed
and thirteen per cent of the German guns
Sellers'
livestock association,
James Callan, former president o In action. elT directs that strong counthe Texas Cattlemen's association, ter battery measures he taken.
are two leading cattlemen who have
with
conference
been called Into
Herbert C. Hoover at Washington to- 10,500 TONS ADDED TO
morrow to consider regulation of the
OUR MERCHANT MARINE
price of cottonseed cake, according to
a telegram just made, public hero.
:RV MORNtNR JOURNAL.
RROAL LIABIn WIRRI
It is understood that Administrator
Philadelphia, riept. 2. Merchant
Teden of Texas will also attend.
was
increased
by 10,600 tons
More than a week ago the Buyers bmarine
ny snipyards adjacent to
association tons today The
Livestock
fcnd Sellers'
Brandy wine, a 7,000-to- n
sent a strong appeal to the adminis- rth!s city.
was launched at Glouces- tanker,
of
the price
tration urging regulation
N. J., the Bulana, a 3,500-toof cottonseed cake on the ground bter,
cargo
carrier, look us initial plunge
at
It
that the mills have been selling
at Cornwclis, Pa., and the 8,880-to- n
exorbitant figures. Millers In answer tanker Phoenix was launched at Cheshave declared that if the price of cake, ter, Pa.
is cut the price paid the farmer
seed must be reduced.
Quincy, Mass., Sept. 2. The steam
Cattlemen in the drouth-stricke- n
William L. Steed, a vessel of 13,605
ier,
southwestern region of the state have tons, built Tor tho
Peclaimed that they cannot afford to troleum and Transportation company
feed cake at present prices, even
and named for tho superintendent it
save their herds until the range be- ,the Mexican Petroleum eompan" of
comes better.
California, was launched today.
e
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Santa J'o Schools 0H

n.

TWO REPORTED MISSING
Santa Fe, Sept. 3. The public
schools
opened today with a fair atSAFE
BE
ARE FOUND TO
tendance and officers and faculty
lined up their forces for the school
(my MORNtNR JOURNAL SRICIAL IRARKO Wirtl
year. Being Labor day, the pupils
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 2. Mrs. t H. were dismissed early In the day. The
Robertson of Moscow, Ky., and a fine new Sena high school, huilt in
school
negro roustabout, who were reported New Mexico mission
style,
missing following the sinking of the was occupied for the first time. Thero
Missisnew
ten
teachers on the faculty.
are
river steam St. Louis in the
miles south Tomorrow evening a reception In honsippi river twenty-thre- e
toor of the teachers will be given by the
of here today, were reported safe
woman a committee of the county
night.
Into
council of defense at the new mu
The steamer sank when It ran
-

h snag,

seum, r:
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M.i re Island. Calif., Sept. 2. "While
the entire district of northern California was vol, anlc at mm time and any of
the peaks might become active, this
would be more likely In tho spring
the rail. said rrni. iiioiua:t
than
J. J. See of the Mare Island nawil
when informed as to the
reported outburst of Preston Peak. on
Professor Sco is an authority
volcanic action, and a Scientist of international note. "It is possible that
some springs may liavo b;en turned
Inward, and steam may have been generated in the interior of tho mountain," he sjld. "Otherwise wo should
not expect an eruption In tho dry
season.
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Siskiyou County, Calif., ;Vpt..
Preston Peak, a mountain 7,:tOD
feet high, situated In a remote tiinb-- r
red section of this county, broke into
olcanic activity shorty after noon
emitting a column of dense black
smoke that rose 500 feet and f.dirmid-cConthe surrounding country.
firmation of the eruption whs made
here by
Orrlgan, deputy resnpei vbor, who" recelvfd the.
ports from two different fore.-.- lool;-- i
til stations In the Immediate vicinity
cf the peak.
No premonitory warning was inanl-fes- l
'd by the peak before it burst Into
smoke Descriptions of the phenoin-iliuas telephoned by the loolw.nl oil.
rerviTS. agreed that a column of druse
black smoke shot Into the air and
linn slowly settled over the lower
foothills. The nearest lookout siailon
to Preston Peak, five miles distant,
reported that rocks and lava accompanied the pillar of smoke.
If Preston Peak proves to be an
active volcano, such as its present action indicates, it will be the second
kind in continental I'niled
0 fltr
Mates. The other volcano Is I.asicn
peak, about 150 miles northeast and
ecame active. May 19, 101 1, and has
i 'nee intermittently
erupted smoke,
lava ami steam.
with
communication
Telephone
Preston Peak country is difficult Th"
peak Is near the Oregon boundary and
miles from the Paabout thirty-fiv- e
cific ocean. Several forest fires burn
ed In the immediate neighborhood sev
eral. days ago but according to Deputy
Supervisor Carrigan they have been
extinguished Rnd visibility today was
excellent, refuting, ho said, any
of the volcano smoke being
.nistakon for forest, fires.
Vrek-i-
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PRESENT
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Waco, Tex., Sept. 2. For the first
time in the history of Texas, women
are gathered here to participate iih
delegates to a state democratic convention. Mrs. Minnie Fisher Cunningham of Galveston will bo the temporary chairman of the convention
which will meet tomorrow, and a good
sharo of the delegates are women.
About 1,000 delegates are here tonight or expected early tomorrow for
the first meeting of the convention
which wdil be at noon,
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15,000
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25,000
30,000
35,000
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WIRR

Three hunDrnvir, Colo., Sept.
dred members of the American Institute of .Mining Kngilicers, gathered
here for two days prior to their JourSpring
ney tomorrow to Colorado
where Ihe remaining session id i. ei'
meeting will bo held, devoted today
ho the terhniial session of then con
vention and to tile inspection n oic
work- - bi
treating plants and rlirmic.il Gulden-Chieand
of
Denver
:he vicinity
among the subjects scheduled'
for discussion during the Colorado
Killings meeting is thai of the preferential employment of soldier
after the war In various I, ranches
o fill" mining indiistrv. The engineer
maintain that mining offers many
lucrative lines In which men crippled
in the war can be used to ndvantago
and those In charge of tho progrs:n
l.nve obtained motion pictures showing experiments along this line
carried oat.
Action toward obtaining a greater
production of inrtnls to meet war
reeds an dll.r discussion of new methods of conservation in the treatment
topics
timely
of metals are other
scheduled.
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Vrrka, Calif., Sept. 2. The nrleans
lookout of thr forest service reported
to Hupinisor Cartignn that at 12:15
p. in. I'idiiy Preston Peak, thirty-fiv- e
miles cast of Crescent City, hurst into
vol, atiic activity.
According t' the Orleans lookout,
the explosion was violent and hurled
rocks and lava several hundred feet
Into the air. The siroko cloud from
the peak covered a radius of five
niles, the observer reported.
Preston Is 7,1!00 fret high.
The Orleans observer was the only
on, laUi today from whom any report
oi an !.iciuui eruption nan voim-.Whether the groat clouds of forest
fire smoke had become contused witti
an eruption was the question immediately raised hero.

ith the British Forces in France,
.Sept.
Germany's
growing realization of what the allied .Sept. 2 ( by tile Associated Press)the
crossed
Australian
having
troops
victories in France and Flanders
mean continues to he reflected In the Pommp, capturing Peruana arc mop-

Washington,

MIRNINa

Washington.
Sept, 2. The new
revenue bill with a levy affecting Individual and business concerns In tho
country was approved
unanimously
today by the house ways and meani
committee.
Chairman Kitrhin wiH
in t sod tire It In the house tomorrow
and ask for consideration
Friday,
leaders hope to send It to the senate
within ten days after debate begins.
The final committee estimate of tl o
revenue to lie yielded under the new
bill Is $S, 012.792, 000. us against
last year, under the pret-elaw. The largest source of
revenue Is from taxes on excess profits. Including war profits
ino.OOO.nno
and tho next Is from
taxes
on
Incomes $ .4X2,1 SS, 000
from individuals
and
$828,000,000
from corporations.
Income Tax Increases,
The Increases in tho taxes on th3
specified incomes of married persona
.vitliout dependents Is shown by the
following table:
Tax Under Proposed,
Incomes
Law
Kxlsting Law

31.680
49.180
92,680

5,59i
g.795
10,645
12,495

'

14,69:
16,790
21.895
27,293
39,095
70.093
101.095
165,095
297,095
647,095.
3,527,095

192,680
475,180
.
3,140,1 80
Xo I '.j em lit loii Change.

1.000. 000
6,000,000

.

The exemptions under the new bUI
are the same as under the old, 1 1,000
for single persons and J,000 for mar.
Vied persons and $200 additional allowed for each dependent child under

years of aije. An exemption of
for each dependent Incapable o'
self support because of mental or
'physical disability also is allowed.
The estimated yield from source
hither than Incomes and excess and
war profits include:
18

200

Transportation:

Freight,

$75,000.-00-

0:

express. $20,000,000; passenger
fares. $6,000,00; seats and berths
oil by pipe lines. $4,550,000
messages.
zTelegraph and telephone
$12,000,000;
Insurance,
J16.000.000;
admissions
(theaters, circuses, etc).
LIMITED SERVICE MEN
$100.000000; club dues $9,000,000.
etc.,
Kxcise tuxes: Automobiles,
ARE CALLED TO CAMPS
sporting
jewelry,
$123,750,000;
goods, etc., $80,000,000; other taxei
RV MQRNtNQ JOURNAL RRCCIAL LIARtP WIRC!
on luxuries at 10 per cent, $88,760,
thoua-rn2.
Six
Washington, Sept.
other taxes on luxuries (appare',
and fifty-fou- r
registrants quali- D00; above
certain prescribed prices),
fied for limited military service only, etc.,
cent. $1 St, 095,000.
were today called by Provost Marshal at 20 per
Gasoline, $40,000,000; yachts and
General Crowder to entrain Septem$1,000,000.
ber 7 for various military camps from pleasure boats, and
Soft Drinks.
Liquors
which they will be assigned to the difBeverages tliquors and soft drinks),
ferent draft boards requiring their $1,137,600,000;
stamps taxes.
services. It is planned to keep the
snuff. $9,100,000; papersand
y
men in this employment until
tubes $1,500,000.
when they will be assigned to
o
Special taxes: Capital stock,
other duties.
ooo: brokers. 11.765.000; theaters,
The allotment and concentration etc.,
$2,143,000; mall order sales.
points for western states include:
bowling alleys, billiard and
N
M.
2fi:
Camn
Ariona.
Cody.
pool tables, $2,200,000; shooting galX.
M.
New Mexico, SI; Cniup Cody.
leries $400,000;
riding academies.
California, 142; Presidio. Calif.
50,000; business license taxes.
Colo.
Colorado, 97; Port IOgan,
manufacturers of tobacco.
Kansas. 141; Port P.lley. Kans.
manufacturers of cigars,
$(19,000;
Texas. "01; Camp Travis, Tex.
$850,000; manufacturers of cigarettes.
use of automobiles' and
$240 000;
$72,920,000,1
motorcycles,
COMMISSION AWARDED
The report, which will be made
TO ANCIENT CITY MEN public tomorrow by Chairman Kitch-iexplained the provisions of the bill
,RV MORNtNR JOURNAL RRRClAC t f Alffl W,RI,
de.
Washington. Sept. 2. Thn adjutant in detail. It said the committee
cost
the
what
termined
pf
commitproportion
the
office
through
general's
tee on public information, today an- of the TVnr this year should be flnane
nounced tho list of successful candi- ah hv taxation and bv bonds, not from
dates for commissions at the fourth Iprevious experience as there was no
central Infantry officers' training analogy in history, but upon thorough
school, at Camp Gordon, Ga. The 'mt consideration or the effect on in
morale of the people, upon price inIncludes:
Erwin J. Ward. Santa Fe, N, M,
flation, upon P.rolu,ct.ofl and upon
d

lan-lar-

$70.-oo-

n,

:
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AZTEC FUEL CO.
Jewctt fire
Brick.
Storage, coal and
all kiads of wood.

Phone

HUE

251

F

AWAITS 1DU
POSLAM

I

Th more Intensely you have suffered
from Irritated. Itching skin, the more grateful will bt your sigh of relief when 1'oslam
lias beta oPpiltJ. Soothinir, coolant,
now that you KNOW, you will never
le without it should thp need nrlse.
Try Puslnni Tur any Facial hreukliiK-nnt- .
for clearinK inflamed complexions or red
noses, for tcnip-Scalany form of F.rzema.
Pimples, Hums. Parhers' Itch. Tired, Iteh-in- g
Fert. to drive away nil eruptinnal troubles before they spread ond become serious.
told e er.'wliere. Kor free sample write
to Kmerirenov laboratories, 243 West 47th
Bt.. New Turk flty.
I'rfre your s'tin to become fresher, brighter. Letter by the daily ue of I'osiam K";,i,
medicated wish Poslant.

relative ability of the people to pay
taxes now unit iiftor the war.
The committee explained that it

charges $10,000 worth of bonds, would
then be taxed 12 per cent on $60,000
and 18 per cent on $40,000. The committee believes that this rebate of 6
per cent on distributed profits will
stimulate the payment of dividends,
which will be subject to surtax in the
hands of the stockholders. Tho bill
makes no change in the corporations

exempt from income tax.
l'lirtiiersliips Not Liable.
Partnerships arc not liable to Income tax, but each partner will pay
his income tax upon his share of the
partnership profits whether distributed or not.
The bill applies the war and excess
only.
profits taxes to corporations
Provision is made to protect corporations whoso invested capital is less
than $o,000 and those corporations in
which invested capital is not a material producing factor.
Increases also were made in the
estato tax, which will range from
3 per cent to 40 per cent.
Tho transportation and Insuranco
taxes already made public included
u new tax of 10 per cent upon the
amount paid to any telegraph or telephone company for any special leased
wire or talking circuit, but doesn't,
apply to collection or dissemination of
news through the public press or in
the conduct by a common carrier or
telegraph or telephone company of
its business as such.
No Reference to Prohibition.
There isvpo reference to the imminence of prohibition legislation except
what the report said about the beverage tax.
The tobacco rntcs, the report said
are fixed at approximately the highest revenue producing rates that can
resafely be levied without greatly
duced consumption of tobacco and
conseiiucnt reduction in revenue.
the committee
Wo far as possible
has placed upon the excise taxes upon
the manufacturer, producer or importer. In the second group of articles regarded as a luxury when sold
over a fixed price, tho committee bebe
lieved that these taxes should
paid by the consumer and collected
by the retailer.
-- v

Waul, Chicago; Mike manner, Two
River?, Wis;' John Jay Col umn, Pitts-burcPa.'uMonis i;ral'W, New York,
Amos Hardin, Dnlt.ui, Ha.; Arthur P.
Hurley. North Woyiuoii'ii. Mass.; Fred
L. Ki.by, Elliott.
i.

h,

Roil of Honor
American Casualties

Food

Administration

State News Bulletin

lit'iol' licasc.

The following casualties are reported by the commanding general of
the American expodit ionary forces:
Killed in action, 6!; missing
in
wounded severely. ir0:
action, !(;
died of wounds,
died from nee',
dent and other causes. 1; died of disundeease, 4;
wounded, decree
termined, lir.. Total, 4!I2.
Killed in Action.
I.ient. Randolph Kitzhugh Mas-Lieut. Gilford ('
Richmond, Va.:
Davidson, San Francisco, Calif.; I.iout.
William ,1. Decvcy, New York: Lieut.
Townsend Young, Ossining. N. Y
Sergeant William J. Sargeant.
Sergeant Frank K. Brown.
(ire; Sergeant Siginund Smith,
Y. ;
Samue!
Buffalo, X.
Sergeant
Robcrson, Paris Ky. Corporals Sidney, Jiolan, AtWinta. (!;..; Corps. Harry
William P.
Hromberk, New York;
lYVatzka, Knst Kingston, N. Y.; Francis
Mich.;
Kugene Dow, Detroit,
George A. .Tones, Klliotville, Ky.; Ilex
Victor Marks, Fennville, Mich.; Alois
Sihlalkowski.
Wis.;
Milwaukee,
Charles Henry Kchonr, I'ort, Hiiro;
Mich.; Gerald William SohWiirtzlun-- r,
North Milwaukee, Wis.; Harry 1). Wilkinson, llockford, Mich.; John W.
Kelley, Weedon, la.; I'iwites Stanley
IC. Smicrciek,
Neil Sac Galicia, Austria;
Timothy A. llarrinytnn, Ha- yotine, N. J.; .Marco I'elaselle, Pi".
i: orti, I i
iarnarn Ciserla, Daly;
i
j
Itoliinsiiu, Dover, Tea. i.:
Krolikowski .Toledo, fi.; Toi.i- ma Franks, Joaquin, Tex.; Fn nk M.
lOd
P.
Draper. Port Huron. Mich.;
.Lynch, New York: L'natz Maliszko,
Milwaukee, Wis.: Karl Muth, South
Seattle Wash.; Krncst dlsen. Co :.!,
Mich.; Cliireiee II. Cuinmings, Koine,
N. Y.;
Walter Czyjka, lanilranick,
Mich.;
Wayne K. Drake, Jackson,
Frank Holcomb, Centerville.
Mich.;
R. D.: Patrick Houricaii.
New York;
Mils
l'Moyd
Laird, Comstoek, AVi.i ;
klosepli Henry G. Landon, Brooklyn, N.
Y.; John J. McNerny, New York, N".
Y.; Melvin Marvin, Sioux Falls, S. P.;
Joseph F. Murphy. I!rcnt wood. N. Y.;
D.
Josiah
Nickerson,
Cambridge,
Mass.; Wallace A, P.'irmenter, Marlboro, Mass.; Jacob Phu'iis, Drooklyn,
N. Y.; Howard J. Sands. Key "West,
Fla.; John Schisler, Weiner, Ark.;
Samuel Seidovvitz, New York; Hoy
K. Simpson, Mt. I'nion, Pa.; William
Stenclivcr,
Maspoth. X. Y.; Albeit
Vaiidenbe'-gBrooklyn, X. Y.; Waller
Austin Fnderwood, Jackson, Mich.;
Paul A'crga, Detroit. Mich.; Will!a"i
Clojiper Wade, Port Huron.
Kilward Wilmerink, Oraul
Hapids, Mich.; George II. Wendel,
Drooklyn, N. Y.; Walter Ira Whereatt,
V. Wilson,
Hurry
Mnyville, Wis.;
Washington, 1). C; Dan H. Yaple,
John Zaleski,
mh Angeles, Calif.;
lloslyn, N. Y.; William Zeck, Hipon,
Wis.; Poland Harrell, Aulander, N.
N. Keith, Worcester.
('.; Harold
Mass.: Itobert McNabb, Fitehburg.
Mass.; William Mi Goniglo, New York;
Harry .1. Mad.en, Drake. X. D.; Rob
N
ert C, Williamson, W inston-SaleNew-York- ;
Ito-fu-

;

.

Serjeant JerrS For'", Philadelphia
Five million dollars has been set
Privates Francis H poller, (Hendive. aside by the government to finance
Lynn. poor farmers in the
Mont.; Clayton I'
of wheat.
M.
aunders, Ada, In New Mexico thisgrowing
Mass.; (Jladwv
aid is especially
Jacksonville.
Kan? ; Roiijaiiiin Stn.i
available to tho farmers of the coun: Newman Sinn h
ties of Colfax, Union, Mora, eastern
i
i
wi.tiks.
mm'.im: corps
Quay and De Baca. Farmers with the
Su Miliary of casuali' s lii date:
assurance of a prospective wheat crop,
and which crop virtually constitutes
!.
CO;
Mis.si:i;:
o": woundr
their assets, by giving a lien on the
1; nub total. OS.
crop may secure money to purchase
seed wheat through tho agency of
KnlisMol
1.S92
in the federal land bank of Wichita,
Deaths, 871; w"":im-!hnn li of encniv.
mining. 12" suh Kans. It is emphasized that this aid
is intended for the farmer who is
2.'JI4.
total, 2, SOU; grainl
to finance his
g
The following casualties are r poi
for
by the commanding general of 'no himself and is particularly arranged
for the relief of those living in the
American expcdii ine n y forces
drouth stricken grain growing areas
in above tut il
dud of wounds, of tho southwest. It is pointed out
Killed iu action.
received in action. I; died of disease, that some of the farmers of the north1: wounded in action, severely,
8; eastern counties of New Mexico have
suffered particularly in this regard,
wounded in action, .1. trrce undetermined, 10; in hand of enemy, 1; total, going into tho drouth season - with less
resources than anyof those- 'm Okla2t.
homa and elsewhere". "The need of
Killed in Action.
our
is greater in my opinion than
Orrio '. Kline, Taeorn, of state
Seigeant
richer communities elsewhere."
K. Fish, Pitts.
Winii.; Privates
for i, Mich ; Orvi le A. Nclsan, Litch- - said Mr Ely, federal food adminis-- f
trator for New Mexico on his return
field, Minn.
ronfcrre-'.from
Died rtf Wotunls ltt iicd in Aciion. with Wichita, where he
Secretary John P. McManus'ofj
Sii.i:-sePrivate Walter
Huffalo, the federal land bank and a former
N. Y.
:.- - IM'H
k.
N.n,
..iv.B
,111.111"
II, 1C(,IUU11
Died if
."ae.
in mis letierat am ror
piirucipaiion
Private John
in li. Ccntraliu,
wheat Browing.
Pa.
It is necessary for tho farmer to
show the department of agriculture
that the wheat can be produced on his
for
land, and the help is intended
those unable to urrange commercial
loans. Administrator Ely states his
understanding that homesteaders who
have not yet perfected title to their
land may obtain this aid.
LINE IS PIERCED
Full particulars regarding bow to
secure the loans may bo obtained
from New Mexico agents appointed
by the federal land bank of Wichita,
Blf HAIG'S DRIVE as
follows:
1.

Resmolil f

a

counteracts the bad effect
of sun.wind and dust upon
your complexion
The smoke and dust of
Rcsinol
life, and

M'-n- .

!:

i

un-ab-

city

wheat-plantin-

the sun and wind of the country, spe.l

ruin for good complexions.
But
Resinol Ointment, aided by Rcsinol
Soap repairs the damage done in this
way and heJpg to keep the skin clear,
clean and fresh.

'

Ointment is cooling, sooth-in- g
and healing to an irritated skin.
It contains medicinal agents that are
in no way harsh or harmful and may
be used without hesitation.
AH dnipfjists sell Resinol Soap and Ointment,
Why dun't
try tliemf

gaged, amounts to an average yield
of ssven , bushels per acre or more,
AERIA L
the undersigned will contribute to a
r,
acre
tents
fund,
guaranty
per
mortgaged for each bushel per acre
which
the
by
average yield exceeds
six bushels per acre, providing that
utn con in oution snail
l,,u luu"
nOt exceed 7," cents per acre.
Tho IVorcduro.
The following will be the procedure
in handling applications for seed;
grain loan.
1. Those
acting as agents will take
(the applications from the farmers, beIBV MORNINa JOURNAL
BC(AL I.KASSQ HIREI
ing careful to see that each application is completely filled out and duly
Washington, Sept. 2. First steps
acTcnowledgcd as required by said ap- looking to the establishment of an
mail service between New York
plication.
2. The agent is to hold these appliand Chicago will be taken by the
cations until called on for them
department Thursday, when two
representatives of tho department of plhnes a Curtiss and a Stanard
will be sent over tho course, leaving
agriculture.
3. These representatives will take New York at G a. m. The return trip
tho application and investigate its from Chicago is planned for Saturday
statements and pass upon the prelimi- and mail will be carried each way.
In announcing the flights today, the
nary questions involved.
4. If the result of these investigadepartment said the purpose was to
tions are satisfactory and representa- chart tho course for distinguished
tives of tho department of agriculture landmarks and safe landing places.
will send the applications with their Tho courso has been named tho
certificate to L. M. Estbrook, federal Woodrow Wilson airway. With favorbank of Wichita, Wichita, Kans.
able weather conditions, the flight
T. The
application will then be re- should bo completed in ten hours.
Aviator Edward V. Gardner will piviewed by Mr. Estbrook, and if approved hy him, will add his certifi lot tho Curtiss plane and Aviator Max
cate, passing application to the federal Miller the fitanard machine. The dishind hank of Wichita for final ap- tance to be traveled is 745 miles. Tho
proval.
starting and landing fields will be
(i.
After application is approved Belmont Fark, New York, and Grant
by the federal land bank of Wichita,! Park, Chicago
a. eer(ifi ate of nnnrnval
will be is- sued and will bo mailed to tho agentj COLONEL THANKED FOR
wat
Tlirougll woo nunc, tippie-ano-

URTHER

d-ri-

(

Mil

lut-tll.,- !

.1

SERVICE TO
Til

IT1EAIIT

Siad decided upon the raisins; ef
BOO, 000, (10(1 by taxation because it had
Accepted as a sound fiscal policy the
recommendation of Secretary MeAdoi
Hint
of the government's
estimated expenditures of $24,000,-000,00this year lie. obtained from
this source and the remaining
by bonds.
Clovis The. Citizens bank, Clovis
An lVpillnblo Distribution.
National bank and First National
"While the committee,' 'the report
bank.
added, "makes this recommendation
National bank,
Clayton Clayton
for the current year, It realizes that
English and, Canadians Nibble I'nion
County Trust and Savings assono fixed policy an to relation of taxes
in a Littie More Than Three ciation and State Bank of Commerce.
d
to bonds for the future can bo
Dis Moines Bank of Des Moines.
at this time and that the
Fort Sumner The Citizens bank
Miles; British Capture Many
amount that would be raised by taxaand First National bank.
tion in ny given year must necessarPrisoners,
Logan McFarland Brothers, bankily tie determined after due considers.
OUT
eration is given business and finunc'.al
Hills The Citizens Stale bank.
.
conditions existing in such year, The
MonNINa JOURNAL
LSASIO WIHtl
Melrose First National bank.
With the British Army jn France,
committee further adopted the policy
Visa First National lxink
Nara
0
2
that so far as practicable the
Sept.
(by tho Associated Press.)
and Merchants Trust and
and
Farmers
should be raised from taxes
Tho
British have pierced the Dro- hank.
Yorkers Prepare for
Savings
on incomes, excess anil war profits New
line. In a fierce battle,
Roy Roy Trust and Savings bank.
The
and luxuries and
wmcti has heen raging since dawn
Series of
a
The Farmers State bank.
Texico
distribhas
endeavored
to
and
committee
which probably will prove to be
Tho Bank of Commerce.
Taihan
Deute equitably the new tax burden and
one
Homes
of the most important in the war.
Drives; Stay at
National
American
Tuotimenri
PRESENT TO DRAFTEES
to levy the taxes in such a way that,
Canadian and English troops at last
bank.
National
First.
brink
7. Before the money is paid over
and
Do
Their
Part,
to
termined
he
met
those
burden
should
thi
by
reports had at one point driven in
Stork-men's
Wagon Mound Farmers and
by the federal land bank of Wichita, """Col. Vr. S. Hopewell, one of the men
most able to pay. It has endeavored
about, five kilometers, or a littlo moro
bank.
the farmer must furnish, on forms who spoke to the contingent of draftto wipe out all inequalities in the opthan
three
miles
were
and
still
going.
letails of Loan Plan.
furnished by this bank, properly exe- ed men who left here for Camp Pike,
sseciAL cosstseoNDHNcs in SIOHNINa .IOUNAL
The
eration of existing internal revenue
s
was
a
furious
as
fighting
any
tho
The following information and In- cuted, as agreed to 'n the application,
New York, cpt. 2. Preparing to
Ark . last week and nresented
laws so fur as deemed practicable will
since tho war began and increased in
be in one, act and, therefore, more turn their pockets inside out to the
as the British battled their structions have been sent out to tho n certificate of planting, tho guaranty (1)..lf,0PR wjth $1) worth of cigars and
intensity
fund agreement, promissory note and cigarettes, has received a letter from
agency banks in New Mexico:
way forward, meeting the
readily accessible to the taxpayers." tune of scores of millions of dollars.
Tho president of the T'nited States chattel mortgage, which ig to he a Arthur B. Alderette, captain of th.
The report said the bill levied on all New Yorkers are today making ready
ing resistance of the enemy, who liul
set. aside the sum of JH. 000, 000 to first lien on crops planted, and duly contingent, thanking him on behalf
series of drives, that
citizens or resident? of the I'r.ltod for a
put m every avaiiame. man and was has
With these in hand, this of tho men. The letter follows:
bo used in extending aid to farmers In recorded.
f
- ,11 Hill will cover every phase of the back(Tll.fl
1,1
reserve at the rear,
III', llllll
up
rushing
bor"Jtlsl a lino ortwo to thank you
Thousands of prisoners have been certain drouth slricken districts, the bank will make payment to the Less
upon the amount of income in excess ing of their boys abroad. Though some C.
written order.
I'in mcla; burdens that aro Pied of Woiiinls Iterelvctl ill Action.
of exemptions,
for tho kindness you showed us by
except that on the of
the roads to the British rear purpose being to assist those other- rower or on his
captured;
wise unablo to do their fall planting. any amount duo said federal land the tobacco and cigarettes which you
first 1,000 of the taxable amount tho dearest to the hearts of the people
Sergeant Andy P. Kuckols, I'rince- - are literally jammed with them.
The federal land bank of Wichita. bank.
presented us on our departure from
into shall be
Fierce Fighting in Duty.
per cent. The meas- here mav come late.-- t in this lengthy ton, Ky.; Corporals Fnimit, W. Hughes.
8. The expense of recording and all
Wo have been treated
ure slso Increases the surtaxes all thaln of calls, the leaders of every Ravenna, ( .:Tliomas J, Reaney, New
There has been fierce fighting in Wichita, Kans., has been designated
Albuquerque.
as the final agent of the government other expenses incident to oMaining a very nicely all along the way."
along the line.
war w.lfare orga ni.al ou aro now Yoik; PrivatcH J. C. Coker. Sopor, Dury, which was taken by tho Britto make and collect the loans. They seed grain loan must be paid by the
Fdwaril Flaherty, St. Paul, ish, and Mont Dury, which tho GerSquad Leaders Milton Samuel and
assured that no one of them is going Okla.:
Old Income Tax (dnusc 1utiwl.
of local borrower.
Ismael N. Imran. also signed the
Vfrttle under existing law, only per- to suffer for lack of continued pa- Minn.; Victor 1. Nelson, Minneapolis, mans held in great strength, was will expect, the
to advise
0. Agents are requested
Nichols, llufords, stormed.
The British went mi after hanks In tho taking of applications,
George
sons of lawful age have to make re triotic backing on (he part of the pub- Minn.;
forms being mailed you under sep- this bank at the earliest date possible
dollar-diPeter
M.
W.
last
to
isborne,
the
Chicago;
enormous
Tenn.;
lic.
of
killing
new
numbers
the
bill
the
Py
turns,
requires persons
of request. 'the number of applications and total
A TEXAS WONDER
of this metropolitan P.ilets, Volynsk, Russia; Alexander enemy. The Germans died fighting arate cover or upon receipt
under (he lawful ago and having a net
Tho determination of tho question amount for seed grain loans.
income for the taxable year of $1,000 section declare they will i of fail to Curley, Poland, Russia; Melvin Mc- - hero as ulsewhere.
relative
communications
first
In
all
the
Address
each
loan
of
will,
The Texas Wonder for kidney and
making
or over; lr single, or If married and do their part as freely as the men Deese, Monroe, N. C, Joseph Frank,
Cagniecoiirt wood and Cugnleeourt
of to seed grain loans to Seed urain bladder troubles,
gravel, diabetes,
John W. Ivens, f.rund hnve been captured and Bois Dr. instance, rest with the department
New York;
not living with husband or wife, and i hey have sent to France.
which, through its various Loan Department, The Federal Land weak nnd lame backs, rheumatism
agriculture,
K.
to
Anderson,
Frank
Is
Boui
he,
the
Ariz.;
all married persons living with
Canyon,
southeast.
IligJivtay Holdup.
reported agencies, assisted by farm loan asso- Bank of Wichita, Kans.
and irregularities of the kidneys and
in the. Lafayette, Minn.; Gerald Dillon, C,al- - also to have been occupied.
or wife having a net income or
T'.irraleninR a traffic
bladder in both men and women. Regciations, banks and other local farmVenn?,
Jesse
of
drover
There
Oreer,
If
over
has
to
O.;
'loway,
returns.
In
thousands
make
been
or
war work that staping
$2,000
heavy fighting
ulates bladder troubles in children. be
will investigate NEBEKER TO AID IN
ers' organizations,
1 H:i rrin?tnn. (1s- - Buissy, northeast of
Tl.i.tiintlii!The bill levle sa corporation tax of tracks throughout this section of the In.,
not sold by your druggist, will
Queant. Large each application.
18 per cent upon tho amount of the continent,
numbers of prisoners have been capmall on receipt of $1.25. One
the bad roads problem is wego, N. Y.; Mike Karapetoff, Hopo-vil0THERPR0SECUTI0NS sent by'bottle
For tho good of their several com-- i
Is two months' treatment
Claude
Millner, Abeline. tured and prom-esnet income in excess of the credits perplexing today the men at headVa.;
small
made nsainst the
agon-local
and
other
j
banks
nmnities,
and often cures. Send for sworn
northern end of the
allowed, but provides that the rate quarters here who must move sup- Texas.
IBV MORNIN9 JOURNAL SPCCIAL LSASCD WIPK1
ue expected to commune
win
cies
E. W. Hall. 202(1 olive
line.
shall be 12 per cent upon so much plies to the ships hound for the buttle
pied of Disease.
their services in taking these applicaChicago, Sept. 2. Frank K. No
Sold by druggists.- of this amount as does not exceed front. Lack of labor, transportation
Privates John K. I'.urke, A shinny
During the night there was heavy tions and in assisting the federal land heker of Salt Lake City, chief govern- slreet.iu. Louis, Mo.
the
taxable nnrl mntprhil h:i h;i iidioaDiiod inost 'Park, N. J.; Jesso Capers Durham, fighting aiuun the British positions bank at Wichita in
the dividends paid during
making the collec- ment attorney in the prosecution
linmhcr!ain's Couuli Uemody.
X. (.'.: John L. Hughes,
were almost jammed
which
year plus the amount paid during the
no tions. No expense of any kimniiist. be which resulted recently in the enn- (hfi caHfern ,.ltea in trynB to keep iKoscoc,
is not only one of the best and
This
Great
tinNorth
Britain;
taxable year out of the earnings
Wales,
defens
German
against
sum
land
T.
great
of
on
this
of
he
federal
W.
behalf
100
W.
W.
leaders
incurrcd
vlctinn of
passable thorough highways
most efficient medicines for coughs,
Pil.-of dead Germans was bank of Wichita.
profits in discharge of bonds and other mer. Fnloss these thoroughfares be- Atchinson Scott, Elgin, Texas.
system.
tmtl-wa- r
has
been
requestconspiracy,
colds, croup and whooping rough, but
interest bearing- obligation outstand- tween
Piotl of Accident ami Hlcr Cmiw-,- . one of Hi m suits. During one enemy
The money will be advanced as a ed to take charge of similar cases in Is also pleasant to take, which is implant and dock are speedily reC. Wood, Omaha attack
Kllsworth
ing prior to the beginning of that
a
machine
set
with
Sergeant
grant
of
cases
in
loan
feared
is
announced
it
was
that
necessity upon thejother cities, it
today. portant when a medicine must be
paired or rebuilt
D. Dresser, gun killed
year.
Chambertiermuns who tried crop of wheat or substitute grains Tn Wichita, Kans., forty men are
in the war support Neb. ; Buyler liwrenco
motor
much
ily
power
given to young children. been
In
This provision was under fire
to ruth hiin,
In uso
Fmmett, Ida.; Prlvato AITanse
Remedy has
No loan will be made in ex
on
lain's
bo slowed
similar
with
Indictment
Cough
federal
planted.
p
may
organization
without!
the commitfe today but.
Whole sky Scenic,! Ablne.
crss of $3 per acre, and no applicant charges and at. Fresno, Calif., about for many years and has met with
Ruthcrglan, Va.; Private Mike
consequences
ilainaglng
havit.
a corporation
It. was soon after 5 o'clock in tbe will be financed
rhange. Fnder
Prokop, International Falls, Minn.
It Is nisi much favor wherever its good qualibeyond 100 acres. thirty cases are pending.
Air Action.
ing $100,000 net income In excess of
Section two of yesterday's casualty mornini thai the mussed British canno loan will be made in probable (bat a number of cases will ties have become known. Many mothTherefore,
Sam
Fncle
last
at
that
lti credits which pays out. during the
Indicating
have given it their unqualified ennon broke loo;e with a roar that was excess of $300, Notes given will be nt be heard !n Omaha.
list follows:
Mr. Nebeker ers
Wm. Seruby, Chllicothn.
dorsement.
year $50,00o in dividends and dls- - Is soon to assume, his full flying
heard for miles in n crash barrage.
6 per cent,
Killed in action, 37; missing In
October
interest payable
said that he would accept If his pri- Mo writes: "f have raised three chilstrength, the quiet, confidence of the
r, 4
s
wounded severely, It7; died The w hole sky seemed ablaze as
1, 1019.
vate practice permits.
lenders of this winged service about of
dren, hnve always used Chamberlain's
of British shells poured into
wounds, HI; died of. disease, 0;
Applicants must agree to use send
George F. Vandeveer, attorney for Cough Remedy and found it to bo the
this town Is just beginning to be in- wounded,
00;
Herman
the
lines.
wire
and
and methods approved by the depart the I. W. W. leaders, convicted here best for coughs, colds and croup. It
degree undertermincd,
terpreted as a sure sign of qieedy
When tin- b:urage, raised the Canan
ment of agriculture, and the money is expected tomorrow to file an
Is pleasant to take. Both adults and
Pisoiiuis, 1; total, ",1S.
tNSTAHT MSTUN
growth is our air power. Fresh
over
the
dians
and
British swarmed
will not be advanced until the crop is
on children like it. My wife and T have
Killed in Action.
released
men
to
have
the
modern methods in
In production,
numwere
Lieut. .Solomon Itubel. New York; top. Just iiehind them
planted and a representative of tho de bail. The application will be op- always felt safe from croup with it in
rapid and intensive tra nln, fi.r the Sergeants Walter Tilman Blunkertz, erous tanks of all sizes. They had part ment certifies to the federal land
the house." Chamberlain's Cough
Mr. Nebeker.
flyers and a general speeding up of Dearborn, Mich ; John Greenfield, been over only a minute when the bank of Wichita that the applicant posed by
Remedy contains no opium, or other
aero a Hack are prophesied by the
narcotic
Ads hrtti result"
La.: Karl C. Mittelntat, enemy opened with a counter bar- has completed his planting, In proper
Want
Journal
F0ST0M
Shreveporl,
men who know most about the aerowlii. h is said to have' been by manner and with proper seed. Upon
V. Win-torrage,
Robert
New
Mich.;
Boston,
CEREAL
dromes. Forge'.fiil fullness In the past,
New Iberia,
Corporals. How- far the strongest ho has put down receipt by the federal land bank of
New Yorkers are ready to rise and
Wichita of such certificate, applicant
- Amos liucnte. Pittsburgh, Pa.; since the British offensive began.
cheer if these most vital war weap- ard
The instant, tho British appeared .will be required to give note nnd chatIII.,
C. Harding, Francisville,
ons are soon to be wielded at top Jesse
Vinton .Moore, Ladysmlth, Wis.; Karl the Germans in many cases jumped tel mortgage on the crop planted.
In order to give applicants a basis
speed.
(J. Wrasse, Milwaukee, Wis.; Bugler out of the trenches and held their
Tangled Tr.iiispnrtatmn
Mich. hands lush above their heads. In for temporary credit, to assist in obDetroit,
Cecil
Ogletree,
F.ugene
Condemned to "walk or fisrht" along
some casts the British met a hail of taining the seed, the department of agPeyton David Davis, Hickory,
the lines of this city's new subway Privates
They pushed riculture will promptly Investigate all
Fred McCann, Shullsburg, Wis.; machine gun bullets.
Ky.;
chutes the people of this town are
applications, and as soon as approved
on, Quickly the first line was overBi
Wis.;
Joseph
Athens,
Nyhrbass,
Henrj'
KB
the federal land bank of Wi.chita will
still scoldii g over the i.i ambled concome.
New Maxwell De Luxe, Extra $800, saving $200.
Am
Jessie
AVis.;
Milwaukee,
Xotting.
issue a statement of approval to the
dition of their tubo '.'anspoi tatlon
From all along the line came reelegantly equipped,
Leslie Still
New Maxwell Berlin,
Mo.;
j.
Seneca,
Stegall,
were panic effect that the money will he adthough a bubon dollars wor'h of new
man, Andrews, X- C; Walter G. ports thatandthe Germans
vanced
Is planted and
$285.
when
the
were
saving
$1,000,
them
crop
of
subway structure has" been opened
stricken
many
Conn ;
the necessary certificate and note and
to the crowds, they seem to be more Thompson, Soulh Manchester,
New Maxwell Roadsters, $750, saving $165.
Victor .Zimmerman, Juda, Wis.; Eddie found cowering in holes, sereamtntj
mortgagoaro executed and delivered
crushed and congested than ever, even A.
with
fright.
Maxwell used car, has run less than 500 miles, for $650,
Romer
Minn.;
Anderson,
Winlhrop,
The machinery of the treasury de
in the days of street railway system
By 7:30 the British had passed the
Antrohus, Poplar, Mont.; Harvey A.
of
the
model 1918.
and
agripartment
lines.
a
its
department
some
size.
third
Gorman
front
If
only
present
Wis.; Frank W. Then the motor and support
dashed dulture for this worn Is already In
traffic wizard does not unon straight- Barnes, Milwaukee.
guns
machine
New
Maxwell Trucks, closing out price, $1,000, was
Dod-aoE.
;
Wis
Elmer
existence and will be put In motion
Tlicre's
en out this underground riot, tho Donati, Mayville.
onto the good roads at the Gerout
E.
Vernon
Dow,
Bells, Texas;
$1,315, saving $315.
whole town will rise in rebellion.
man rear. Tanks also managed to at once, and no substantial delays will
Saves Fuel
Muskegon, Mich.; Roman P. Frlesen-liah- get through and
far result if the interested communities do
are
working
Dull
Dress.
Dandy good Model "N" Hupp cheap.
they
Sutf
San Antonio, Texas; Frank in advance of
their part promptly.
That smart dressmakers are openthe
.infantry.
Light Delivery Truck, electric starter and lights, $750,
The plan is to assist only those who
Mills, N. Y.; Bidwell
(Jonyea,
Powerful Tiviuli System.
ing their season with more kahkl than Ixiftin, Victory
No
N. C; James F.
resources.
have
exhausted
their
Ixnigshoals,
machine
saving $165
or other fine costume maSome of the fast motor
silks,
loan will be made to any farmer who
Leon
terial In their windows, is. accepted by Mclaughlln, Ko.bury, Mass;Andreas guns are reported by the airplanes to has unencumbered
real or personal
Two cars wild yowtcrduy us follows: Hon. C. B. Garcia, of Albuhave made their way along the Canal
the ladies here is aire sign that the Sajier. Spokane,. Wash,;
loan
a
mid Cristobal Clmves of Jaralcs, JV. M.
to
secure
sufficient
Edwin
querque,
property
Iowa;
Dninon,
Du Nord on the roads between Dod'
war workers uniform will suit their
300.
of
A. Plon,
HeciltH-ftjiI- .
Mich.;
reAustin,
Turin,
Joseph
and Maiquion. while others are
f.tvles much better than gaudy gowns
In such cases country banks are
A. Kinney. Dethis winter. With one woman In every Rockfoid, III.; Poland
ported to he holding the bridgeheads
as a matter of public service,
Rld&e-f'el- d
It.
Ernest
Mich.;
Nelson,
German re- urged,
Sa-tisfieof
numbers
large
against
twenty enlisted In the ranks of Red troit,
s
to render assistance and avail
N.
Corwin Reese, Jus-Lu- serves, who
Park,
up
are
coming
Cross
or
ambulance
of
few
certainly
leagues,
of
of
federal
facilities
the
the
;..'..:
MilwauOhio; Joseph Sehlosser,
in the rear.
:
the female patrons of the modist par-le- r
the war finance
If you want to rent the best salesroom,
FOR REST See
It h.
kee, Wis.; Paul Stallings, Belvidero,
road tho reserve banks and are
Along tho Arras-ambrwill have any use for anything N.
with garage in connection, In tho state.
corporation which
prepared to
C.
Pritish have made good progress and render
but uniform work clothes. Like the
support to such efforts.
was
swell tailors, the fashionable costume IHtil of Wounds Kccclved in Action. Villers Lez Cagnicourt, which
Each borrower will be required, as
All accounts due us must be paid at once. F.
and
Hnxlett
wire
Pergennts
Huhna,
of
belts
by
or little eke for some time, it
special
protected
a part of his contract, to execute u
111.; Jesse
McClnre, Montlcello a powerful trench system, was the
is prophesied.
guaranty fund agreement, In form and
111 ;
Corporals Walter Oastave SchiU-in- s, 'scene of desperate
fighting, worn in the terms prescribed in a circular
Pt. Atkinson, Wis.; Donald T. Villers Lez Cagnicourt, and Cagn'-cou- rt iFstted
Tell it throusrh the classified
Jointly by the secretary of the
Toles, Otsego Co., N. Y,; Cook Wilson
'
are in British hands and the treasury and secretnry of agriculture,
' Fifth and CuM
Phone 349.
columns of The Journal. Re- D. Holman,
Columbia, Tenn.; Privates British have carried the battle con- - such agreement shall provide among
sults are quick and certain. Frank Beuttler, Hannibal, Mo t JTranlt jslderably to the east ol this,
other things, that if tho crop mort- one-thir- d
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Ti:its

HOLD CONFERENCE

today.

Tlifiitor The Paramount corporation presents Wallace Reid as the
star in "The House of Silence;" also
a reel of "Current Weekly See official U. S. War Pictures."
Crystal Oiora. House Park.
Ideal Theater Put he presents the
popular former Albuquerque girl, Bes
sie Love, as the leading character in'
"A Little Sister of Everybody;"
alsoj
a good comedy, entitled, "Peace and
Quiet."

1

WVfe

WA

S. jfh'ient, director of the activities
o,u iatniiign in
o fthe united war
New Mexico, has gone to Kl Paso for
a few days, leaving state headquarters
in this city tempo! urily in charge of

George 11. Clements, publicity direct-toreturn from
Pending Mr. Urici-.t'Kl Paso and the remm of Col. Italph
K. Twitehell, chairman of the execu
tive board, from Oklahoma where he
l.as been attending a regional conference of chairmen of war work activities, Mr. Clements will devote his time
toward arranging fur the New Mexico
conference which will be held In Albuquerque, September IH.
it is hoped that the attendance at
tho conference will '" .lly representative, In numbers and enthusiasm, of
this conclusion to inspire love for the
every county of the state. .Notices of
the meeting are being prepared at
distressed girl In the heart of the
state headquarters but may not he
eluhman detective. After a series of
Issued for a day or two owing to the
thrilling incidents he unmasks the secret of the mysterious house and wins
fact that one or two of the speakers
a pretty bride. Ann Littlo plays the
This former Albuquerque girl, lies-si- of national fame and influence who
been invited to deliver addresses
part of the girl in the case with rare
Love, appears at the Ideal today have
The picture is based
effectiveness.
have, not been able to make definite
KICK
announcement of their acceptance.
upon the story by Elwyn Barron, the anil tomorrow.
scenario was written by Margaret
There have been a number of reTurnhull, a scenariost of ability, and methods until his
that the liev. lieorge W. Triiett
quests
conscience is awakthe production was direc ted by Donthe eminent Baptist divine of hallas.
ened
the
of
noble
nature
l.aura
by
KnJQCKQU
ald Crisp, whose remarkable work in
Nelson, a girl of high instincts, which be asked to attend lie Albuquerque
"Itamona" Is well remembered.
meeting and make one of the addresspart Will be intcrprcled by l.ois
es on that occasion. The requests wore,
AT THR l'AsTIMI'.
referred to the headquarters of tho
Henry B. Walthall, the celebrated
southern department of the united
Tin: iii:ai,.
Belgian Consul Injured By His screen star, will appear at the Pasand the Informtwo days, commencThe return to this city of Bessie war work campaignsDr.
- Own
Ti uclt had alHorse as Animal Is time theaterIn for
that
elicited
ation
of
his first Paralta play, I.ove, formerly
ing today
Albuquerque, who
at the special
to
gone
ready
tomorrow at the
Shot from Under Him'; Here "Ilis Hole of Honor." This produc- will appear today andnew
of Y. .M. C
request of the
tion, which was adapted from the Ideal theater in her
play, "A Litto
ork
in
A.
among the
work
Paris,
welto Visit Friend's Grave,
book by Kthel and James Dorraneo, tle sister of
will be
arious units of the American army
has a vital, fascinating story, and it is comed by the admirers of this sweet,
told most convincingly with novel winsome little star, who has endeared now in that country Two spcakeis
A horse's Inst kick is what
treatment throughout. The picture herself to the hearts of everv class, I'ir. ltobert Freeman !.!!.! V.'. B. Swiel,
C
put
de Smedt. Belgian consult at Galvcs- - asks the question: "Can a disreputa- of photoplay pat run by her skill in! both of whom rank high as platformmajors, are sure to be in Albwiueiton, out of the war for good. Do ble lawyer be redeemed and become interpreting the "perfeet ingenues."
t
Fmedt was an attorney in Ilelgium an upright judge?" and then answers
According to the late Charles Froh- - que, however, when the statu
master-min- d
of the theater, who ference is held.
when the war broke out anil being a the question with breathless intensity,
Soldiers' I.ollcr Wanted,
lieutenant of artillery in the militia thrilling situations, romantic moments met his death on the I.usitania, "the
stage, ingenue is born, not made."
Believing that the best Publicity.
there was one of the first to po into anil climaxes of smashing force.
Miss Mary Charleson, who won a
The ingenue type could not be better which can be given the work of the
the great conflict. De Smedt was
host of friends while appearing with represented than in liessie Love. and("y" organizations
among the sol-iriding a horse at the battle of
her new play, whb li (hey are call-- j dices and sailors of the country, will
when his horse was shot unl Mr. Walthall in many of his former
killed from under him. As the horse achievements, has bjen engaged as a ing "the glad girl's happy play" in be that which can be found in letters
fell ho gave one last kick, one of his member of the Paralta forces and will New York, where it has scored, Miss fr(,m ihe hoys' in camp or trench to
hoofs striking his rider in the loft be seen playing opposite him in this Love has a role that suits her to pre- their relatives or friends. Publicity
production in the role of Uoxana cision. In her support appear such Director Clements will urge that New
'
side.
Frisbee. an adventuress, who assists notable players as Joseph .1. Howling. Mexico fathers.
mothers, sisters,
Lieutenant de Smedt was removed Tho
shyster lawyer in his underhand Hector 8a mo and George Fisher.
brothers, sweethearts and friends gen.
to a hospital, thence sent to Hanco
i rally send' or bring to him at state
find later to London for further hosIn the "V" building In
treatment.
was
He
pital
councils of defense, civic and other headquarters all
appointed
ilctle)'s which, In
Albuquerque,
consul at Oelvcston .February
10.,
welfare organizations are urged t.i whole or in
D
pa it, may be woven Into a
3 916.
The Belgian attorney and sol
to Santa Fe for this readable
fiend volunteers
story which will make a
dier, who was in Albuquerque yesterThe instruccourse of Instruction.
even a paragraph of a
or
chapter
rmt
said
ho
had
day,
fully recovered
demonstration
tion as well as the
of tho history of the gallant
from his horse's last kick. He came
.will be free and the state council ef chapter
Xew Mexico is playing In the
here to visit the grave of his old
defense hopes that every county will 1art war
the
drama no wengros-iinfriend, Tboodore Sunnnuripa, once a
have at lease one representative in great
attention of tho world.
French consul at (ialveston, who die!
Fe during the week.
Santa
"The real hisory of the war is being
Ihere in Juno, 1'J1G. and was buried In
r.shculial to Winning the War.
r. ml
will continue to be written by
Fairview cemetery.
While here ho
What this work means to the state the men in the trenches, face to face
was the guest of Al Coleman, a na.
it is hardly necessary to reiterate. with the factsi" said Mr. Clements.
tive of Belgium, ami of Father A. M
President Woodrow Wilson In an (men "I doubt if a single letter comes from
Mandalarl.
letter says that "next to the duty of a soldier buy which does not contain
Lieutenant de Smedt took a promidoing everythin;: possible for tho
the germ of a good story which every
nent part in the Third
Loan
to Mark Launching
at the front there could be,
the states o Sept, 16.
patriotic Xew Mexican would be glad
campaign, stumping
-,
seem.- to me, no more pat riot
to hear or read- I cannot hope that all
Texas and Louisiana under the ausof Work of Tremendous Im- it
of protecting the conthan
that
of those interesting letters will he
pices of the federal reserve bank of
d
our
of
stitute
population.
Dallas, Tex. He expects to take an
portance for the Future of The success of the efforts made in brought or sent to me but I do hope
active part in the Fourth Liberty
that enough of the recipients of letthe
England in behalf of the children is ters will take tho time
Commonwealth,
to send me
Ixaii drive also.
the
tho
that
fact
evidenced
by
excerpts or adventures which tie!
Speaking of the war. yesterday
war
was
of
the
the
second
ithe
year
Lieutenant de Smedt paid a high .PICIAL COKRIinNDtNCI TO MOftNIN
I am very writer may have witnessed or have
lowest in her history.
JOUI.Nl.,
tribute to the work that America was
taken part in, In order that all of the
San
2.
same
Fc.
The
the
of
state
New
that
processes are beine
Sept.
glad
America did the most wonnewspaper readers of the state may
doing.
I heart
and
in
Mexico on
set
afoot
country,
this
Monday, September If,
be Privileged to have an intimate view
derful thing in the world, he said,
children's
of
the
the
plan
when it sacrificed so much for the launches work' of tremendous import- ily approve
committee of history in the making. Where letance for the future of the conimon- - iiureau and tho woman's defence
principles of democracy and justice.
for ters are sent me with request that
national
council of
lwcalth.
At the behest of the chil of the
they be returned, the request will be
war
of
the
second
year
dren's bureau of the United States making the
of united activity on behalf of promptly complied with."
one
(department of labor and the woman's
AUGUST WARMER AND
children, and in that sense a chilcommittee
council of national de- dren's
lie says further that
year."
fense and under the auspices of the
DRIER THAN USUAL,
"the conviction among the. allies is LABOR
woman's committee of th otntn
4
of childhood
tho protection
IS BUREAU'S REPORT' of defense and the women's clulu that
war."
the
to
essential
winning
j or the state,
arrangements have been
Splendid success has been attained
a
uneui. co.M.poNctNct to -- o.n.sc jou.N.t 'Perfected for a systematc and
states. Ijves ar'
L
wns'tific campaign for child savins and already In other the
Fe, Sept. 2. August
nation hy the
warmer arfrt much drier throughout cmk' welfare. Mrs. Max Nordhaus. being saved for
chilof
numbers
and
thousands
large
JSew Mexico than tho
normal, ac- who is practically giving her entire
who would have grown up cripcording to the report of the govern- time to this fine work, is chairman dren or possessed with only low vitalof the chihl welfare service for tho ples
ment meteorologist, Charles E.
TO
have been placed on the road to
ney.' Tho maximum temperature re- state under the auspices of the wom- ity
Xew Mexico needs
corded at Santa Fe was 88 degrees on an's committee of the stale council robust youth. That
the high child
lowest 62 on August St. of defense. On the committee with this work inespecially,
'August 3.
the slate, and the lurgo
Mi.is mortality
Tho greatest daily range was 29 de- Jier are: Dr. Evelyn Frtsbie,
number of subnormal children to be
grees on August 28 and the least 15 Flora Conrad, Mrs. Nina Otero War. seen on every side, certainly indicate. Organized Workmen ThroughDr.
H.
on
H.
llobcrts,
Frank
August 24. The average ren,
degrees
is the biggest moveout Country Pledge Loyal
of Public Instructian J. U In many ways it
was 68 degrees cs against a normal
welfare that has yel
ment
for
human
L.
since 1872 of 67 degrees. Since Jan- Wagner and Dr. Edsrar
Hewett, come out of
the war.
Support to Government in
uary there has been an excess of 140 who will be director of work, being
Out Materials,
degrees above the normal tempera- especially fitted for this as head of
Turning
division of tho
ture. The precipitation at Santa Fe the anthropological
was only .82 of an inch as against museum of San Diego, which has done
2.36 Inches. Since New Year the ac- notable work in this very line, and
far uanmna journal epical, liaseo wiasl
GIRLS! USE LEMONS
cumulated definiciency has been .35 iiavlng received his doctor's degree
Washington, Sept. 2. Organized laof an inch. The total wind movement in social science from the University
bor at celebrations throughout the
TAN
FOR
SUNBURN,
was 4,762 'miles, an average hourly of Oenevca, Switzerland, as the result
country today answered President
Wilson's appeal to cspeed
velocity of 6.4 miles and a maximum of study of social conditions, throughup war
On the advisory
work by pleding loyal support to the
(velocity of thirty miles per hour on out Europe.
Try Iti Make this lemon lotion
are Chairman Charles Springer
government In turning: out materials
lAugust 13.- While there was not a
to whiten your tanned or
needed to bring the war to a quick and
day without at least 25 per cent of of the stale council of defense, Di.
freckled akin.
victorious conclusion.
sunshine, none was cloudy. There J. A. Massie of the state board of
Mrs. George W. Pricharr',
were eight days with .01 of an inch o health,
Speakers at meetings attended hy
more precipitation. The sunshine per- president of the woman's committee
employes of scores of shipyards and
two
lemons
the Juice qf
hundreds of plants en(jged on govcentage was 70; the mean maximum .of the state council of defense. Mrs intoSqueeze
a bottle containing three ounces ernment orders
78.9 degrees, the mean minimum tem- C, E. Mason, president of the State of Orchard White,
brought cheers from
shake
and
well,
Federation of Wonma'g Clubs, and
perature 50.8 degrees.
have a quarter pint of ths best the working men by quoting the presyou
Hon. Charles A. Spiess.
day njessage emphafreckle, sunburn and tan lotion, and ident's Labor
'
Cluh.
Join th "Two-nit-"
Training Course for Volunteers.
complexion whitener, at very, very sizing that In the winning of the war
man
the
stood shoulder to
cost.
laboring
Monday afternoon, September. 16. small
at t o'clock a training course fo"
Your grocer has the lemons and shoulder with the soldier In France.
The hloiday was observed quietly
volunteers from all over the state any drug store or toilet counter will
ounces
of Orchard in Washington. All government dewill begin at the Palace of tho Gov- supply three
Massage this partments were closed and those ofernors. It will continue all week White for a few cents.
fragrant lotion Into the face, ficials who were not on speaking tours
.from 9 to 12a. m. and 1:30 to 4 p. m sweetly
see how
hands
and
arms
and
neck,
Urtlljr, Willi tllV UnniBUlllUe OI pnySl- - quickly the freckles, sunburn, wind-bur- n devoted the day to rest. President
No Internal medldna will em Eciemm. OntJ
sicians
and
trained nurses. At the
by the epplimtign ot CKANOLENC, the great
end tan. disappear and how Wilson remained Indoors most of the
external remedy, can the Ecxema microbe be
same time demonstration clinics will clear, soft and white the skin beday, but tonight he went to a
destroyed. PrOTej tills statement for Tovreelf
a aeiroaa) aa. Write for tree test treatwith Santa Fe children of comes. Yes! It Is harmless.
be
given
D
Mills
Chemical
Co.. Dept.
ment; erfdrees
r.
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"Umm Like a Flew Bey"
"I suffered for to years with Etcsem In Ha
worst form. Affectill all over the body.
CKANOl.tNE left me as One aa white silk,
and I sleep like a plow boy." J. McCraeken,
Johnson City, Tenn. (Written two years alter
using CBANOI.KNE.)
'
At all drug stores. Ceandfl.
'
Money PoarUtraly Retareed M Hat Satisfied
' aMtaVmai SoU and CuarasiUeja byfjsjsasjsjsj
railo

riumuacs lint

the
years

ol

old.

age, that

Scientific

is

under

6

measurements,
.weighing and charting on government
forms carefully studied out, will be
made and the method of doing this
developed and taught. The students
will return t their towns and counties next week to organ i.io the work
awl Cold throughout the state. All county

Diarrhoea In Children.
For diarrhoea in children one year
old or older you will find nothing bet-tthan Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Kemedy, followed by a dose
of castor oil. It should, be kept at
hand and given os soon ns the first
unoatural loosenes.) of the bowels appears. ...
;
$
er

?

T

I

HE GROVE

To the

Student Flier Killed.
Bay Shore, N. , Sept. 2. Walter
P. Talaskl cf Rochester, N.'Y., a student flier at a Iong Island aviation
station, was killed today when a
In which he was riding
alone, fell' S00 feet into Great South
'
bay.

ral-bi-

contributed

Prichard and Prichard
and the Morning Journal using a car
furnished by the Korber company.
Vegetables and livestock wero displayed in the floats. The cooking club
was made under direction of Miss

-airplane.

By special arrangement The Journal guarantees to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiws in
Fiance and on the way to France.
Tho packages (BOe. worth of tobacco) are put up in attractive
patriotic packages. In every package we put a return poBtal card
with your name and address so that you will eet word back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you subscribe 25 cent
pieces.

TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE

Carol Wilson and the sewing club under Miss Anita Osima. ,1. I,. Phillips,
war garden club leader, furnished a
in- from the
Phillips garage.
Tile afternoon program was opened
hy a band concert. District Attorney
i
btnge it. Craig acted as chairman of
the speaking and following u short In-

troductory address, introduced

I'ltOM IRVIX COHBS "PATHS OP GLOIVV"
"As I recall now, we had come through the gate of the school
house to where the automobile stood when a puff ot wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront, brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
" 'You get it, I see," said the German officer, who stood
alongside ot me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind Is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
It as though the scent had been a visible
'That explains why
tobacco Is so scarce with us ulong the staff thing.
back yonder in Lon.'
"All tho tobacco which can be spared Is sent to the men In the
front trenches. As long as they smoke
ami keep on smoking they
can Bland
that."

No MatteV How Small the Amount

I.ib-ert-

THE JOURNAL. ALBUQUERQUE,
,!5o plig.

3,

.25c pks;. No. 2.
.

2(,o

fthg.

No. 4.

Ka pkg. No.

1.

ropulitr

loljaci--

Populur cigarette

Don't make the fatal mistake of neglecting what may seem to he a "simple little backache." Therp Isn't any
such thing. It may be the first warning that your kidneys are not working
properly, and throwing off the poisons
as they should. If this is the ease,
go after the cause of that backache
and do It qulokly, or you may find
yourself In the grip of an incurable'
disease.
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules:
will give almost immediate relief from
kidney and bladder troubles, which
may be the unsuspected cause of gen- -'
eral ill health. GOLD MEDAL
letn Oil Capsules are imported direct
from the laboratories In Holland. They
ere prepared in correct quantity and
convenient form to take, and are
positively guaranteed to give prompt
lellef, or your money vill be refunded.
Cet them at any drug-- store, but be
sure to Insist on the HOLD MEDAL
brand, and take no other. In boxes,

three

sizes.

tobacco bavin

ratal! vatua ot Ida.

Popular plug climlng tobacco havln

retail value of I0

I enclose
Tour Namo
Street AtUlresa

t

City and State

nu

OF GOOD

IDS If

HOLD

A number of the molt j
noted Besuties of
Society have obtained!
their pure soft pearly
white appearance thru ,
the constant use of

MEETING TONIGHT

Gouraud'

Oriental Cream
hf Hit

Pass-mor-

BACKACHE KILLS!

linviiis ratal! ralua ut Sto

In arciwdnnoe wlifr yjur offpr to
popular brand! of tobseoe end
cigarettes to our aolillera In Europe In unite of 60c packages, each for' Ha

All members of the good roads
bureau of tho Albiutuernuo Chamber
of Commerce and all others Intorested
In better roads for the vicinity of
are asked to attend a
meeting to be held tonight at the
Chamber of Commerce at 8 o'clock.
The object of the meeting will ho to
lay out a program of action for the
coming year, based on a large nmount
of valuable Information which has
been collected by the Chamber of
Commerce.
A misapprehension as to tho work
of the bureau seem sto exist in certain
quarters, according to Chamber of
Commerce officials. Some people, they
say, think that tho good roads pro
gram will interfere with the paving
program for tho city. On the contrary, the firm aim of tho roads bureau will he to secure federal aid for
county roads, rather than to Increase
taxes or to divert funds from other
useful purposes.
Millions of dollars
are available in the federal road funds
of which Bernalillo county has never
secured ono cent, because tho citizens
have never taken tho trouble to see
that the conditions prescribed by the
federal law wore complied with.
The federal government heartily approves tho Improvement of highways
used for hauling farm produce. The
Leo
government offers all counties half the
cost of such highways, the county1
Ada

Race for boys from 12 to li
Miller, Thrift Stamp.
Race fo rgirls from 12 to IK
N'iehols, Thrift Stamp.
Tug o' war Machinists versus carmen. Won by machinists under Cupt.
F. T. McVey, box of cigars.
A baseball game between picked
teams closed the program.

NEW MEXICO.

clKnrctUa liming ralnll villus of Ida.

Popular pipe

ts

Thrift Stamp.

Send It in.

Our boys are going to need tobacco In
quantities. Fill out
the coupon now Today is None Too Soon great
and make It generousl
or
mail It, to The Journal office.
liring it,

Gover-

nor W. E. Lindsey,
Governor Lindsey opened wilh a
comparison of a monarchy and a republic. Ho told of tho opportunities
offered by the forms of government.
He spoke of the part labor is playing in the war. of liberty an.l frec-doand the valuo of the individual
in our present form of government.
He declared that during the war thus
far, not one representative of union
labor has complained of hardship.
Kosolutions Adopted.
A. Seilillo delivered the second address, which was interpreted by A.
Griego. Maj. E. 1'. Hujac closed tho
with the
speaking.
Interspersed
speaking was community singing, led
chorus.
by the
At tho close of the addresses, two
resolutions affirming the allegiance
of labor to the government and the
assurance of hearty home
with our soldiers, were adopted
They are as follows:
"Resolved, That this mass meeting
of citizens and workers, held In the
city of Albuquerque, recognize the advent of Labor day as n special day on
I which to reaffirm our allegiance to
the nation and the cause for which it
fights; and we do hereby ngain pledge
.ourselves to undivided effort and sacrifice in the cause of world freedom
and democracy until the forces of bar
barism and autocracy shall have been
crushed; to "give until It hurts," and
toil until it hurts, and by unsparing
effort and unstinted sacrifice and
show of loyalty make this Labor day,
19IK, a milestone In the world's progress toward a better civilization and a
free citizenry."
"Resolved, That this mass mooting
ot workers reassures their brothers
and comrades on the firing lines of
democracy that we are sinning no
effort of muscle or money, so that
their sacrifice shall not bo in vain;
and wo glvo further assurance that
there will bo un abundance of the
foods, ships, munitions and arinn-nienof war so urgently needed to
carry tho conflict to a speedy, triumphant conclusion."
The contests of tho afternoon, with
the prize winners and prizes, follow:
Ladies' nail driving contest
Miss
Emma Green, baby bond.
for hoys
Apple eating contest
Halph Sormino, thrift stamp.
12
Race for boys under
Frank
Stortz, Thrift, Stamp.
Itare for girls under 12 Alice

v.

Near the Trenches.

by

s.

Sf'.RD.T.

A.j i

iur

i ru4

a9is.

Good for nilllousnosfl.
"Two yeurs ago I suffered from fre
qnent attacks of stomach trouble. and
billlousness.
Seeing Chamberlain's
Tablets advertised 1 concluded to try
I
themimproved rapidly." Miss Em-mVerbryke, Lima, Ohio.
a.

m

t

HOPKINS & SON. New Yor ( J

and the state
I'nless Bernalillo county is
asleep, the officers of the roads bureau state that thcro is no reason why
largo amounts of fderul money canpaying

h

one-fourt- h.

not be obtained.

l"or a Weak Htomaeli.
Tho great relief afforded hy Chamberlain's Tablets in a multitude of
cases has fully proven the great value
of this preparation for a weak stomach and Impaired digestion. In many
cases this relief has become permanent and the sufferers have been completely restored to health.

xotick.

The Orthodox Jews of Albuquerque

are going to hold services at the Odd
fellows hall, DOS South Hecond street.
Jloshashuns on Friday evtinln. Sep-

tember 6, Saturday morning, Beptem
her 7, Saturday night and Sunday
morning, September 8. Also Yom Kip.
pur services will bo held on Sunday,
Heptember 15, and all day Mondsy,
September 1. Everybody welcome.
Ity president.
.
J. OSERAN8KY.
-- A. KATZ.
Vice President.

Try the Want Ad Way

o. s.

s. o. s.

HELP!
Small Boys
Little Girls
The Morning Journal wants a lot of

Clean Cotton Rags
Here is your chance to make money with which to
War Savings Stamps.
By collecting the rags, and bringing them to this

Buy

office.

Y--

hydro-

How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

The celebration of Labor day here
yesterday was a complete success and
as such constituted a tribute to union
labor. Hundreds of
visitors spent the day here and rural residents for miles around gathered to
witness the parade and enjoy the program at Huning park. Sptcml street
car service was necessitated and hundreds of automobiles passed hack and
forward to the grounds from noon until late yesterday evening.
Tho parado started from renth
street and Copper and was only a few
minutes late. Preceded by the union
band, the huge line marched methodically to First street and Central avenue. There a turn was made and the
parade returned on Central avenue to
Kobinson park, where it disbanded.
One feature of the parade was theJ
hoys' and girls' clubs, which exhibited T
inemseives ar.u ineir worn (luring the
past season. Gardening, canning anil
drying, cooking, sewing, poultry and
and pig clubs. Floats. were furnished by the Citizens bank ami the
Slate National bank, using a Dodge
car; the Evening Herald using a car
n

Journal-Toba- cco

Fund

Clements to Arrange for Meet- Boys' and Girls' Clubs Feature
Parade; George R, Craig
ing of State Representatives
of
New Mexico
in Absence
and Governor
Lindsey
Director,
Speakers of Afternoon,

'IV

LUST

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

EXERCISES HELD

HERE THIS MONTH

It
just as Important tv.at men ant.uld
kauw of pruper mrthods in advance of
motherhood.
Suffering, pain and distress
Incident to childbirth can be uovided by
Pastime Theater
Paralta Plays
having at hand a bottle f the tlmehonorij
This la a company presents Henry B. Walthall
Mother's Friend.
preparation,
penetrating external application that re- as the star in "His Kobe of Honor;"
lieves the tension upon the muscles and enalso a two-re- el
comedy, "Ilis Puncables them to expand without painful strain tured
Reputation."
upon the. mgaments and nerves.
Thousands of women for over half a century who have used Mother's Friend tell AT Till;
how they entirely avoided nervous spoils
If you were passing a dark house
a bright, happy In a.
anj nausea and preserved
lonely street, and if a girl told you
disposition that reflects wonderfully upon
the character and disposition of the little of a man dying within, what would
one soon to open Its eyes In bewilderment at you do? Tint situation confronted
the joy of his arrival.
Marcel Levignot, an amateur detecBy regular use of Mother's Friend during tive and clubman of
wealth, porthe period the muscles are made and kept
pi labia and elastic. They expand easier trayed by' Wallace Heid in his latest
when baby arrives, and pain and danger at Paramount picture, "The House of Sithe crisis is naturally less.
lence." which is to be displayed at
You can obtain Mother's Friend at any
drug store. It is for external use only, is the "i!" theater today and tomorrow.
The story of this exceptional photoabsolutely safe and wonderfully effect tve.
Write to the Uradfield Regulator Co., K'16 play is
intensely dramatic, and in the
Lamar Btdg., Atlanta. Ga,, for their valuable and instructive "Motherhood BvMif or development of the plot a hatpin and
et
woman's purse are the only clues
Kuidamie for expectant mothers, and remember to get a bottle of Mother's Friend
can discover in his effort to
at the druggist's today. It is the greatest trace the
slayer. He finds her at last,
Kind of help to nature In the
glorious work only to learn that the slaying was leto be performed.
gally justified, ban it did not need

ATTENDS

W

'

'

A Duly ik- -i Every Man Own to Those
who Perpetuate the Race.

THREE

3, 1918.

Prevailing Market Prices Paid.

S.O.S.

S.O. s.

A

'
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PITTSBURGH

AND

CHICAGO EVEN

111

DF WHEAT IS SET

X

H

Champions Allow Pirates Sec- ond Game; Hoilocher, Mer- kle, Pick and Carey Pilfer
Bases with Ease,

EStjl
i&?SV

yaf

--

'ijf
CNC

--

AT

JWZ-4&S-

Jfr

"v

on

?

K

r.

Chicago.

AH. R. H. PO. A. E.
4

o

1

0

0

3

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

Pick, 2b
Deal, 3b
O'Fnrrell, c
Martin, p

4

Merle le,

Totals

.

o
ft

MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL

4
3
4

3

.

Bonne, as
Pigbee, If
Carey, cf
Southworth, rf
Cutshuw, 2b
Motlwili!. II, .
MeKechnie, 3b
Schmidt, c . .
Miller, p
Hinchman,, x
Leach, xx

5

.

4

...

S

3

t1R

2

n
0

........

.33 3 10 27
x Patted for Miller in ninth.
xx
Ran for Hinchman In ninth.
Hoore by innings:
000 003 0104
Chicago
1

JlKCOUIMiK PAST WOULD Sl.ltM

000 003 0003
bases Hoiloch-

Pittsburgh

Stolen
Summary:
er. Merkle, Pick, Carey (2). Sacrifice
hits) Mann
(2), Boone, Cut.shaw,
Miller. Double plays Deal and Merkle. Bases on balls Off Martin 3.
off Miller 2. Struck out By Martin
1. by Miller 4.
Afternoon game:
Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO. A. R.

Barber, rf

ss

Paskert. cf
Merkle. lb
Pick, 2b
Deal, 3b

.

.

.

.

O'Farrel,

c
p

Hendrix,

1

1

3

4

0
"0
4
0
4
0
21 0
4j 0
4
0
1
3

0

1

4

1

B

5

Hoilocher.
Mann, If

.

.

.

34

Totals

2

0
3

0
0

1
2
0 11
1

1

0
1

1

ifi

7x2G

oj

I'lltKbiirgH.

AB. R. H. PO. A. K.j

Boone, bs
Blgboe, If
Carey, cf
Southworth, rf
Cutshaw, 2b .

Mollwlt. lb

McKechnie,
Schmidt, c
Cooper, p

..5

0

0

3

1

4

1

2

0
0

0

2

B

fl

2

4

1

2

4

1
1

4

0
0
0

0
9
0
6

2

1

35

3

10

27

...

.....
......

...

3b

4

Totals
scored.
Score by innings:
Chicago

Pittsburgh

3

3

!

0
0

10
,

1

0
1

li
0
0

0,
0
0

0,

11,0j
2

8

sj

0002
0013

00 000
HO 000

hits
Summary:
Cooper. Stolen bases Parlor,
Hendrix, Bigbee (2), Mollwitz,
Left o nbases Chicago 8,
Pittsburgh 12. Bases on balls Off
Hendrix 6. Off Cooper 2. Hit by pitcherBy Cooper (1) (Hendrix). 5.Struck
Wild
out By Hendrix 1, by cooper
pitch Hendrix.
Three,-bas-

Hen-dri-

e

Xew York
Boston, Sept. 2.
first time this season
York when it divided
6-- 1:

'

Hosfcm

x.

2--

St. IjOuIs
Cincinnati
Cincinnati, O., Sept 2. Cincinnati
closed the season In third place by
winning both games from St: liouis.
First game:
R. II. E.
Score:
St. Louis ..,.201 000 0003 9 3
Cincinnati . ..300 100 llx fi 8 3
8--

6--

Batteries: Packard,

and

Paulette

Brock: Mitchell and Archer.
Second game:
R. H. E.
Score:
1
fi
000 000 0000
St- Louis
Cincinnati . ..000 000 lOx 1 2 1
Batteries: Tuero and Brock; Luque
and Wingo.
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Sept. 2. Brooklyn
closed the season In fifth place by
heating In the second game of the
holiday double header. The Phillies
won the first game. First game:
2--

4--

.
.

...020

000

0002

H E.
6

1

Philadelphia ..000 120 Olx 4 8 0
Batteries: Cheney ar.d M. Wheat;
Jacobs and Adams.
Second game:
Score:
Brooklyn . ...000 140

R. H E.

0005
0213

Philadelphia ..000 000
Batteries: G. Smith and

9
9

3
3

Miller:

Oeschger and Adams.
'NOTICE.
The City Scavenger company has reorganized and in the future wilt be
known as the Albuquerque Garbage
company. We are fully equipped to do
all kinds of scavenger work; we pump
out cellars, cesspools and clean vaults.
We hope to continue serving our old
customers, and solicit the patronage
of the public In general.
Yours for business.
' ALBUQUERQTTB GARBAGE CO., ,
Successors to THB CITY SCAVENGER CO.t J. H. PEAK, Owner, Phone

J8.

RED SDX SPLIT

Year.
!

DOUBLE-HEADE- R

....
....

....

IRK

WITH NEW

.

'

Philadelphia Americans

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917

4.22
4.18
4.12
4.21
4.21

....
....

H

O. R.

Losing Club.

O. R.
Winning Club.
New York Nationals. .4.15
'liicagn America ns . . . 4.22
1
07
4.1 'J
Chicago Nationals
4.24
lilOS Chicago Nationals
1909
Pittsburgh .Nationals . . 4.34
l'JIO
Philadelphia Americans 4.35
1911
Philadelphia Americans 4.27
4.25
1912 Boston Americans

ISO',
r.tu'l

plies-woul-

d

that

P,'"ice.

Possibility of peace before the mid-- :
die of 1920 was indicated in a. memo- randum written by the president and
accompanying the proclamation, as a.
laetor in determination of the presi-- j
dent to maintain the present prices for,
the 1919 crop.
The president's memorandum says:
"In issuing today the government's'
guarantee of the samo price for the;
1919 wheat crop that was guaranteed;
for the 1918 crop,
wish it to bo un-- j
derstood that In the spring of 1919 I:
will appoint a disinterested commis-- i
sion who will secure the facts by thatj
time disclosed as to the Increased enst
of farm labor and supplies, using 'the,
three-yea- r
pro-waverage prices of
wheat, of labor and of supply cints;
as a hnsis, nnd that from this Infor-- j
mation I shall determine whether,
there should bo an increase In price:
above the present level, und if so, what1
advance, in order to maintain for the
farmer a good return. Should it then,
appear that an increase is deserv- d
over the present guarantee, it will b"
applied to those who have by next har
vest already marketed their 1918
wheat.
"It Is the desire and intention of all
departments of the administration to
give to the wheat grower a fair and
stimulative return in order that the
present acreage, in wheat may be

Philadelphia Amcrirans
Chicago Nationals
Detroit Americans

1. 3

Detroit

1.15
3.28
1.15
2.13
3.31
1.15
0 . 't
1.10
1.12
2.17

Americans
Detroit Americans
Chicago Nationals
New York Nationals
New York Nationals
New York Nationals
Philadelphia, Americans
Philadelphia Nationals
Brooklyn National)
New York Nationals

2.18
0.

0

maintained.
"I find that a great conflict of opinion among various sections of the
....
country nB to the price that should be
In Last Play of Season Boston
named as a minimum guarantee. It
must be obvious to all, however, that
n I.ATiOX.
Takes First of Pair and
C..L.
O.R. the factors which will make for inR.S.
S.W. S.U C..W.
creased or decreased ceist of producYankees Second;
5
8
239
244
33
37
Hooper American League
tion of next year's harvest cannot bo
37
8
244
5
33
239
National
League
and Strunk Star at Bat,
determined until tho near approach
SKltlKS.
Total run? to the harvest.
Total games.
Total series.
"In giving a guaranteed price for
7 2
4S3
13
Iffr MORNtHO JOURNAL BPICIAl. LCA.rO Wlft.1
wheat one year In advance (the only
Including two tie games.
New York, Sept. 2. In the final
Industry guaranteed by the governgames of the Reason Boston and New
ment, there Is involved a consideraYork broke even the Red Rux tukitu?
ble national risk. If there should be
game
the first and the Yankees the second. visitors winning the morning afterpeace or increased shipping available
the
National
the
and
taking.'
HARRELL
Scores, first game:
CAPTAIN
before the middle of 920, Europe will
noon Contest. Scores1
Boston.)
naturally supply itself from tho hfge
R. II. F
Morning ..game:
AH. R. H. PO. A. K.
stores of much cheaper wheat now
r.
I.. , 1.. u
lArt
inn DA4
w
u i 'I
v
ti.
. . .luu
n
i
j
IllllilUfiinii.i
4
v'.i
0
In the southern
Hooper rf
hemisphere; and
0
000 000 0022
Washington
2b
Shean,
therefore the government is undertakHE
HAS
DECLARES
and
Johnson
R.
Batteries;
oj
McAvoy:
4
Strunk. cf
ing a xisk which might in such an
n Harper, Ayers and Picninich.
3
Ruth, If
event result in a net loss of as much
E.
II.
R.
Afernoon
4
01
game:
Mcnlnis, Hi
as $500,000,000 through an unsakiblo
1
9
0! Philadelphia
002
...001
0003
.
Scott, fs
or. In any event, in maintain3
o! Washington
040 101 llx S 11
FOUND RIGHT T INC surplus:
Coffey, 3b
ing n high level of price to our own
and
Batteries:
Watson,
1
McAvoy
Schang. c
people for a long period subsequent to
0 iPerkins; Shaw, Altrock. Johnson and
0 0
Jones, p .
freedom in the world's markets.
Picinich, Ainsmith.
"Despite this, the desirability of
9 27 1 1
I
3
32
Totals .
assuring a supply to tho world of
U-All
Chicago
Ni'w York.
Daughter Had. Suffered
prime breadstuff. ly Insuring the
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Detroit, Sept. 2 Making little
farmer against the fluctuations in
in
Her
DeLifeNow
4
Splendid
0
ball
0
to play championship
Walters, rf
price that would result from the
4
season
Hummel, cf
Oj troit and Chicago ended their
of the present situation
Health-Trou- bles
Gone and
4
0
0
Baker, 3b
0j with a double header, the home team
nnd from the speculation those uncer1
1
4
0
Pratt, 2 b
winning both. First game:
She Plays All the Time,
tainties entail, It seems to me to make
1
2
0
3
R. IT. E.
Score:
Fourr.ier, lb
the continuation of the guarantee for
2
4
0
1
5 14
002 000 003
O.Chicago
another year desirable. On the other
Hyatt, If
11 10
250 220 00x
0; Detroit
I'crkinpnugh, sa . 4 0 1
"You ought to see ivluit a wonder- hand. It is clear that before increasing
0
2
0
"l
Batteries: Danforlh and Dcvormer;
Hannah, c
ful change; Tanlac has made In my lit- this liability by large sums with the
3
0
0
Love, p
risks set forth above and before inRoland and Yelle.
tle girl, why, she's like a different
"
0
Mogridge, x
Second game:
the burden of the consumer,
0,0
creasing
reM.
T.
said
"
Harrell,
Captain
the matter should be subjected to
Score:
R. H. E. child," at
was
who
0
7
2
27
11
Ingleside. ..Georgia,
32
Totals
000 100 1103 10 3 siding
searching inquiry at the appropriate
Chicago
for twenty-liv- e
x Batted for Lovo in ninth.
years a conductor on time the time when the pertinent
Detroit
004 010 02x 7 21 1
Seaboard.
Score by innings:
facts will be known.
Batteries: Cicotte and Schalk; Don- the"The
child was never strong and
100 002 00003
Boston
"I feel confident that with this preCobb, Veai h and Stannge, Yelle.
ovan,
he
010 0000
had suffered ever since a baby,"
New York
fixed guarantee and with
liminary
heade
continued. "Sh.i complained of
hits Hooper,
Summary:
the assurance that justice will in ans
kidaches most all the time and her
Strtink. Sacrifice hit Shean. Sacrievent be done to the grower, he will
STAGE SET FOR
fice fly Strunk. Stolen base
neys gave her no end of trouble. She. continue the fine, patriotic, effort by
Double
had no appetite and what little she which he has served the country
plays Fournier
ato soured on her stcmuch and would hitherto: that the government will
and Peckinpaugh: Strunk and Scott.
Bases on balls Off Love 5, off Jones
put her in misery for hours, so that have acted prudently nnd that, the
4. struck out
she could hardly aleep at night. She consumer will be satisfied that his inBy Love 3, l.y Jones
WORLD'S
SERIES
3. Hit by pitcher
By Love 1, by
was weak and nervous and could not terests are not unduly sacrificed and
Jones 1.
play like other ohllJren, although bi,t just consideration given to every
Second game:
she wanted to. We gave her one. thing e'emont of tho matter at the proper
Boston.
after another, but nothing did her t'mo,"
IN
CHICAGO PARK any
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
good.
0
1
1
0
0
5
I found the right thing for her,
Hooper, rf
0
0
0
0
0
0
rf
Kinney,
though, when I started giving her
0
1
5
1
4
0
Cochran, 3b
Tanlac. She began picking up right ENEMIES OF THE
1
0
0
0
0
2
cf
Strunk,
started taking It. Her
Chicago, Sept. 2. Chicago is ready soon after
:
2
0
0
0
2
0
.
Miller, cf
its wartime world's series which strength has been built up wonderfor
0
0
4
3
3
3
if
Whlteman.
her kidneys don'k worry nor like
3
0
012 3 0 will open at Comlskey park, the scene fully,
Mclnni", lb
'
NATION
they did nnd she eats and sleeps like
0
1
0 of the
0
2
0
1917
ss
games,
championship
Scott,
other healthy youngster. Tanlac
any
1
1
1
1
1
0
ss
The playing has given her health and
Schang,
Wednesday afternoon.
happiness
2
0
4
t B 0 field was covered tonight with a huge r.nd
Coffey, 2b
she's now going to school and
1
2
0
0
3
0
c
convas
to
it from a drenching
Mayer,
protect
Playing along with other children as
2
0 ruin.
2
WILSON-FER- RIS
0
3
0
Dubuc, p
If she'd never been sick at all."
seaThe rival teams, finishing their
Tanlac is sold In Albuquerque at the
33 3 10x2G 16 1 son In the east today, are speeding
Totals
Adv.
towards Chicago for the final prac- Alvarado Pharmacy.
Xcw York.
AB. R H. PO. A. E. tice tomorrow. Manager Fred Mitch2
0
0 ell of the
5
0
2
Representative from Oklahochampionship Cubs will di- tions are coming from other cities.
Walter, rf
3
0
0 3 0 1 rect his players through a spirited
Hummel, cf
William Veeck, In charge of the
ma Says Charges That
0 workout
2
2
1
0
4
at Comiskey park in the
Baker. 8b .
press arrangements, announced that
Pratt, 2b ...v;... 3 1 0 4 60 00 afternoon. The main purpose of the press tickets
Wilson
Is a Dictator , Are
at the
will be
0
4
213
practice is to gain an Idea of the light National league club (available
Fournier, lb
at
headquarters
1
0
0
1
1
conditions. Mitchell expects to place
Slanderous and Untrue,
.4
Hyatt, If
the Congress hotel tomorrow
Peckinpaugh, ss . . 4 0 11 4 3 00 his men in position at the exact hour
4
0
the Initial game will start Wednesday
Hannah, c
1
0 and hopes for the
MORNINO
JOURNAL RRtCIAL LEASED WIRE
brightest kind of
Mogridge. P...;.. 3 1 0 0
IVIULF0RD WINS 100
sunlight.
Washington, Sept. 3. Represcnla-tiv- e
1
28
4
17"
9
The American league champions al
Ferris of Oklahoma, domoeratic
Totals .........84
MILE AUTO RACE ON
x Two out, when winning run ready are familiar with Its pecullar'-tle- s.
congressional
committee chairman,
addressee! the house today on the
The Red Sox, if they arrive from
scored.
COURSE
UN10NT0WN
achievements of the administration in
Boston In time, will take their final
Score by innings:
010 100 0013 practice tomorrow.
the war. He declared references to
Boston
WOtHINt JOURNAL RRRCtAL LCASIO W'RBl
011
000
President Wilson as "dictator," came
0114
The steady demand for reMerved
New York
2. Ralph
Unlontown,
Pa.4
Sept.
White-mae
from "enefnies of the republic."
hits
seats has convinced Walter Cralgheat", Mulford won
Summary:
automobile only
the
"My answer to this charge Is that
Hyatt, Peckinpaugh, Coffey, business manager of the Chicago Na- race on the Unlontown Bpeedway in
bo
Three-bas- e
hit Scott. tionals, that few will remain to
it is slander and an untruth.' Mr.
Fournier.
1:1011.17; an
speed of 97
Ferris said, "and the man who makes
Home runs Whlteman, Buker. Sac- placed on sale o nthe opening day of miles per hour.average
record.
Is
world
a
This
Stolen bases
the series. From all indications the
rifice hit Mclnnis.
Louis Chevrolet was edged out of such a charge in war time is a man
Double
who hates his country more than he
17,000 box and reserved seats will bo first
play
Mogridge.
Pratt,
place when he violated A. A. loves
0
it, who retards it more than he
Cochran and Mclnnis. Bases on balln sold before tomorrow night. The
rules
of
othr
to
the
passing
pertaining
B.
anel who worries mora about!
Struck
Off Mogridge 1. off Dubuc
general admission tickets will not er cars. Ho was called In
ref- helps it,
the
by
1.be placed on sale until the day of eree and
out By Dubuc
two laps. politics and partisan advantage; than
censured,
.losing
soleach game.
Omar Toft finished third and Arthur he does about the success of the
Washlnirlon
diers at the front. The only criticism
Owing- to the lack of
Philadelphia
fourth.
;ri
..;..'
Duray
that has ever been wuge4 successfully
Washington, Sept. 2. Washington patronage fas compared with former
a republican form of governand Philadelphia ended the seano'i years, the crowds will he strictly
double-headethe
Ad Way against
tint "home town," although a few delegament, Is that a republic governed by
here by dividing a
Boston Nationals
Boston Americans
Boston Americans
Chicago Americans ..
Tie game.
'Record series.
ItKCAP I
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Boston for the
won from New
today's double-heade- r.

R. H. E.
Score First game:
000 200 0002 7 1
Poston
200 400 0006 13 0
New York
Batteries: Nehf and Wagner; Causey and McCarty.
R. H. 13.
Score Second game:
010 000 000 1 5 3
New York
2
9
2
001 001 OOx
Boston
Batteries: Steele and Rariden; Rudolph and Wagner.

Score:
Brooklyn

WIRBI
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fifty years been giving relief to even
tho most aggravated and stubborn
cases of Rheumatism. It cleanses and
purifies the blooj by routing out all
traces of disease.
The experience of
others who have taken S. S. S. will
convince you that it will promptly
icach your case. You ran obtain thin
valuable remedy at any drug store.
book on Rheumatism
A valuable
and its treatment, together with expert medical advice ubout your own
individual case, will be sent absolutely
y
to .Medical Defree. Write
partment, Swift Specific Co., 431
Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.

You never knew cf Rheumatism
that most painful source of suffering
being cured l.y liniments.' lotions or
other external applications. And you
will never see anything but temporary relief afforded by such makeshifts.
Hut why be satisfied with temporary relief from the pangs of pain
which are sine to return with increased severity,' when there is permanent
relief within your reac h? Science has
proven that Rheumatism is a disorHow
dered condition of the blood.
then, can satisfactory results be ex- -
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Increase Later,

Washington, Sept. 2. By proclamation issued today President Wilson
set $2.20 a bushel as the minimum
prico guaranteed bv the government
for the 1919 wheat crop.
A disinterested com mission,
the;
president stated, will be appointed
next spring to see whether the in-creased cost of farm labor and s.ip-- i
justify an Increase above!

Pittsburgh. Sept. 2. Chicago and
Pittsburgh closed the season by splil-thia double-headeMorning game:
Barber, if
Hoilocher, ss
Mann, If
Paskert, cf

Proclama-

Fixes Price for 1918
Crop of Cereal; May Decide
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52.20 BUSHEL

President Wilson

'

irom any treatment that does
Rheumatism Has Never Been reotea
not reach the blond, the seat of the
Cured by Liniments or Lotions, trouble, and rid the- cystem of tho
cause of the
ti. S. 8. is one
and Never Will Be.
blood lemedy that has for mole than
-

-

.

Here Is One Thing That
Is Absolutely Impossible
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inspection of menagerie

HOPEWELL FIELD

the consent of the governed duri,:jr thel
hour of great s'ress cannot riiickly
assemble, itself for purposes of defense.
'The only way successfully to combat this charge is, in time of war
(piickly to give the chief executive
full power to act, and to act without
conducting a debating society while
the enemy of the country is at the
gates."
Mr. Ferris reviewed "fie accomplishments of the military and industrial branches of the government.
"Can there be anything about this
achievement that will hiuko demo-- !
crats ashamed of their democracy, or
make the republicans ashamed of
their country?" ho asked. "I prefer
that republicans and democrats everywhere will perfcr to stand behind nnd
encourage tho public officers and the
private citizens who encourago the
public behind the president, the congress and the country."
Not a Tik-l- i Mar'tt War.
Under tho income tax law and the
selective draft, the charge that "this
is a rich man's war and a poor man's
fight," has been refuted," Mr. Ferris
declared, adding:
"Agitators, like the poor, will always be with us. Washington had
many tories. Lincoln many copperheads, and Wilson has a few pacifists
and a.titators. Wilson has less than
the rest."
Mr. Ferris' speech was a keynote
declaration for the full campaign. He
said republicans and democrats were
working aliko for success in the
greatest war of all time, and cited the
u
fact that an eminent republican,
Root, had headed that most dedicate of foreign missions to Russia;
that foimer President Taft am'
Charles K. Hughes had been chosen
for important war work. Among other
republicans in the administration, he
mentioned Charles M. Schwab of the
Fuel
Emergency Fleet corporation,
Administrator Garfield and Food Administrator Hoover.
Representative Longworth of Ohio,
challenging the classification of Dr.
Garfield as a republican, said Dr.
Garfield is not a republican and that
ho is a strong supporter of President
Wilson.

ThesJ tiny CAPSULES
are superior to Cal:am
of Cjpaija, Ctibcts or
lnlecticjns,ancl
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NOT f IK l OB I'l nUCATIOX.
OfUepnrtmcMit tf the Interior. U. S. Land
fice at Simla Fe. .New Moxlc-oNcllce is hereby Riven that Aclnlfo Clrleiro,
of TIJprn, New Mexico, whci, nn Muy 11,
Nn. i2(lS9S. for
tlilf, rriiKlf 1lmnr.st.Tol Sec--Knlrv.
.
N13
17:13
4
SK
S
2
NB
Sertlon ,.'0. Township
K
KV
X. M. I'. Meridian, has filed
'IS., Kanm
notice of intPiuIon to make three yeur final
Proof, to e.itciMifch claim tn the laml above
Untied
McDoimlil,
ilcscribi-dtwforn f).
SltUc-OurimlHstoner.
tit Albucjuerciue,
eic-t191K.
on
12,
Mexico,
e'lntnuuit niiniin as wilne'RKc:
ratios elrlc'H't, of Tijoras, N. M.
AiiKiistin Dries.,, of Tl.krun. N. M.
N. M.
ltufilfl eii'lexo, of Tlii-rusN. M.
Keillllii. of Tlit-riiaAurii-etl-

s:

DICU.AriO,
Ueylster.
XOTICK
ft Hl.lf'.VriON.
lf)lt
of the Interior. U. S. Land Of'
flee ill Santa Ke, Ne w Mexico, Annum 20,
FHAN'Cjil.0

111

IX.

1a
Klven
that Antonio
hereby
"f I'a.iiirllo. Hernallllo rn., N. Mcx..
.March .'It, li'l.'!, made TtoineHteael
Iiln 3
Kntry. Nn. 'UX143 for K - SV
and 4. Sec-- Ion Thtrtv. Township inf., Kaniro
M
ri.ilun. hu file", notice of
1W.. N. M. I'.
Intention to nv.ke Five Veur Proof, lo ealab-ll- h
(lain to the land ub.n-- d.ycrlbe.l. before II. K. Mcdonald, t'nlted Stales Commissioner, at A Ibunucniue, New Mexico, on Oct.

Noiire

film-Kin-

on

who,

14.

ism.

fl.i iiiiitnt nanus as witnesses:
e'leriutio .1. s.mche-.- . of I'ajarllo, N, M.
.lima A. liurule, of Armi.lo, N. M.
Kiit'i:iln. cilirnle, of Arinijo, N. M.
(ialirlal A. Ilmvrtt. of Arniijo, N. M.
Kit AN CISCO DltlMlAJX),

Kli-h-

KeKlHter.

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte-

rs

Phone 441.

22b West Gold.

LUMBER

Paints,, Oils, mass. Malthold Roofing
und Building Paper.

J. C. BALDRIDGE

LUMBER

COMPANY

3 AUTO RECORDS
THE

DIRT T RACK

BROKEN AT FAIR

WM. FARft COMPANY.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers
In
FRKSH
AND SALT MKATS
Sausage a Sp;laKjr
Fat Cattle and Hogs the Ruling
Market Price
Are lutd

r4X44t

44)
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General Contractor

Three
Neb.,
Lincoln,
world's automobile racing records for
the half mile, milo and two mile dirt
track wete broken by Sig Ilaughdahl
at the Nebraska state fair toelay. In
the time trtals over the fhalf-mil- e
course, Ilaughdahl negotiated the dish
of a second
tance in :31.20,
faster than the record established by
himself in Des Moines last Friday.
Ho then asked permission to try
the mile and two miles, and covered
the former in 1:01.00, two and three-fifth- s
second lower than the record
set by Jules Elingboe at the Iowa state
fair last week. He then lowered the
two-mirecord by five and
in
seconds, making that distance
2:02.60. The former, world's record
was 2: OS and was held by Elingboe.

We are In a position to give
more value for the money than
any other BUILD IN O FIRM la
this vicinity.
Office With
,

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.

one-fift-

Herman Heats Sluirkcy.
Philadelphia, Sept. 2. Fete Herman, the bantamweight champion,
had tho advantage In his
fight with Jack Sharkey.

S77
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two-fift-

le

Journal
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Wall Paper

Hudson for
Frames
Picture
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By S. W. STRAUS
PttiiJent o iht Amtrkan Socttly for Thrift

REVOLVING

EXHAUSTED

way Administration,
JObRNAk

SPCCIAk

tIAMO WIRC

Washington, .Sept. 1. Nearly half
of the $500,000,000 revolving fund
provided originally fo Mhe railroad
has boeri continued in
j ilniiiiistrutioii
loans and rental payments to individual roads, according to a railroad
admiistratiun financial report.
.Since. April 1, $20-- ', 000, 000 has been
advanced. Previous payments rai.se
the total to nearly ?250,000,000.
$39,553,000 has been paid
cut from accumulated surplus earnings turned over to the railroad ad-- i;
inistration ty various roads. August
roads amountpayments to thirty-nin- e
the Pennsylvania
ed to
being the largest borrower.
i
Mora
half the funds advanced
in the last five months have gone to
the New Haven, New York Central
..
and Pennsylvania. Some of the
vanees of more than one million dollars above current earnings made dur-i- g
August were: Pennsylvania railroad $,.riOI),000; Chicago, Buriington
i.nd Qiiinry railway, $1, COO, 000; Miss-(u$ ,7 '0,'iflO;
Pacific
railway,
Southern Pacific, $ 1,300,000 ; Chicago
Paul, Minneapolis nnd Omtiha,
$1,200,000; Chicago, Milawukee and
Vt. Paul, $1,000,000.
"The director general desires to
correct an impression which prevails
In seme, cases," says a statement
"to the effect that the United
Htates railroad administration is withholding, the standaid rentals due to
the carious railroads under government control pending the execution
of the contracts, between the railroads
tnd RO"Frmnrnt and that the omission of any railroad corporation to
settle their debts or claims Is due
to any o.nission by the railroad administration to pity the accrued rtnt-els- .
th-u-

ten-ye- ar

rl

1

IRE
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AT BORDER TOWN

Situation Which Arose from
the Shooting at Nogales
"The fact is that the equivalent of
Last Tuesday Is Considered
the dandard rentals which for the
lirst eight months: of the current year
Completely Cleared,
to approximately $00,000,-(00- ,
hal already very largely beer,
lav MOHNINV JOURNAL setciAL tIAtID wt:
laid to vry railroad company in the
Ariz., Sept. 2. Revolting
Nogales,
United States under government
Taquls in. the mountains near Or'iz,
"
south of Ilormosillo, sent a runner
to the commanding officer of the
NO USE TRYING TO
federals in Ortiz Saturday nsking for
and for permission to rej iln
EVADE REGISTERING amnesty
the federal
command,
according

to news
received
hero
today
lY MORNINa JtlUNL PtCIAt L.A.IO WIRIl
from Hermosillo.
Colonel.. Munoza,
2.
Wahington, Sept.
Attempts to lithe federal commander, replied that
evade registration on September 12 by the oivly terms
be would consider
men made subject to military service would be unconditional
surrender.
man
the
will
bill
bo
by
power
hope The families of the Indians are beless. Provost Marshal General Crow
held ns prisoncrrs at Ortiz am!
der's office asserted tonight, in sum- ing
this was paid to have caused the
the
marizing
government's experience
to make overture
preliminary
0
with the draft to date. Between
to surrendering. Newspapers receive!
and 25,000 men who failed to reg- hero
from Hermosillo give additiona'
ister in 1917 have been rounded up details of the
fighting at Ortiz Monsince. While 3,000 men subject to the
One paper, known to be a govday.
first draft had crossed into Mexico,
organ, announced that Chip!
their names are on file with the de- - ernmentthe
Yanui leader, was killed
Matus,
7partment of justice, which cases In the fight Monday. His hat and
now
against them ready. Canada is
and horse having been found.
automatically returning those who pistol
have been given out, howhave fled there, or conscripting them. This may
Jr.
the Indians
ever, t
impress
other parts of the state.
Journal Want A fix tirlne result.
of the
Maj. Alberto Rodriguez
the Twn-R- ir
Otxn rinh. Ortiz garrison, was killed in this fight.
20,-00-

Rt

period.

O'tr'AL OIATCM

Look buck over the last ten years
Be honest with yourof your life.
facts squarely in the 'face!
self!
Could you not have saved 5c a day, or
a quarter a day, or possibly a dollar
a day? It might have pinched you
now and then a little to do so; it
might have meant the surrender of a
a few good times, a few luxuries or
But it would have
extravagances.
meant a substantial sum behind you
to-dsomething that would add Immeasurably to your poise, peace of
mind, and
The most common mistake made
of I tie- - things. At
ordinarily is
Wichita, Kansas, a drnif of 1,500 hon
Is fed from citv garbage, which hMb-evt- o
had been thrown away. With th
use of a small amount of corn these
hogs are increasing in weight 1.J0D
In each ton of gurbsge
lbs. a day.
thrre is enough food to produce 100
lbs. o--f good pork.
One of the greatest lessens Americans can learn, both to Klividuil and
Is thut we must
national
despise not the little things.

rn

JOUMAU

TO MOANlNd

Sep'. J. Sudden
ahift of the Hunt following in all parts
isborn,
of Arizona from .Colter to
Hunt's declaration that isborn wilt
satisfy h!tn as governor, and a. new
alignment of votes in various counties
of the state, have been the outstanding features of the campaign last
week, and since the last figures oi
estimated county strength were issued
The result has been that isborn has
lest the lead in three counties, Colter
has lost his largest county, and Sutter
lias gained four counties by small

rhoenix, Ariz.,
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Economy Ranges and Stoves
COAL, GAS, WOOD AND

IN

3

1

COMBINATION

Immense Stock of Stoves and Ranges at Last Year's Prices.

25

OFF OF TODAY'S PRICES
Below Are Examples of Big Savings
STOVES AND RANGES
STOVES AND RANGES
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Get Your Ticket for the
Economy Range to
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WAR-TIM- E

$37.10
$49.50,
$42.90
$57.20,
Among the most interesting devel
opments is that in Cllbt county. One
$44.00
$73.00
$5S.75,
$97.50,
week ago Colter would have carried
this county by an estimated majority
$51.35
$67.75,
$34.70
$45.00,
over his nearest opponent of 400 voles
Within the week, however, i isborn has
$100.00
Be
gained in Miami sufficient following
to capture the camp. Sutter has been
14.
n majority in Globe and in
lonced'-the county's outlying precincts. The
Vesult has been that In the new alignment the county has gone to Sutter
by about 200 majority, with Osborn
second and Colter third in strength.
During this sale and demonstratio,i special prizes for best bakings of
Hunt IK'putlos Holtwar-tim- e
breads will be offered. Prizes will include:
the heaviest
Colter has suffered
losses of strength in the week just
$5.00 Universal Percolator.
ending. This has been occasioned by
set Pyrex transparent baking ware.
the bolting of many of Hunt's depure spun aluminum teakettle.
Osborn
John
ranks.
to
the
puties
Dunbar. Mark Dunbar Donnelly, nnd
Universal food chopper.
others have joined Mulford Winsor
set of measuring spoons.
.Every participant will receive a handy
in the prosecution of the Osborn camtaken
have
nnd
in
bolting they
paign,
WATCH FOR DETAILED ANNOUNCEMENT
of Colter's
with them considerable
strength. In addition. Colter's trip
last Sunday to Rodeo, New Mexico, in
spite of the fact that Thomas K. Marshal and Grady Gamage, Arizona prohibition leaders, are working for him,
ALBUQUERQUE'S BIG HARDWARE STORE.
has resulted in the loss to him of
many of the prohibition votes, nearly
220
878
all of them going to Sutter, whose
record in this matter Is unblemished.
Colter Hcllpved His Ijomt.
Osborn, while he has gained from
Colter, has lost heavily in strength
to Suiter, with the result that his
polling power this week Ih nearly HOo
BY
votes less than one week ago. His
greatest gain was in Clla county while
his losses were in Cochise. Pima, Santa Cruz nnd the northern tier of counUorvDef
tvecc,
ties.
IS
T i r,
Cofi--o
Sutter has continued his Inroads
into tho strength DC hla two opponents
Ills, lists of supadding materially'-Iporters tyi nearly .eVory part of the
WAY TO
Mate. He Is the only candidate makweek
nnd
ing addresses,
during the
has anpeared at Red Lake, Winslow,
nnd
Snowflake, Flagstaff, Jerome
1BV M04NIN9 JOtlftMAt APCCIAt tIAttD
Wll)
Tmprrtial observers of AriAmsterdam, Sept. 2. According to
zona politics believe he Is gaining fast
a
received
hero.
dispatch
today from
at the cost of both his opponents nnd
that another week, will plnco him so the official Itussinn telegraph agency,
far ahead al! doubt of the outcome Nikolai I,enine, the Russian premie-will be overcome throughout the state who was shot Friday night by a
female revolutionist and who was
Counties for Sutter, bnsed on last
week's estimates: Cochise, Coconino, reported to have succumbed to his
wounds, is out of danger.
Gila, Graham, Greenlee,
Maricopa,
Mohr-.ve"Santa
Pima
and
Navajo,
The report that I.enine the Ilolshe-vi- k
Cruz.
premier, had died as a result of
Counties for Osborn:
Pinal nnd the wounds inflicted by a Russian revYuma.
olutionist, was contained in a telegram
Counties for Colter: Apache nnd sent from
Petragrad by way of CoYnvapal.
penhagen to the Exchange Telegraph
company of London on Sunday.
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together with five soldiers and six
federals, wounded. Fifty Yatiuis wero
killed, according to General Calles. H
was announced that should the In
dians accept the offer of unconditional surrender, they will be disarmed and segregated as was done last
year during the Yumii outbreak. It
here
is believed
the threatened
Yaiui uprising has been deferred.
prigadior General De Rosey Cabell
left here today for his head'iuarters
at Douglas, Ariz., and Gen. I'lutairo
Ellas Calles is expected to leave tomorrow for an inspection of the border forces. The situation which developed from the shooting of tho
affair of last Tuesday was considered
cleared today with the departure o'.
General Cabell and. while every
is being taken to prevent a
resumption of hostilities, General
expressed the belief before h's
was
departure that the incident
closed.
General Culles has sent a report of
the affair to Presdient Carranza it.
iin which he refers the entire matter 1 2
the diplomatic representatives of the
Mexican government.
He divided his report Into two sec.
lions, one dealing with the respons1-billt- y
for the inception of the shoot--iuTuesday and the other with the
violation of the American consulate by
larmed Mexicans, who took Vice Consul McGuire and Clerk Coolvy away
the
latter. Mexiand wounded
can Consul Garza Zerutcbe :s also
preparing a report of the affair to
Tionillas in
be sent to Ambassador
Washington for forwarding to Mexlci
City. Both reports will be Included
'in President Carranza's proclamation
Ct.tnml.ac Ifl Ciniiiil Vorlneh nn.
nou need today.
The proclamation by President
will be the customary message
issued by the presidents of Mexico H
connectian with tho observance of tho
national annivrsary of Mexican
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and cheese
country."
In drinking tea or coffee, a grctt
many people are in the habit of leaving a small amount of undissolved
sugar at the bottom of the cup. It
seems a very trivial amount, yet the
aggregate waste of sugar in Ill's respect alone is estimated at 1,700,000
lbs. daily, or 620,000,000 lbs. a year.
These figures seem Incredible, but we
must remember that America drinks
100,000,000 cups of coffee and 70,000,- 000 clips of tea a day.
The nrnctice of thrift means a con
(taut and systematic elimination of
wacti". nn nuiMrr how small, and a
steady saving of resources, no matter
how inronseiiiential the amounts may
A
be.
grf at French hanker was once
tli sprret of Frcm-- thrift and
Interest "
he replied,
Just as constant waste, even in nttie
things, may change one's life from
flbir so the fteiulv sav
cuxiveii
will eventually bring
ing of niom-it not actual weaim.
Independence,
ends

Estimates in Gubernatorial
Campaign Indicate Shifting
ot Four Counties from
and Colter

?
?V

y

DEMONSTRATION OF COAL RANGES
MISS IVY LAY, Demonstrator

y

ARIZONA REPOR T

one's cbiily saving of this insignificant
amount will amount to $;l3, in addition to $S0.3! interest, making a total
of
By savin? Uc a day for
ten years, with interest compounded
one will hvr the comfortable
at
sum of $003.18; iOc a day will net
g90.9!t. Save 60c a dny for ten years
and you will have $3,iiT.TS; saving a
dollar a dav, with compound interest,
will give a' total of $4,155.74 for the

Glad

Gil

STRENGTH, SAYS

Let us analyze the statement made by
the Frenchman.
Tost people can
without nnv inconvenience whatever
. ithin ten
years
lay asiuV 10c a day.

Our piesrnt
campaign for
sugar
saving
brings o t in
graphic manner the value
of saving on
little
things.
stone
once said, "A
chancellor of
the exchequer
is not worth
his talt if he
is not ready to
save
candle
parings for his

Loans and Rental Payments
to Roads Cut Deep Into the
Money Set Aside for Rail-
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RECOVERY

Itus-sla-

MANY CONTESTS IN

London, Sept. 2. The assassin of
TODAY Nikolai Lenine, the Russian Bolshevik
premier, reported to have died as the
result of bullet wounds, was Dorr
MORNING
JOURNAL RRBCIAL LI'IIB WIM)
Kaplan, a prominent Russian rcvolu
Uoise, Ma., Sept. 2. Their cam
paigns closed, candidates for demo tlonary, according to a dispatch from
crdtic and republican nominations Petrograd received today by the Evenfor two seats in the United States sen ing Star.
ate nnd two places in the national
house of representatives, as well as a NO INFLAMMATION' IX TIIR
WOUND, MOStXW KEPORTS
long list of state offices, awaited tonight the decision of the Ldaho voters
London, Sept. 2. A Russian offiin the primary election tomorrow.
Unusual Interest was aroused in the cial dispatch received in Ixindon th's
democric campaign
,y the decision evening from Moscow says: (
"At 9:30 o'clock
of the state supieni
Sunday nigbt
court enabling
tho
league to place a set Tremier Lenine was sleeping very
of candidates on the democratic ticket, nvell. There was no Inflammation iu
thereby adding considerably to the the wounds. There was a rise In temnumber of contests.
perature due to the effusion of blood
Tho nominations for United States In the pluera."
senator to 1,3 made regularly at this
election are sougbt by William E. Bo YANKEES HAVE .NEVER
rah, incumbent and republican, and
GIVEN GROUND TO FOE
Frank I... Moore, democrat. The unex
pired term of the late Senator James
II. Brady is to be filled at the fall elec
fV MON!N JOUHNAI. PfliAt. IBAf 0 Wlftgl
London, Sept. 2. The Americans,
tion and democratic nominations are
says the correspondent of Router's
now sought by John V. Nugent, dem
crat, who was appointed by Governor limited, at American headcpiarters in
Alexander to serve until the election, France, have so far never yielded
and James H. Hawley. The republican ground in France and they have kept
candidates are Frank It. Gooding nfld that proud- - record inviolate by the
successful advance on Juvigny after
James F. Allshio.
three days and nights of the bitterest
fighting. The correspondent says
WAR GARDEN GROWS
that the Americans encountered a
d
and extremely skilful
ON OLD BALL PARK
enemy showing no signs of a lowered
morale.
1PICIAL
,.Y MOIN JOU.-"Every foot of the way Into Juvigny
IH
tUD
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 2. Kaffir corn had to he contested with machine gungrows where second base used to be, ners who fought until none was left to
frljole beans twine around the home fight."
plate and a runner between, first and
Docs Cleveland Korfelt?
second bases would get tangled up in
the cantaloupe vines at the WashingSt. Louis, Mo., Sept. 2. Although
ton park baseball grounds. The dia- Business Manager Boh Quinn of the
mond at the big municipal park was St. Louis Americans had been officonverted into a war garden early in
cially notified Saturday that the
the spring by Park Commissioner Cleveland team would not be here for
V.
who
double-heade- r.
had
Fisher,
ball
the
John
scheduled
today's
grounds plowed under and prepared
Burke put his men
Jimmy
Manager
for pultivation.
on the field at 1:45 and claimed both
The school boys of the city under
games by forfeit. The scores will be
took the planting and tending of sent to President Ban Johnson of the
was
it
and
announced at the last American league. Grover Lowdermilk
crops
Two pitchers pitched
meeting of the city school board that was umpire.
would
clear J500 on their five balls each, in complinnco with
the boys
war garden. The boys had an advan the rules. There was ten minutes betage over other toys in the city, as tween "games."
the water ror growing crops at the
Washington park war garden is ob- Tell it through the classified
tained from the main irrigation canal
Rewhich passes under th park and the columns of The Journal.
,
and
certain.
are
cost
sults
them
water
quick
nothing,.
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Calomel Today!
I

A MUCH

5"MACV.R

tOU H4WS

Sick Tomorrow!

Guarantee Dodson's

LiVer

Tone

Don't take nasty, dangerous calomel when bilious,
. .'.
constipated, headachy. Listen to me!
.

Calomel makes you sick; you lose a
day's work. Calomel is quicksilver and
U salivates; calomel injures your liver.
If you are bilious, feel lazy, sluggish
and all knocked out, if your bowels
are constipated and your head aches
or stomach la sour, just take a spoonful of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone
instead of using sickening, salivating
calomel. Dodson's Liver Tone Is real
liver medicine. Tou'll know It next
morning because you will wake up
feeling fine, your liver will be work-Inyour headache and dizziness gone,
your stomach will be sweet and bowels
regular. You will feel like working.
You'll be cheerful; full of vigor and
ambition.
,
Vour druggist or dealer sells you a
bottle ot DoJsou's Liver Tone tor a

,

cents under my personal guaran
that it will clean your siuggisu
liver better than nasty calomel; It
won't make you sick end you can ent
anything you want, without being sab
vated. Your druggist guarantees that
each spoonful will start your liver,
clean your bowels and straighten yot
up by morning or you get your montjr
back,
children gladly take Dodson's
Liver Tone because It is pleasant tastor cramp oc
ing and doesn't grip
make them sick.
I am selling millions of bottles of
Dodson
Liver Tone to people wno
have' found that this pleasant, vegetable liver medicine takes the plao
of dangerous calomel.
Buy one bottle on my sound, reliable guarantee.
Auk your druggist about ue,
few
tee
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OF SCHOOLS.

The children of Albuquerque this
morning will begin another year of
school. Someone a long time ago
wrote that little boys and girls always
"trudge" to school. The term fitted,
jiot because they do trudge, for, on
the contrary, they usually romp, but
because it expressed tho spirit with
which children, since the first schoolmaster looked over his spectacles back
yonder yf Egypt or along the Euphrates, face the tasks of the schoolroom.
Teachers are responsible for taking
a great deal of the drudgery out of
school work, and almost every child
considers his teacher, next to his
father and mother, his most sympathetic friend. The days when It was
thought to make a child perform a
distasteful task was the best possible
"schooling" are gone. It is now the
nim of teachers and superintendents
to make an appeal to the pupils. They
have learned that the more attractive
a study is the better the child suc-

ceeds and the more he learns.
The Albuquerque schools this year
begin slightly shorthanded as does
nearly every school in tho country.
Teachers have gone away to war. Not
only the men teachers, but women
teachers as well.

While there is a shortage of teachers because of the war there is no sign
of n phortage of children. There Is a
possibility that some of the buildings
in the city will bo overcrowded, but arrangements will be made to house the
schools a swell as possible.
The enrollment at the high school
Is a trifle under the average of former years, because a number of boys
have cighter taken Jobs made available by tho war or have had to stop
school for other reasons.
The coming season, however, promises to be as fruitful a one as any in
the past.
GKItMAX H.TXSIOXS.

The most popular pastime in Germany these, days is berating the men
who told the people that tho German
army was invincible. The burden of

song is, "Somebody Lied."
Baron von Ardenne, military critic
of the Berlin Tageblatt, frankly admits the allies are superior in numerThe
ical strength to the Germans.
editor of the Vorwearts Is equally candid in his condemnation of persons
(military high commanders and cabinet ministers, with whom, supposedly,
the kaiser is included) who misled the
people. Vorwearts goes even further
and acknowledges .Germany as "the
weakest side.' The paper asks why
the country has been told that France
Is bled white, that Italy was exhaustwarfare had brought
ed, that
England near to her end.
"Who greeted America's entry into
the war with relief?" It goes on. "Who
told us that this same America would
never be able to bring a single man or
a single ship to Europe?"
No one supposes that Baron von
Ardenne or the editor of Vorwearts
doesn't know who told them. They do,
find the menacing manner In which
they put the question leaves no doubt
that they expect a reply which will Include an explanation from the mllltarv
commanders who held out the mirage
of victory for four years to the German people.
Now the mirage has turned to a
cloudj which is growing darker every
day.
The Prussian war makers are In for
ft storm. The lightning bolts ofFdch
may not be the least terrible wrath
that is brewing for them. Should the
ringer of the people become fully
nrouscd, should tlvfy realize to the full
the deception that has been worked
on them. It is not Improbable the German rulers will give up the ghost beInfore the ghos.t is removed by the
allies.
of
the
strumentality

the
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lowers of Bleasism dwindled in numbers.
The lesson to be learned from the
South Carolina primaries is that so
long as the wholesome element does
not despair there is hope for a state's
redemption from the grip of a gang.
The election of Mr. Dial to succeed
the late Ben Tillman is the proof.

The Germans face the winter with
less fuel, less food, and what is more
important than either of the others,
less hope than since the War began.
UKPRISATi HY SPAIN'.
To procure redress of her grievances
against Germany the Spanish government is to take over all of the former's ships interned in Spanish norts.
It is Spain's answer to Germany's persistent disregard of warnings from
Madrid?
But in addition to that it Is ono
more sinker to the already helpless

submarine. Not that the submarine
has not been a deadly weapon. When
the war is over and the complete totals In commerce losses are given out
the world will know what terrific
damage It has wrought. But it is the
very damage It nas worKea mat nan
proved Its death blow and the undoing
of German hopes.
The Germans are now asking why
the nations of the world turned
against them. Such insruments of
war as the submarine is the answer.
Spain was practically the last coun
try in Europe, asltie irom eweuun,
that bore friendliness toward the Germans.
There is still a strong
party there, but tho action
of the government in slczing the German ships in her. ports will go a long
way to kill that party's force.
HAMP.i:i5LAIN

OF

SAX ANTONIO.

When Isreal Putnam, In command
of an outpost at Horseneck, Conn., was
attacked by the British under Tryon,
the

American

Revolutionary

hero

dashed down the hill toward the BritLater he returned
ish and escaped.
and captured fifty of Tyron's men.
tlwas the came spirit that sent

First Lieut. Edmund

G.

Chamberlain,

jf

the run.
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Many Are
Lending Their
Lives What
Are YOU
Lending?

4V!V

Thousands of our boys are going down into
the trenches today clean-facedetermined,
splendid young men going there to battle
for you. You can at least go down in your
pockets for them? Think it over be ready
and purchase
d,

i
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WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

-

There's an army. Yes, a dozen armies of stalwart,
d
young men standing between you and the
grizzly Hun. These young fellows are giving their ease,
their comfort, their friends and homes, their bodies, the
hope of life giving for you for you. You can at least
lend your money for them. Prove your
patriotism with
dollars.
wind-bronze-

The Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
'
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
"The Bank of Personal Service"
War Savings StampsBuy Them Often

Jerusalem Profits by Conqueror
(By V. T. MnsHeys)

J!U: SR.

Cole
Tho decisive defeat of
J .Blcase of South Carolina, candidate
for the United States senate, may be
interpreted as marking a. change in
tho political sentiment of the state.
Heretofore, candidates have made
their appeals along the lints of class
hatred. Tillman in tho early '90s depended for his strongest support on
"tho masses" in whom ho studied to
bitterness toward the
alive
keep
Blcase, who declared
"arUsocraey."
hiniL-'l- f
tho political heir of Tillman,
was elected governor two terms by the
same tactics.
But Tillman gradually drew stway
from such practices and even disclaimed Biease in the notorious campaign of 1912. It is probable he foresaw the growing strength of the better
element in South Carolina-- At any
rate the respectable minority did grow
stronger year by year while the fol-

h;

Imm.

Public
Schools

'

'

American highways.
This Is as good a time as any to begin preparations for the building of
a state highway from east to went. It
lies with the commissioners of. .each
county to set the business going.

dki'i.at of com

1918.

ABSENT, WITH TEACHER'S CONSENT

The farmers of Douglas county,
Kansas, have voted to build a paved
highway all the way across their county. In Kansas the action is taken as
the first move to build a paved thoroughfare across the entire state.
The building of a modern road in
Kansas is important not alone to the
state, but to all the states between
there and California. Roads have to
lead somewhere, and the one which is
to be built by the Douglas county
farmers is to follow the old Santa Fe
trail. The Kansas state highway commission has started a movement to
follow the lead of Douglas county and
make a safe highway on the santa
Fe trail from the Missouri river to the
western border of the state. That will
bring It to the eastern bodndary of
New Mexico.
,
A fine section of highway which
has Us two extermities ending nowhere in particular is of not much
more use than a section of railway
which Is unconnected with terminals.
The proposed road will be of great
benefit to Kansans, but until it is extended all the way to California it
wilt not become a transcontinental
artery over which the people of a
score of states will by natural preference travel.
It is not hard to figure out how
many more people would travel over a
macadam road than over one that
Isn't. Nof is it hard to Imagine what
people journeying to California are
going to say when after driving across
the paved highway of Kansas they
strike into a more or less makeshift
thoroughfare In New Mexico.
After the war tho need of fine roads
will be greater than it has ever been
before.
With four or five million
from Fiance and
men returning
England, where roads ore really thoroughfares, there will be a good many
uncomplimentary remarks made about

an American aviator attached to ,the
United Slates marines, head on Into a
fleet of German planes when by all the
he should
laws of
have been making an effort to get
back to the shelter of the allied lines.
It was the same spirit that sent
a
Monte Carlo has been offered as
for which he has been recommended
rest place lo American soldiers bytho for both the Victoria Cross and the
I'rince of Monaco. A number of pcr-o- n congressional medal, Is another one of
who visited there before the war the many deeds of bravery enacted
well remember It as anything but a during the war whjch light the ugly
face of mars If not with loveliness tt
llace of rest
least with glory.
rvnshine's Patriots need your
on
, The Hun is taking his medicine
enl 'em acroes via the next
Llb-pri-

Journair Tuesday, SeptemHer 3,

Battle Yarns Told by Yankees
Following the Recent Drive

Jerusalem, Aug. 1. It is doubtful
whether the popluation of any city
within the zones of war has profited so
much, at the hands of the conqueror
as that of Jerusalem. In a little more
As
gun nest, with their hands aloft.
than half a year a wondrous change
we got nearer, advancing very can has
been effected In the condition of
we
could
tiously, for fear of some trap,
the people.
hear them chanting something.
Ono of
the
Our loot'nant went out to gather Turkish the biggest blots upon was
of the city
them in, but he stopped puzzled the total government
failure to provide an ade
"What Wagner opera is that from?"
water supply. What they could
he asked. They went on chanting their quateor
not,
would
do in their rule of
piece, and one or two more joined tire 4UU years his not,
royal engineers
auditorium, including myself. I think accomplished majesty's
in a little moro than two
I was the first to get them.
months.
The picturesque water-ca- r
Honest to God, what they were say rier is
passing into the limbo of foring over and over ugain In chorus was gotten things.
The germs that Infest
"Do you know Hans Weinbauer of ed his
leathern water-bag- s
will no
Milwaukee?"
Not one o fthem could speak a word longer endanger the lives of the citi
of English, and I never yet learned the zens, and the deadly perils which lurk
in cistern water have been to a large
answer to the quetsion. Some Ham- extent
removed.
burg joke, I suppose, like "Why is a
For its water Jerusalem used to roly
duck like a tin bill?"
I wonder where they get that stuff? mainly upon the winter rainfall to fill
its cisterns. Practically every house
(By the International News Bureau, has its
underground reservoir. But
Inc., Boston, Mass.)
manyHiad fallen into disrepair, and
most of (hem
required thorough
To supplement the cistern
cleaning.
supply the Mosque of Omar reservoir
WITH SCISSORS
halved with Bethlehem
the water
which flowed fro mnear Solomon's
AND PASTE
pool down an aqueduct constructed by
Roman engineers under Herod before
the Savior was born. This was not
IIEIIK.
LANGUAGE
ONE
0r,Y
nearly sufficient, nor was it so con(American Israelite.)
stant a supply as that provided by our
to
ahol
Protests against tho effort
army engineers.
They went further
ish the us3 of Yiddish in the press and afield. They found a group of springill
ad
in the synagogue cannot but bo
heads in an absolutely clean
vised. A man who cannot learn the ground on the hills yielding gathering
0
some
to
language of the country sufficiently
an hour, and this water,
gallons
read it and to speulc it well enough for which was running to waste, is lifted
practical purposes, is not fit to become to the top of a hill, from which it
a citizen of tho United States. This is flows by
through a long pipe
a one language country and has been lino into gravity
Jerusalem. Supplies run dino
so from the beginning. vWe want
rect to the hospitals, and at stand-pipe- s
such troubles in the United States as
all over the city, the inhabitants
which
the use of take as much as they desire. The
the contention
French as tho vernacular in the Prov water consumption of the people has
ime of Ouebec has produced in Can become ten times what It was last
in

out and put in order. A householder
has merely to upply to the
military
governor for water and a sanitary officer Inspects the cistern, orders it tc
be cleansed and sees that it is done,
he department
of public health
grants a certificate that the cistern is
and
the
clean,
engineers run a pipo
to it and it is filled, no matter ;haz its
capacity may be. Two cisterns were
recently replenished with between f
and 70,000 gallons of water from
the hills.
The installation of the supply was a
triumph for the royal engineers. A
preliminary investigation and survey
of the ground was made on Febru.ny
14, and a scheme was submitted four
days later. Owing to the shortage of
transport and abnormally bad weather, work could not be commenced till
April 12. Many miles of pipe lino had
to be laid and a powerful pumping
plant erected, but water was being delivered to the people of Jerusalem on
June 18. There has not been a Mop-paor a hitch.
A medical authority tells me tho
health of the community is wonderfully good, and there Is no suspicion
of cholera, outbreaks of which were
frequent under the Turkish regime.
Government hospitals are established
in all large centers, and frequent
medical treatment is given to the indigent. Many thousands of natives In
the past few months have come forward of their own free will to be vaccinated. Typhus and relapsing fever,
both
used to
diseases,
claim many victims, but the figures
are falling very rapidly, due largely,
no doubt, to the full use to which disinfecting plants are put in all areas
in occupied territory.
In Jerusalem an Infants' welfare bureau has been instituted, where mothers are seen before and after child
birth, infants' clinics are being estah
lished, a body of health visitors is in
process of formation, and a kitchen is
about to be open to provide food for
babies and the poor. The nurses are
mainly local subjects, who have to
undergo a thorough training, and
there is no one here who does not
confidently predict a rapid fall in the
infant mortality iate, which was fully
a dozen times that of the highest of
English towns.
The spade work was ail done by
the medical Btaff o fthe occupied enemy territory administration. Some
voluntary societies are now assisting,
and Jhe enthusiasm of the American
lied teross units, which have recently
arrived with an admirable equipment,
will enable all to carry on a great and
beneficient work. (By the International News Bureau, Inc., Boston,
Mass.)

JL
Wo were clearing a wood, where there
(By E. V. Buloy.)
One of the sinus of the important was a whole mess of these miiehini-gti- n
tree forts. That's chancy work.
part American soldiers are now play
Just a little too much eagerness, and
ing on the western front is the
of American your remains may make the place
number
wounded in our hospitals. To them, as
than you found it.
to Dominion
Tho corporal was sennninc? the
troops,
England is
"Blighty," a haven of rest after the place through his glasses. Then lie
hell of the fighting line.
says, "She," and hands me the glassThe Yankees have played a glorious es. I watched him adjusting the telepart in every battle of Foch's counter- scopic sight, and focussed on the point
attack during the last week. The fol he was covering.
lowing are among the experiences rePresently I saw something flash in
lated to me by various wounded Amthe sun, and a second later the rifle
ericans just buck from the front:
spoke in my ear. Then I saw someWhy, say, I got noth'n to tell ye. I thing falling through the branches of
only saw one German, and he was a tho tree. "Got him," says the corp.,
dead one." Judging by the looks of and began to work round there at
him, and the manner in which he once.
came into my purview, I judged that
I was just as curious as he was, but
he died sudden. Alive one minute; and not in such an unseemly hurry. The
the next not so.
eorji. had been nt the dressing station
I saw him when I was watching a a good two hours before I was able to
rookus between some of their aero- satisfy our girlish inquisitiveness. It
planes and some of ours. It was going was dark then, but I found the tree,
along right above my head, and there and Heinle deceased spread out undermust have leen a dozen 'planes fight- neath It.
On his chest, plumb contrary to all
ing. That was easy to look at, you
orders, he had pinned his swimmin
may guess.
Iti
One Hun 'plane got its medicine and medal, and the iron cross as wo
came rolling down the sky like a could not have been vanity. He must
masa
was
drunken man. Then I saw a smaller have thought the thing
thing falling; it was the Heinle I spoke cot.
of. He hit the ground just close to
Well, it was a jinx to him, and to
where I was standing; a few yards to the corp. as well. Hut the corp. who
the right and he might have wound- can't swim a stroke, is well enough to
wear the medal. He's only seriously
ed me in a new way.
A few days later I went out to try wounded, Now, what do you know
I about that?
and find another dead Heinle.
the year.
The sacrifice involved
wanted to have a hand in the tragedy
ada.
I frrtTTc over to fight for freedom and discarding of Yiddish is infinitesimal
myself, this time. The first thing that
The scheme does not stop at putting
happened was that I got wounded in democracy. didn't hate the Germans, ly small in comparison .with the good up standpipes for those who will fetch
the same old way; noth'n fresh or not till just a week or so ago. I'nlil that would result from such a step. the water. The water level of the cisthen I never understood why English W do not want a polyglot United terns is low,1 and as they aro gettini;
original about it. So here I am.
and we
people were so rabid against the Huns States, like
emptied, the authorities arrange for
Heinle is a tough proposition when as they call them.
could easily have it if we tolerated the
refilling them on the ono condition
Now I've got a change of heart, Yitldish, German, Swedish, Hungarian
he's got anything special to fight for.
that
they are first thoroughly cleaned
We had cleared him out of a little I've been in Chateau Thierry. There Bohemian. Russian and heaven knows
wood before Chateau Thierry, their are two or three houses there that are what other languages, dialects or jar
machine-gunner- s
staying to the very to bo kept just as they are. They are gons and gave' them public recognilong to the limitless world of nature,
conductors. A guy goes tion. This is, was and always will be To one who has lived In the country
last. Then, I suppose our boys were Just blind-rag- e
pressing on his heels too close, for he In hating nobody, ,so.to speak, and an English speaking country and even his pictures are true in every detail
turned, and came back for that wood. cherishing compunction about slaying nt that, it is a great pity that we could and the master never fails to show
He comes out dam not abolish the imported title of our you the poetic rainbow of promise
Seven times he came In the course his fellow-meof two hours. We fought him in his wild.
"s.
language and call it American.
that hangs about tho most common
That's what there is to It. My God
own style, throwing out men with au
place things. That is the highest of
tomntics, who occupied every patch of they defiled the children's Joys, as
GOl.l).
all art and that Is the field in which
good cover in threes and fours. Say, they would have defiled the children
(Washington Evening S:ar.)
the creator of Uncle Remus has
Can you The goldenrod doth now appear
tho Browning automatic rifle is sure a themselves if they could.
achieved the most.
summer
scene;
the
sense it? What kind of mind and
Upon
near
draw
as
autumn
tints
leaves
The
The Germans would come out of the heart can a man have who would take
A F1XAXCIEK.
Will mingle gold with green.
woods a thick lino of olive green a little girl's doll and turn It into an
THF, SHADY SIDE.
(Fargo Courier News.)
Then the Brownings would begin to object-lesso- n
and a threat In lewd The golden sunlight In the sky
we know, 6 years
A
young
Fargoan
stutter. Twenty shots in four seconds, ness?
By Edmund Vance Ccoke
Will generously glint.
old, is evidently going to be a captain
I had read hints of such things, but But we admire and pass them by.
and another twenty shots in less than
four
or
three
of
Recently
infantrya minute later. You could see the never stopped to understand them
They're no good at the mint.
flies managed to elude the vigilance
The
line thinning out by atoms, that Now I live with a conviction.
of the mother and1 penetrate the flat.
I'OKTRY IN .COMMONPLACE
Hold my hand, O father mine,
dropped as fast as the Brownings talk German would not only oppress the
In a thoughtless moment the mother
THINGS.
Down the shady aide.
cd, scores in every second.
world, if he were allowed to conquer
cent
one
her
offered
young
hopeful
In
the South Atluntlc
There's a crinkle In your spine,
(H. E. Harman
Only once they reached the edge of It; he would defile It unspeakably.
he
soon
flies
he
for
and
killed,
apiece
But no whimper and no whine
our wood, and then we ran out at
Quarterly.)
In the later years of his life Joel laid tho Intruders low. But he was
In your sortl, nor yet In mine,
I spoke to some of our boys who had
them with the bayonet. They fought
flused
for
with
ambitious
and,
victory
As I guide your slow decline
as if they did not know we wore seen things they thought were wrose. Chandler Harris had a habit of going
to conquer, he opened the
Down the shady side,
double their number. Those we did Old and beautiful things that can to the old postoffice on Marietta street new worlds
door
screen
with
kitchen
and,
syrup
not kill we took alive.
never be replaced wantonly destroyed, each morning for his mail. Often we
a
enticed
about
thousand
flies
into
e e e
the
and always defiled books, pictures, met in that famous old building, and
Take my arm, 6 mother mine,
the philosophy of the man was often flat. Then he began business with his
Down the shady side.
After they quit charging, we were carvings, and so forth.
if
and
his
had
mother
trusty
swatter,
sent forward over the ground that was
Life for you has lost its wins,
That Is a destruction of art, and it expressed in his morning greeetlng.
a
not
from
and
(returned
neighbor's
black with their dead.
But your eyes are still
It was our is bed. I come from the west. We "Thore is a new type of gold In the called off tho
into
deal, serious
In 'don't talk of It in a
turn then; but their machine-gunWith the spark of that divine,
general way, but sunlight today" or "the April rain of 'the family purse might inroads
been
have
nests and on tree platforms,- had not out there we have a' reverence for this morning will awaken many drowsy
Instinct no man may define,
,
daffodils" ?were among the many ex made.
the wide radius of our shoulder-helchildhood and Us Innocence.
Only that it holds you mine
Down thar shady side.
automatics.
That is why the distortion and mu- pressions he used In those blessed days
THE IDEAL WIFE
We got there the first time. It took tilation of those baby toys hurts me. of his prime. Keen eyed, he sensed
us thirty hours to clear, that mite of It was a deliberate act, executed with some new wondef in nature every
When I start, O child of mine,
One of the most successful men of
Down the shady side,
a wood of machine-gunThen we a devilish ingenuity. It was a foul In- morning, and applied it so as to make
this
"Whatwrote:
country recently
found why, as our prisoners told us, sult to childhood. The men who did the day happier. One frosty October
, I'll be wistful for the sign
ever
I
am.
and
I
success
whatever
That your heart still whisperi
they had been orderd to hold the it must have sinned the Unspeakablo morning he remarked: "This starts have attained I owe
It to my wife.
"Mine!"
Sin.
Mr. Possum for the persimmon tree
place at all costs.
She
ever
has
been an inspiration and
Just behind it was the emplacement
The next time I fought I was too and f,or the wild grapes along the river
Knowing which, I'll not repine
the
To
greatest helpmate of my life."
As I totter toward the line
of one of their seventy-mil- e
guns, and mad to take proper care of myself. I bank."
Down the shady side.
The master knows the note of every To be such a successful wife should be
they must have been getting the gun got off lighter than I deserved. I am
Itself away while we were scrapping going hack soon, I hope. It sounds song bird, the prophecy
of every the ambition of every woman, but
how
y
Which shall lead, O wife of mine.
in the hollow beyond.
Impossible when dragged down
kind of crazy, but I want to avenge a breeze that blows, the
glory
dragging-dow- n
Down the shady side
Say, if I'd only known! I always child's doll.
of the summer clouds, the secrets of by headaches,, backache,
nervousness
Which shall kneel, as at a shrine,
and "the
wanted one of those guns to make me
:'
pains,
J
migrating fowls and birds; he paints
Where the other shall recline
a stickpin. When I go back again, I'm
You want to hear about one bunch with consummate artistry a Georgia blues."
Every woman In this condiof prisoners we took. They were the landscape, the wonder and mystery of tion should start at once to build up
Giving neither sound nor sign?
plumb determined to have one.
It's the best war I was ever in, but only prisoners I saw Or hoard about, night when the moon hangs full over her sytem by a tonic of specif powers,
Well, what matters, wife ef mine?
Still our heart-strinintertwine
I never expected a man could win a who came in easy. All the Indica- harvest fields; he knows the secret of such as Lydla E. Plnkham's VegeAs the tendrils of a vine,
for three
medal over there for swimming. Him tions we have found point to Heinie's frost, the mysteries of the swamp with table Compound, which
not being able to swim made It all the Intention of fighting it out.
either life nor death i .'!. '
its evergreen trees and vines, the generations has been restoring AmecLove, the like of yours ,
r.c.
But this bunch, when first sighted, hedgerows of briars nd sumac and a iican women ito health and con
stranger; kinda.
Down the shady a:
Ha Is our first sniper, a corporal, was collected, outalde their machlne- - thousand other wonders which be- - sequent happiness.
. ,
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F ROMOWNCANNQN
Projectile Falls Among Cap- -j
tives Taken by Americans;
; Five Huns Dead and Score
i
or More Terribly Wounded,
tBV

,

MOWNIN0

JOURNAL

SrtCIAL LSASEO WlftCJ

With tfio American Forces on the
'Alsne Front, Aug. 31 (Saturday, by
the Associated Press.) Juvigny, the
ruins of a village north of Solssona
that the Germans fought so desperately to retain, ia now within the
American lines. It was taken Friday,
but publication of the details of its
capture were not permitted.
The Americans have consolidated
their positions to the east of Juvigny.
They control the zone in advance of
the village. The American artillery
dominates the country and the Ger
mans apparently have been left with
Blight chance of effective resistance
until they reach the broken terrain
around Neuville. The German officers
were outmaneuvered and their men
outfought.
Enemy machine guns proved a terrible barrier to the progress of the
Americans but it was not enough.
When all was over the Germans unwittingly added a final touch of tragedy when they dropped a high explosive shell into the midst of 187
prisoners the Americans had removed'
to the rear. Five German
were killed and scores were captives
terribly

1
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FEDERAL1 RESERVE

sale

FOR SALE

$3,200

frame, modern, parttwo
ly
furnished,
fireplaces,
glassed sleeping porch, good out
garage,
buildings,
lawn, shade;
good location, Fourth ward.
$4,400
modern
bungalow,
narawooa rinors, furnace, fireplace,
built-i- n
bookcases, china closets,
buffet; Fourth ward.
$3,100
concrete
bungalow,
modern,
glassed sleeping porch,
built-i- n
features; Fourth ward.
$3,600
brick. HtucCOftrt mod.
ern, large porch, fireplace, South
oevBiuii sireei.
BY MOIININa JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WINK
modern
hot
Washington, Kept. 1. Increase of $4,300
water heat, lot 75x142,brick,Fourth
$34,500,000 in holding of discounted
ward.
bills and of $11,700,000' In cash reseri.ouu
cement block bunves, accompanied by increase of botit
modern, glassed-i- n
sleep- reserve
in
note
federal
$60,700,000
lng porch: Hichlmul
circulation are shown by the federal $2.500
bungalow, modern,
sleeping
jeserve board"s weekly financial .stateporch, garage, Fourth
ward.
Df
ment showing the condition
the
twelve banks at the close of business
A.
folSaturday night. The report is is
Rea' Estate, Insurance, Loans
lows:

Bftl

SYSTEM

II

FINE CONDITION

wounded.
Germans CaiiKlit Napping.
When the objective of General Pershing's men was finally attained the
Germans within the town were caught
napping. The Americans had completely encircled them. German machine guns and trench mortars all
were pointed to the west and the
northwest but the assailants appealed
out of an arc drawn about their rear.
The mopping up of the town and
positions immediately adjacent to It
llOSOIIIY'OH.
netted the Americans 255 prisoners.
Gold in vault and in transit,
The German dead have not
been
counted. T, number is big. Two
Gold settlement fund federal reserve
e . A merican patrols were
days ago
000a v.n'f beyond Juvlgnv board, $520, 926,
a milo
Gold with foreign agencies, $5,829,-00But
re not exhausted
tlTix 111
u ion of the
Total gold held by bnnks,
$910,-704,00- 0.

divi-

v

hen town
fi.rth be- -

with federal reserve agents,
$1,061,597,000.
Uely
Gol dredemplion fund, $41,433,000.
Total gold reserves, $2,013,794 0'10.
!( .. ... ,
Legal tender notes, silver etc.,
it. ,
Gold

pressed brick, large
sleeping porch, cement basement, garage,
corner lot, easy terms. $3,250.
Now four-rooSanta Fe brick, good
porches, fine view, growing section, $2,350.
Six-roomodern bungalow, hardNew four-roobrick, cement basement,
wood floors, furnace heat, fireplace, heating plant, stationary laundry tubs, close
flno garage with servants' room. This to Central, fino view, $2,750.
is a line homo, located on one of the
Fourtcen-ocr- e
ranch on main ditch, fine
best streets In the cty. If you want neighborhood, close to city, including
growsomething nice, this will please you ing crops, $4,000. Best farm buy in the valIs
ley.
and the price
right.
Six acres on Boulevard, no Improvements
fine locution, $1,100.
Three-roofurnished house. Highlands
REAL ESTATR, FIRE) INSURANCE. new and in good
order. Including furniture;
LOANS.
21 C West Oold.
Phone
fu- r-

h, L MAlTOf

CO.

lit.

ITBE

Male.

FEXIOTEl

WANTED

ooum Fourth Street

W ANTED

WANT Kb- Dairy.

Hell

boys. Alvaradu Hotel.
Second cook. Pullman Cjife.
Hell boys at The Alyarado Hotel"
A
milker.
Apply Beiemek'i

WANTEDA-m-

an

second cook at once. Pull- Cafe.
Dfcllveiyman ut llawkin's Qro- eery Store,
VV.ANTEll
Hoy with Win- 1. Klbtler, Colllst- er tfr Company.
WANTED Hoy W(lth bicycle, over acllool
nae. Hutt's lfug Htore.
WANTED Neat brlgliT ioy about 14 to"
deliver soft drinks. 1005 East Central.
W.ANTED
Hoy fol delivery.
Chance to
learn trade. Two girls for lllndery work.
Anders" 11. 1'rlnters.
Albright
WANTED Experienced man for hog ranch.
Apply t'nion Loan Co., 1316 South Third.
W AN TED

PhoUd0

M"Se

sfw.

the front

fwiMrwl

r"C""r lt'ard-

lk

-

who
waKim fr(m
of blarksmllh,.inl,
simp or. North
are known iilrasc ivturn samp

.

FOR SALL

'.

CO.

Roomi.

O0-

-

409.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTOKNKVS

SAT.E

Chas.

Second.

FOR RENT

rii one

Mi.cenaneout.

X!Z Se
807

CO.

Wunt to buy your second hand goods,

l'U6 W. (ri)lil.

SWELL

rhone

ibri
LDIL
i

11
West (iold Ave.
Have some new Tlnse Ilurners on their
would be glad to show them to

H. EcMlILLIOli

Horse,
harness and buggy
Mann, Old A Ibuiiuerntie.
'',,,H hUy l'UKy. $15
T.Vl'ry
Fruit, Phone 2:11,..
FOR
SA1.K
lleautirul piano, reasonable.
Piano, care Journal.
Foil tiAUE-U- ood
electric
nu- clilne. Owner, care Journal. washing
FOK s.t,E Sum, good bank "uTJk""7iw rier
"K townr.8tock, care .lournnl.
FOR SALE CJood
&
gentledrlvm "o,Vt7T 5
I.
rigs, one double, one single. 401 No'rth
Thirteenth. Phone 909.
INSURANCE AGENTS
FOR SALE Concord" grapes, finest kind for
Third and Gold
jelly. 6 2 cents per pound at the ranch.
(1 Handy. Phone 242H-FFOR SALE $30 "(iendron" baby lalriagel
oaii, orown, leather cushions, reversible,
1BIOM3E
$15, 409 (Jouth Amo.
FOR SA LIC Winchester rifle .22
.OS
mooei.
ia Eastman kodak and easel
Child's bed;
and high chair; 200 u.
ft. fly screening; 7iU East Santa F
OR FALE One piano, mahogiuir finish.
K. JUeCI.llillAy
practically new, will sell cheap and make
210 West Cold
easy terms. Act ijulekly If you want a bargain. It. Livingston Furniture Co,, 218 South

TMMTON

HELP WANTED.

kj

you.

'

FOR

Mr

.JW

STAR FURNITURE

At a TlHrKain, nice homo In Lunn Place;
fllsu two lots on Korrester Avenue. M uoy to

ishofurd003 """"

-

"

Five-roo-

Emsm

-

:

0.

For Sale:

i

JOI1.N W. W H.bON

Attorney
Cromwell Building
Phone 117$.

Rooms 15. 17 and 19,

DKNTISTH
UK.

i.

Rooms
7!
W. T.

RK.U F

Dental Burgeoa:
.,
Phone
Barnett Building
Appointments Made by Mall
iTlVsT( 1ANH AMU BIKOKON8

MtKPIl,

..
T4

..

M. U.

Pnictlee I II dted to Tnhercoloele Wright
building; eppeilte postofflce. Office hours.
10 to 12 a. .o.. 2 to 3 p. m. Phone, office
897-residence S97-1)IC M.1KG.1BKT
U. CAUTWKKJHT
Practice Limited to Women's and Children's Diseases
1121 E. Central Phone 671. Albuquerque, N.M.
1H, SAKAH t'ORB
I'rnctlce Limited to ChlMren.
Office
Rooms 1 and 2, Wright llirtg.
Fourth and Gold.
Hours S p. ra. to 6 p. m.
Office Phone $1
Resldunce Phone S07B.

per gallon. Roofs under oar ear will
Improve from year to year. We ran put on For Rent
:
Rooms With Board.
f
new
a
roof that will last as long a. the
j'uur-iiiacic pockothook in High school
North.
'.ed back.
i
building. The Manxano Co. Phone UOI-room wim poroh; board,
East
, auilllorlum.Inquire Journal
FuR
KENT
office.
FUR RENT-Ho- om
In" modem bungalow"; U0 South Walnut
Thursday night whe;; s. i
private family. 623 South High.
ILL1"": ""th 110a Westiarf(uette.
SRIH carbon roor parnt ana roor"cement LAlly to sfiuro east sleeping porch and
FOR REN1
detachment escorted by U i.
Dwelling!
FOR RENT 0110 very" desirable bedroom
atop leaks; lasts five years. Use Dovoe
room; board. COX South Edith.
n.
rtlnne 1288.
Juvigny, the German line v. "
ready paint, floor paint. Valspar, Jap-a-lamodcrn.1005WesjCelunil. Phone 2240
FUR RENT Rooms with sleeping porches,
was behind the railroad west.
,
North.
reserves,
WANTED Teacher of manual
tl
$2,066,962,000.
training FOR KENT Modern rurnisaT-roSs- Tmohair top and seat dressing, Motor car finji
hot and cold water, 1st class table board.
'v discounted
and
mechanic. Itlo Grande Intown. A tremendous struggle b.
for members and t'UK 11ICNT Thrpo-ronm- "
lck steam heat. 608
ish, cold water kalsomine, and be satisfied,
West (Vntril
unfurnished houw dustrial
Cava de Oro. el 3 West Oold.
'
U01 fins CMty.
School,
V
F.
408
W.
Keleher.
fhog.
Central.
shade;
Phone
eld
FOR RENT Rooms
anks, $1,428,235,000.
outbuildings; J10.00. Inquire 13o
were
Friday the Americans
FOR RENT Nice room and porch suitable,
wcTbatnT FOR SALE At
North Second.
WANTKU Young man, about 18. capable of
i i.is
The'Meyers VeT'StOTe. cor-nn?J!Lck: ovcrJlohlen Rule -r.Store.
to pound tho German line
bought in open market,
for two with board, rates- $25.00. Phone
holding and reading copy for proofreader
A
First
and
street
avenue
;15U-W- .
lot
G3S South Arno.
Coppr
rcNiU.iw'ji;r1ed
rn
South.
and to harass them in every manner
end assist In mailing room. Apply ut once,
of furniture and fixtures, Including one eleo-trl- o
Second,
.
furnished
office.
l''UU
FORRENT Sleeping porch
Journal
Xotal bills on hand, $1. 660, 978,000
HUNT
while the French were bringing up
iliulern fm nUliod flve-rc- i
player-pianowe
bar
upright piano,
FOR RENT Three fuinuirr rooms for
huuiie. 310 Wm Iron. I'hine til.1.
table board. 801 South
rooms, first-clas- s
Lnited States government
forces or. the flanks but not to make
cash
show
heatoutfit,
cases,
register,
long
large
USD.
llght housekeeping; no sick. ll North ing stoves,
Mrs Abbott.
South.
term securities, $30,350,000.
dlagruph, trucks, office desks, Edith. Phone
Second.
any effort to advance.
MRS. W. 11. REEn, of the Lockhart Ranch
chairs, shelving and counters copper measHE N'T Small furnlsli('dt!aKo"wlth
The French came up rapidly arid
FOR
lnited States government short FOn
RENT
furnished
lldl
Newly
othroom
South Arno. wnere she
and ures, bottling outfit, bar glassware and
has moved to
slopping porch Inquire 617 Kouth Broadway, WANTED (llrl for plain, cooking. 415 West
sleeping porches; reasonable rates. till er articles too numerous to mention all Is prepared to take health seeker a I'hone
late In the day the Americans were term securities,
Ooai.
riloue 2 1 3 ( .1
North Second.
no
decent offer re 2335.
goes dirt cheap for cash,
All other earning assets, $67,000.
ordered to attack.
FOIt RENT Flvo-- r
11
WAM'Kb Experienced cook, three In faui- - FOR RENT
0
h.niw, parlly
fused. The Meyers Co., Inc., Corner First EL JARDIN
Furnished rooms and house-keepiESCOND1DO
The convalesiahpd, hath, olcclliii IlKhta,
Total earning asHets, $1,716,987,000.
per Lily. Plo. lie 711).
avenue.
street
and
new
all
Copper
apartment,
month.
Water
.
ant)
On
lln
car
modern,
cents Ideal hor.ia. Has room with private
paid.
Inquire 216 WANTBu
saleswomao.
competent
Uncollected Items,
tin North Seventh.
(deduct from Went Clnlrt.
vacant. 1S01 West Central. Phone 1112.
Economist.
bath
RIO CiRANDETTldTEl. Rooms and apart-mentgross deposits). $568,655,000.
WANTED fllrl for general hout,o woik. Ap- SHADY NOOK ranch otfera excellent room
HJghtanfM.
619 West Central. Mr
WANTED Aliaceftaneout.
Five per cent redemption fund
Richard
403 North Twelfth.
ply
and board. Just the place to get strong,
west. Proprltress.
FOK it KM T furnished rooine.
ma
South
v
ror rates phone 2439F-4- ; free transportation
I)ank notP8. $1,104,000.
against
WANTED (.llli fur general house, work.
Walter. Phone
1
WANTEiJ If you need a carpenter, oall J. Accommodations
IMPERIAL ROOMS -- Nrc
o
now available. Mrs. H.
clean
North
Third.
iources, $11,778,000.
H.
I'OB RENT Pirniahpa TwcT.room eotiae
oa
Purling. Phone 1595-J- .
t
day or weeki
Woolworths!
Thnmaa
WANTED A girl to work hult days. Call
3
i"
s. $4,365,555,000.
West Central.
with eleeplns porch. 1022 South Walter.
Tile
WANTED
To
besFTwelve hundred
buy
at 220 North Fourteenth.
;
FOR RENT Ono or two nicely furnished
aliilitics.
FOH KBJNT Kour-roohouav twoffl8j4eed
pound horse six years old. John Mann.
WANTED Girl or woman for general
FOR RENT
In porches. Water
rooms, modern, new house, Fourth ward, LAC K
Apartments.
f iM In, $78,168,000.
pld. tH Phone ltiza-J- .
wuslu
d
curtains
and stri telled, 35c
housework. 724 Wrest Copper.
wii um- line. 1'none 1V36-FOR ItKNT. Small furnlKlHMl
1'none tiiio.
house with WANTED Waitress, also one to learn.
pair.
$1,134,000.
y
It 10 NT Three furnished apartments at
Full
FOR
RENT
Three
furnished
levplnif
elcclrlo
housekeeping
and
water.
Todo""lvli shin g and Ironing at
porch,
light
Government deposits, $104,729,000.
Ailiiiuerfoe Stinltorliim at onee.
rooms with private bath. No sick and n WANTED
jbl4 North Second.
oNorth Edith.
41
home.
East (Irainl. Phone 1330-R- .
Due to members, reserve account, FO
woman cook,
i
$50 per cuiioren.
FOK RENT Furn!aheaapVrtmonta7
Nortn Fourth.
ln
ii fi k NT 1 OSTsoulirA r n oT"7room and WANTED 110Good
LUUHL
WANTED
room
354.
South
Third.
furnand
month.
office
Phone
Recptlon
Hotel, corner First and TIJeras.
$1,478 639,000.
AMERICAN HOTEL, 602 8 West Central.
bath, hot water heat,
$35 per month.
iture.
Will
reasonable
Phone
pay
oookT
price.
WOMAN
For
general housework; no
apart-room- a,
FOR RENT Two and three-rooOpen for Inspection.
Opened under new management, kouse 2196-J- .
Collection items, $437,885,000.
lng. Address Bog 82A, Albuquerque.
ments and sleeping
keeping and sleeping ruoms, rates reasonHighland
Other deposits including foreign FOIl KENT Modern furnished flat on Eaet WANTED
WANTED A few clink nilleh cows.
Rous.
(llrl
general houtte work In able. Phone 801.
Central car line, convenient to sanatordress Oallup Meat & I
government credits, $120,300,000.
Co., oallup,
small family. Mia. S, LcwlIlHon. 605 North
ium. Thaxton
t MORNINS JOUNNA1. SPECIAL LCAtCD
Co., Third and Gold.
FOIt RENT Furnished apartment. Electric
N. M.
ftoutn.
WIRB)
Tenth.
Total gross deposits, $2, 141, 55.1. 000. Foil-- it if N 'fT 1 1,' i Kuat M
bath. Close In, $1j,00. I'lione lb-,furliUhed
;
2.
A
Angeles, Calif., Sept.
WANT I) Private family
lll take Cod (100light,
plan
U11I
fur
WANTED
housework
-Fand
FOR
Federal
cooking
RENT
North Second.
reserve notes In actual cirhotiAe, hot air bent. Vpply Wadlo'lh Allen,
urnished room. 205 West care of piano for use. Phono 1518-J- , Hawk-Ins- ,
Ich those included within the
No washing or ironing. Call mornings 1107
10 to 12, 1 to C.
Corner
and
Coimht
Three-rooFirst.
Iad.
FOR
RENT
furnished m,,drn
411 East Iron,
na of the new man power bill culation, $2,907,580,000.
l.
FOIt ItKNT Light housekeeping and sleep"
apartment. :!1.1 West Marquette. Inquire
modern Kent.
F. U. bank notes in circulation, net FOR HKNT lesirahle five-rooonce
WANTED
second
hand
At
furniture
7
house
213
or
woman
llirl
for
WANTED
Phono
j
SiuthFlrsL
general
furnished bmiffulow on South Edith, fhone
Iron.
complete their registration with- and kitchen utensila; also cock stove or
work 2 adults, good home and wages. 115 )' Jngrooms1J09West
81H9-Glassed In Bleeping: porch and gar- Ut hunt Uooiiih for TlirirnVouset.iirngT
FOR RENT Four-roounfurnished anart-men- t,
.n twenty minutes by calling at their liability, $110,687,000.
range. Phone 2100-J- .
South Cedar.
All other liabilities. $31,305,009.
313
aire.
Kouth
all modern, good location. Inquire
Phone
1150,
Third,
local exemption board headquarters
one
A
for
314
housework.
To
WANTED
with
communicate
Home
No
Phone 30!.
South
WANTED
Fifth.
slek.
general
girl
Total liabilities, $4,365,555,000.
l'OR KENT small furnished cottage, modFOR RENT Furnished ?oo;
WMtUu
has been devised by Charles H. Tri-bi- t,
going east In the next, few days, I'hone FOR RENT Throeor four risim furnished
Apply Miller A Blumcnshine Dairy, 1722
location.
pood
ern. R!asaed
vr:
porches:
"l.,,-n- ,
Ratio
ohlldren.
1 a2
.T
of
total
reserves
to
WeBt
Mrs.
deOscar
Lewis
net
Jr., a member of Los Angeles exI'hohe 881 mornlnns. Keys 15:4 East
apartments, modern; 200 Block, South Sixth.
HI3XT NlerTy" fTmiTsli "ed bed' romn"
posits and F. R. noto liabilities comWANTED Lady clerk, must bo a good FOK
HIOHEHT CASH PRICE PAID FOR JUNSf Inquire Savoy hotel office.
emption board No. 13. During the bined
Close In. 608 Sonlh Fifth. Phone H.lli-J- ,
and
correct
at
llcnnett
BY TUB SOlrTHWEHTERN' JTTNK CO..
alesman
figures,
56.4
cent.
per
u
furnished cottage Tndinn
FOK UF.NT
first registration some registrants in
houseFOIt HUNT Room with" sleeping porch, 114 WEST LEAD. P1IONB 111. W1D ALSO FOR RENT Desirable
furnished
Trading Co., Fourth Bnd tiold.
Ratio of gold reserves to V. Tt. notes
3 rooms and sleeping porches, at 1400
wlta
that district were compelled to stand
board If desired. Phono 955. Inqulru 217 Bt'T OLD AUTOS.
keeping apartment on West Central,
street. Apply City Realty
South
block
2139-J- .
in
High
South
actual
Phone
Fourth.
P'.rch.
glassed
sleeping
In line all day.
circulation, after setting Co., im West Hold, Phone 770.
WANTED 8eoond-en- d
men'a and bore'
aside
35
,'li"r,
FOR
RENT
Furnished
FOiTITeNT
West"
salesladies.
cent
room for light
WANTED TCperlonced Spanish
.cadniall upm
per
clothes, ahoea and underwear. Also trunks
Undor the plan which has been
against net deposit
General.
housekeeping, coal stovo and gas. "24 and suit case. Call fl. CMoaco aeond-ban- d
J. C. Penney Company.
living room, slopping porch with
adopted by local board No. 13 and liabilities 72.5 per cent.
South Second.
twin beds, kitchenette, both and steam heat
store. SIT South First
room
Houses.
Modern
FOR
RENT
which has been called t0 the attention
to ladles employed. References.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
houses. Somo furnished. Close In. W. II.
WANTED-60,0- 00
bags, fsr from ia to la
slek Bnd children. First class board.
of other boards in the city those POLITICS LEAD TO
MrMllllnn. !0 West Oold.
V. C'KNTKAX.
THE WASHINGTON. 100
each. 100 tona scrap Iron. Pay from
West
Silver.
within the new draft ages will be reg
to
Up to date and beautifully located; no
Ht Ixuti
per lb. Pat-iot- lo
duty.
flssls-unFOR SALE- Automobiles.
t
WANTED Competent seamstress as
SLAYING OF CHINK
sick, young children or short term trnants
Junk Co., 40E South First street. Phone 171
lstered In alphabetical order. Through
Highland.
In alteration room. Apply Tiro Econsolicited. f!et on the waiting list. Phona
local war savings societies, at neigh
MATTUKSKE3
FOR HALE Nearly new chandler touring omist.
In
renovatod
same or new 2023. J, D. Eakln, proprietor.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 101 South
ear. Phone 4'10-tick.
borhood motion picture theaters and
Furniture
II, MORNINS JOUKMAL SPSXlAL LEASED WISll
repaired,
and
upholstered
Walter.
rcflnlehed.
reslrelehcd. Satisfaction
by other means men living within the
ictoria, B. C, Sept. 2. The motive FOR SALE Ford roadster in first class
FOR HUNT Furnished rooms with or with" guaranteed. Springs
Albuquerque Mnttrcsa Factory.
MONEY TO LOAN.
district whose names begin with A nir ine murner here last night of condition. Phone 2405-Fout board. 4011 South' Walter.
1011 South Seennd. Phone 471.
HAL1C
Ford touring ear, ISM model,
are being advised to call and regis- iang Hul Lung, minister of education FOIl
FOR SAUL flouses.
iok KitNT Large room wito aletpln WANTED Careful kodak finishing by mas- fclONKY TO LOAN On ral
eourttj.
new 1)18 engine, rhone 2141-- J
porch; Jdeal for two. 615 Vast Centrsl.
? Wm flnlrl ritv
9f0
ter at a certain hour, those whose of China, by Man Chew, a Chinese
Mttv 0
ter photographers. Twice daily service.
modern brick, heat- FOR. ltNT Furntohed
SAI.li Mitchv'.l hit chummy roadster,
FOR SALE Five-roosatisfaction
Rend
8
names begin with B are urged to call oaruer, is thought to have been polit- FOIl
onv
Remember,
rooms
Tu
WANTKI
cent,
loan
guaranteed.
ni'n,-at
por
bouaekwpuur
191T
model: reasonable. Owner leaving
six lots, Whole or part. Central. (23
ed;
Large sleeping porch, 110 South Walnut. vour finishing to a reliable, established firm.
r shii
i"tiff
amount up to HMOO
Journal.
curing tne next period ana so on ical. The barber committed suicide. elty. Call White Oarage
11a
Hanna
master
AO.
ft
Bun
P.
O.
nna,
No
terms.
commission.
FOR
photographers.
KENT Furnished room fotwo"g;m
run FOR BALK In Old Town,
adobe
Tang Hul Lung, former Chinese Fori SALE Overland ear,
through the alphabet, the exact time
eaCh P"r WMk' 811 Ett,l Cen' BIO OFFERS In
6.000 mllei; perfect condition; eitra 1300
Old tral"""1'
high class portraits, views,
house. Price 1760.00. p. o. Box
minister of the -- Interior, was leaving limousine
being specified In each instance.
commercial
M.
Bonds
530.
N.
kodak
Price
photography.
FOR
Liberty
top.
Albuquerque,
While standing In line, according the Chinese club when Mah Chew. taken. PhOie
FOR HUNT Four rooms and sleeping finishing. Film developed 10c.Expert
41
South Edith.
Prints 3o to
FOR SALS Nice home, furnished and a
poreh. furnished. Phono 1439-W- .
to the plan, the registrant will be waiting outside with a revolver in each
Be, enlargements
701 West
with work. Kodaks FOR BALE
free
Second hand dining room
good paying business, 4,000, half cash. New York.
loaned free Mail orders promptly attended
handed a card bearing the questions hand, fied two shots. One penetrated
BUSINESS CHANCES.
table, buffet and chairs; good condition.
Bungalow, Journal offloa.
FOR RENT Two-rooto. Art Ciaft Studio. 302 West Central.
house
61S West Rnma. Tel 7J.
and
sleeping
he will be required to answer, that the minister's jaw and the other the
FOR SALEd06"ft. lot, modern bungalow,
porch. $15 moAth and water paid. 6112
00 TO LOAN, private and confidentFOR SALE Solid oak writing disk, book
rented. House suitable for boarders; has South Walter.
he may have his answers In mind breast. Tang Hul Lung died within $10.000
ial. For particulars apply to Finance, care
case and mirror combined, iine refrigerPERSONAL.
Box
two
screened
care
Journal
fifteen
porches.
Ar
i,
the
reaches
FOR
minutes.
when he
RLNT Modern rooms with
Tho murderer, after Morning Jou"nal.
registrar.
three-burngas plate, dishes, table,
ator,
sleeping
and Out buildings.
porches, with or without board. Phone MRS. H. U BCHKEY TAXI LINE Phone etc. MS
West Central.
rangements have been made to have running several blocks, turner! one FOR RENT Two buildings toat J.Seventh
1123 East Central.
Nine room House; four room 57L
B.
SALE
FOR
or
Atenue.
Elder,
Central
SOS,
to
Apply
re
tee
em
Sneetat
his
nerrlea
clerks
out
filled
these cards
weapons ubon himself, rtvina- in
by
apartment upstairs; bath room on each FOIl RENT One large room for light
ployed by the board, making it neces- the street. Minister Tang had been in gentSALE
floor; hot water heat; lawn, shade trees
clean and well furnished; no sick.
well furnished
FOIl
aerenleea
Hotel,
to
and
on
310 South Walter. Phone 1705.
garage. 615 west coal.
a sedret mission for rooms, centrally located, closa t depot.
sign Washington
sary only for the registrant
tne
SALE
FOR
MAIL STAGS
Chinese
modern FOR RENT Acmes fronTTTniveirsItv,
(By Owner)
his name.
rooms WANTED Itnnm, Mtorpln porch snd nonti
government, It was said Owner will eacrlflce. Bee National laveav
brick (first ward), hardwood floors, two
with sleeping botches. Meals to older, roa.
any time.
Phona call anywhere
ocai cninese said he had avoided ment Co.. 101 North Thlril
mlimUiB
of
walk
ulthln
tlttotn
board,
basement.
Prlca
porches,
$3,600.10,
p. O. sonable rates. Phones 2133-W- .
Silver City T a.m. ar. Mogollon I p.ra.
L,
City, wanted by two young .men. Mast hsv
going home'vla San Srancisco because
Box
City.
MEN AND WOMEN
itll,
Silver
ar.
J
City I p.m.
a.m.;
OfHco Rooms.
FOR KENT Two well furnished" rooms, for heat and conveniences. Give ad -- less when Lt. Mogollon
ne nan been warned he was marked FOR RENT
tn southwest,
Beat equipped auto livery
FOR SALE Furnished or unfurnished
4
With sleeping porch. Answering. L. V. care Journal.
tight
housekeeping.
ror
LAKE
BENNETT MOTOB TRANSIf CO.
MARCH IN SALT
killing there.
FOR RENT Offices tn suit or single. Oall
rooms, two porches, modern house, $1,200 Electric llchts and gas. 411) East Central.
BUver City, M. M,
$1,350 furnished.
unfurnished,
of
upstairs, over Woolworth's store
Plenty
TYPETVYKITERS.
Oenera.
office shade and outbuildings. 408 North Arno.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
FOR RENT i front oooneotlaf
lav momnino jouwMM. oeaeiAL LCA.ta wmal
rnome ftver Antden Rule Store
FOR SALE Cement block house five rooms FOR RENT Nieelv furnished room, first TIPEWR1TBR8
All makes, overhauled and
Salt Lake City, Utah, Sept. 2.
TIME CARDS.
class board next door. 0 West Oold.
leeplng porch, cellar, city water, corner
repaired. Ribbons for every machina. AlKannna City I,ivntof
More than 5,000 union labor men and
ear line. handy to chops FOR RENT
CARPENTERING.
from
block
one
114
lot
buquerque
Phone
Typwrlter
Bxcbange.
In
furnished
rooms
Elegantly
Kansas
ty, Ropt 2. Cattle Re
women participated In a seven division
a little cash ana n per mtntb. Call 1301
exclusive home, furnace heat and all I2 South Vitmk
CARPENTER work, reasonable, Drop South Arno Phone 1900-ceipts Z6.P00. Market Bteady Prime FOR
modern conveniences. Breakfast optional.
1 MAS VsrOi Vfeet
parada here today In ' celebration of fed
re
Phone 118t, call after 2 p. m., no sick.
steers,
I1T.25 18.50; western
tho national labor day. Many of those
FOR' SALE Uvenock.
FOR RENT Furnished room in
nod ern
WANTED Position.
In lino came from Bingham, Garfield, steers, $10.0014.60;
cows, e.BO'.
home with aleeplng porch; also board. nn
IN
13.60;
FORMER
smel
heifers,
EMPLOYE
and
and
FOR
Murray,
SALE Two bows and 10
mining
$9.0014.'0; stockerj
Magna
WANTED Position by experienced sales- Phone 1315.
SANTA JTE BIAL-WA- Tt
ATCniSON, TOFF K A
ter towns nearby, A band headed and feeders,
120JNohFIrst.
bulls
$7.BO15.00;
man, dry goods or shoes, Call 602 South
CO.
Jlg.
IS
MINT
SENTENCED
$7.500
FOR
Third.
lO.vO; calves,
SALE
7oV
7.o0
One
terrier.
13.50.
each division.
toy
moutlta
..
WANTED Salesmen.
Weetbound.
old. Write E. T. Txve. East Las Vegas.
NCRSE would care for patients at their
CT-- ss.
Hogs Recelps
10.000.
Arrive
The participation of American la
No.
Market
Departs,
BALE
V MOftNINfl JOURNAL SPCCIAL
home a few hours dally. Also five Iron.
Two
S:30
one
1. The Scout
horses,
LSAStO WIRBI
pro.
pm.
and
buggy
...7:10
fOR
bor in the great war was a feature higher. Bulk, 19.5020.15; heavy.
2173-J- .
or will trade for hogs or small I. California Limited ..11:45 am. 13:46 pro.
Denver, Colo., Sep!y 2. Enos V, Phone
of many of the floats, which empha $19.7520.25:
light,
1203 North First.
pigs.
7. Fargo Fast
10:45 am. 11:11am.
Woman
STOCK
WANTED
wants
SALESMEN.
as
position
Schell, 65 years old, former weight
sised the spirit of the productive forces pirrs. m.oo 18.00.
1:30 am. 2:14 am.
housekeeper on a ranch for board for LARGE manufacturer of trucks and tract- THE RIO GRANDE DL'ROO HOO CoT? t. The Navajo
ors needs your services. Best proposition
of the nation.
Sheep Receipts
Southbeuncl.
5,000. Market cleric at the Denver mint, who was self and husband. 714 West Marble.
ALBUQUERQUE Tha
breeders
largest
with WiANTED Dry cleaning to do by eaperl-ence- d on the market today for live men. Call on or of registered hogs In the Southwest. Can 801, El Paso Express
10:11 pra.
.
J Labor adjourned to Saltair, a resort strong. Lambs, $215.50(8)17.75; year- charged more than200a year agocoined
11:46 am.
lady. Waists Sic. skirts 60c, suits write State Manager,' Room 2, Armljo Bldg., supply you with herd boars and young plga 107. Kl Paso Expresa ...
of
newly
on Great Salt Lake, this afternoon, lings, J10.5014.5O: wetheres. $10.00 embezzlement
7flc. bnth robes and ruga BOo, Phone 21SJ-Ofat
moderate
We
kinds.
have
Albuquerque.
all
prices.
Eastbound
half
sentenced
was
dollars,
by
today
ewes.
where Judge A. 3. Weber and State
1J.25;
fice 121(1 South Third. Pbona 12(8. Ranch 10. The Boont
$8.0O12.25
7:35 am. 1:05 am.
Position by married man 2?
Federal Judge Robert E. Lewis to WANTED
4
Phone
1r..i' ystrlal Commissioner William M.
1. The Navajo
.a :0 pmu 5:40 pm.
years of age, experienced in clerking,
. California I.lmlteM
office work, ran uee typewriter at
years and six months In
...1:00 pm. 7:00 pm,
K ,i rr were the principal speakers.
Tell It throw crh ttte classified serve, three
MiscelK-neo10:20 pm.
I. Santa Fa Eight
nniliuii'. speed, am a romblnaiion. Will not FOR
REN1
ui.
jail and to pay a fine of 1100. An op-pe- al have
columns of The Journal. R
to! go to war. Can give beet of ref
From Seoth.
Is to be taken. Schell waa re
esne
and
make
4f
bond
erences
necessary., &24 HOHHBa) and Riga to
WANTED Sewing, specially school dresses
Kansas City and ghlc to, ..,.T:0Oam,
prinjni
fir ;. 7ia! Wants Bring Results uilt
I
leased under. 13,000 bona.
guicE m4
North Second, Fkooa 1J18-W- ,
aaa
rata. 0, Garcia, MCI tfurtb Anto,
uaaerv&V, Ut Jiortb. gl&t, ISli
D ti
CUcan
1
'
pbmh
.!;
u Gorma.

!iff";

'ifV
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5,000
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
SIS WEST CENTRAL

Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY
W!OKE

.

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

PUTNEY 15 NAMED

GUARANTEED.

ALBrQCEROCK, R.

s

M.

COUNTY

B.

0 OF
Itoouw

Wll .MAMS

M.

nod

I

2.

Thone

Unanimously Elected at Meeting of Representative Members of the Party; Primaries
to Be Held on Saturday,

If they come in the price will be, lb. 3c. lota of 10 lbs.
or more.
5 gross Mason

Jar Caps should

dozen 35c.
Sold every

load today.

watermelon Saturday;
rood licence

V. S.

WARD'S

STORE

Marble

Phone

Avenue.

....173-171-17-

se

YRIC THEATER
4

M.

m

A

Villi

A

CORINNE GRIFFITH
in

"LOVE WATCHES"
Greater Vitugrapli Feature hi Five Reels

BIG "V" COMEDY REEL
men were fighting the fire at the
Superior Lumber company, was fined

Elberta Peaches

$10

yesterday roining.

405-49-

Undertakers

1

i

LOCAL

$1

pressed

t.'H

M.nth

'

ROOMS

HOUSE

8ITTNER
Xtw

ITEMS

Yoe-me-

time by shopping In your own
Can show you two thousand
samples of yard goods, hosiery, unfor
goods
derwear, ready-madwomen, children and men.
ADA pini.ltKICK. Asvnt.
2
1
Phone 1III0-). Ilov I.

..

s&i?'

l!

F

NOTICE
I will not be responsible

any debts Tiilracted
Mrs. S. Slx'lton.
Sept. 3, ID 18.

BESSIE I.OVE

for

by my wife,

Shclton.

S.

rtinne

501.

QUICK

v--

e.':t

t

Copper.

YOUR HAULING BY TONS
Is Motorized hy Henry's Delivery.
Phone B:tt.
Persons who wish Or renew or take
out memberships In the Ketl Cross
do bo by calling at Strong's Book

Co.. Grinwhaw's
Store, O. A. Matson
or Mrs. fl. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
the chairman ot the Membership
No. 1S31.W

JOURNAL

riiid
One

Singer

Taxi

Co.,

in "HIS ROBE OF HONOR"
Indues are sometimes

vrtlV oMLL

Overland

One Overland

Touring,

Phono 000.

Xji

COMEDY.

iium

TH EDA 1JARV

ifiiminiiiiiiiMiiB

"A FOOL THERE WAS."

111

n miimnni hi Hum mum

uttti mim mil hi iiiim

J

nn

..8750

Thursday only

iim in

i

jr.ll

. .

but not THIS Judge.

"HIS PUNCTURED REPUTATION"

V

Touring,

Ana Hr,rt TniiHnff
One Buic'k Lieht Six.

bought anil sold

ALSO A

Yon
Just What You Want.
T.Im

5-- oo

Fe

to Santa

Albuquerque

HENRY B. WALTHALL

OFFICE

rir

run

iircrv
U3LL

PRESENTS

PARALTA

Farm Labor Agent
MORNING

f.nolr Over flm

Santa Fe Stage

TODAY AND TOMORROW
Pictures and Music
House of High-clas- s

Want positions on farms some
handB. Emare experienced
ployers needing men should
,
see the

cons-mtttn- e.

A

'

iSSl

XUE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM. OVER

Leaves Mondays,

Wednesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays.

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Car leaves Albuquerque 7:00 a. m.
Santa Fe, 4:30 p. m.
Faro one way $S.7,1 plus War Tax

Phone

CO.

D

710.

513-51-

til

t

M

TODAY AND TOMORROW

W. Central,

5

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS
WANTED

LOUIS C. GIELITZ

Experienced delivcrymiin nt Hawkins Grocery Store. Phone IGoi
before 10 a. m.

MERCHANT TAILOR
Just received, fine line of English
Suitings for Autumn and Winter
107 SOUTH FOURTH
Third door north of Postofflee.

WANTED
Second cook. Pullman

LOST

Mrs. J. E. Owen
spectacles In a Bcblwr
17
or
Reward.
Phone
call al 1101 West Central Ave.
IL R. ROPER

Pair

case.

KEID
"The

Palmist and Psychic Curd Rcudcr
1721 West Central

LOST

Wallace

WANTED
Competent seamstress as assistant in alteration department. Apply

LOST
Gold filigree cross pin with ring
l
reward for refor chain;
turn. Belle Sweet, 400 N. Edith.

THE ECONOMIST

Y,ou

To communicate with someone
East In llio next few days.
Phone, Mrs. Oscar Lewis, 132B-.-

persons wishing to enlist in the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.
British Canadian Recruiting
All

I.

Let Us Send a Man

Resident

For Sale At Once
Murium

TRY IT

slft-pi-

Gloricta with a sand
is cents

wich

89

GRIMSHAWS

Second and Central
"Griinsliaw Wants to Bee Ton'

cottatc?; lAse0 tn
porch; fine lawn ami trees;

MKS. JOH x
Koinn Ave.

i.Ik

CI.AHIIB
hoiie 618

I

WANTED
GRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Suitable range for sheep for
lease on long or short term lease.
Wm. L. Staley & Co., Second and
Gold Ave.

Experienced, competent, steady
chauffeur. Light work. Apply at
2 o'clock Monday u my office at
St. Joseph's Sanatorium.

!.

WANTED

Tlrfnic your matorlnls anil lot
rut and
fit your gowns, gulls, and coats. Vou do the
our
under
instruction.
sewing
Hours II to 4. Pay by Raiment, or 6 ays
for i.
QI KF.X CITV C'Ol.I.lif.K
S'll

Z

Wet t'entnil.

At once, two or three

experienced salesladies.
THE ECONOMIST

Gallup Lamp ,
Cerrlllos Lump

Mrs. Ilium he t nilcmixKl Teacher of Piano
Special attention Riven' to beginners.
Special courses In theory and harmony.
Uodowskl method used., Studio Thone
ltr.S-J,- .
Residence 1'honc !072. Stu ilo
'.'20
West Oold Avenue.

Hahn Coal Co.

GsTlnp Store
Oerrllloa Ston

PHONE 01
j

Coke,

kill

iLc.

1

"ei d

Wallace

will like Reid in
this one.
:

Official U. S. War Pictures included.

AUCTION SALE
mo to sell
Th( owner has Ikxii called to service and has Instructed
to he
ahove
on
the
date,
nothing
his entire house furnishings
Five rooms of furnishings to go to the highest bidder for
cash.

Library tnhle, rockers, rugs, lcds, springs and mattresses, blrdseye
maple "Urcsser, oak dresser, baby bed, reading lamp, costumer, dining
table and chairs, congolenm, tubs, dishes, cooking utensils, refrigerator, kitchen range, heater, and many other ytlclcs not men, ,
tioned in this ad. Come early.

Today, Sept. 3, at

516

East Grand Ave.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

DR. O. T. HYDE.

Dressmaking and Tailoring
PJJ'! IH

WHJIIIUI,

at

II

Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.

George Roslington
Officer

To Replace That Broken Window
Gloss.
V
CO.
LUMBER
ALBCQCERQCE
423 N. First.
Phone 421.

Apply

I:

Events.
Weekly-- - See the World's Latet

Mission

Mat

s?; t
11

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

WANTED

hi

SII

Silence"

lilH-rn-

A glass of

'

House of

Phone 151 GW

1

v

riSs-.l- l
6

Cafe.

crescent shape;
finder return to fill North Eleventh; receive reward.
A iK'nrl brooch,

i

OP

A NUMBER

FARM LABORERS

Iilvcry nntl saddle horses. Trimble
Roil Rarn.

her Albuquerque

......

E2S"t

Delivery
Bryanfa
SERVfCK
FOR

all

NEW IDEAL THEATER

home.

e

to

any time from t to II p. ni. today or tomorrow. She Is appearing in
what is undoubtedly her best play, and what is probably tho sweetest
story ever filmed;
"A LITTLE SISTER OF EVERYBODY,"
by the well known author, Wiiliam Addison Luthriqi, and hailed by the
New York press as ."the glad girl in the h ippy play." Tho natural influence of the war makes one seek relief from the sordid side of life;
and here it is. "A Little Sister of Everybody'' is ;i natural antidote. It
is supreme happiness all through, with no room for gloom or pessimism. Miss liorton will undoubtedly make a hoste of new friends by
her worlc in this picture.
A good comedy will also be shown: "PEACE AND QUIET." (I don't
think ) Some exceptionally good things are coining to the New Ideal
wateli for them.
Note the perfect ventilation In the New Ideal.
The New Ideal is under entirely new management.

Time Is Money.

Kas-woo-

SPRINGER

t,t

'"

I'bonn 221.

Fii'-- f

IS HOKTON)

Miss Bessie extends a personal invitation
friends to meet her at the

l

$1.25.

t'
timet ptsn. Columbia Owning
ri..iiv.rv iwin sun

U

The drill team of the Girl scouts
will meet at 6:30 o'clock tonight in the
armory. The entire troop will meet
for miming will arrive In a
at 7 p. ni.
day or two.
All home guard members have been
Trv it nonml of our fmiloiiR
ordered by MaJ. C. M. liarbcr to report
at the armory at 8 o'clock tonight.
10. aoc.
Mociiii ami Java
Governor W. E. Limlsey and Adjutant
General James Baca will bo present
at the meeting.
MottCL'cci, PalladlRQ &Co.
Henry Outley, negro, living at317
West Silver avenue, reported to the
GROCERIES AND MEATS
police last night that his wife, Mrs.
8
SOI W. Tljeras. Phones
Florida Outley, had been missing since
4
10 o'clock
She
yesterday morning.
had been ill the night before, he said.
He went to work in tha morning, as
usual, but when he returned at noon
she was gone.
Jose h Schrelber of Albuquerque
has been admitted to the officers' takes that a great iiumbir are turnto the democratic party throughPHONIC
PROMPT SERVICE.
training school for marines at the Un- ing
iversity of California according to out the United States.
J5. STRONG BLK., COPTER
"if you expect to win," ho said, 'you
word received here yesterday.
AND SECOND.
must remember that it is the people
Mr. and Mrs. George Mitchell rewho will make you win. If your aims
turned yesterday morning from Green-HelMo., where they were visiting and policies are right you will win.
relatives and frjends. They stopped The one supreme issue, in fact thu
nt t as Vegas en route home and made policy of tho party, should be, the
a trip to the I'ecos from there. They support of the present administration
and the consequent winning of th
were away about three weeks. x
war.'
Leo .T. Murphy, with the quarterA statement by Mr. Putney was to
master's corps, United States amy.
Tourist lunches. Pullman Caf.
stationed at C".mp Cody, after a visit the effect that "we had before us the
spectacle of a nation gone mud, havof a few days with his parents, ConMartin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273
U. Wright of Santa Fe was a visductor and Mrs. Frank Murphy and ing lost sight of the spiritual and
itor in Albuquerque ycsleiday.
his sisters, returned to the camp last moral welfare of their country entirely, and thinking nothing but of
A. C- Holnuiuist, registered At the night.
N. L. T'nrmlee, a motnrman for the material gains and that any indivHotel Clark, Ljs Angeles, recently.
who was idual or community or nation, who
City Electric
company,
Mr. and Mrs. T. C Hill of Dawson-Kcharged with taking money from the put their material gains above the spirM., spent yesterday in Albuquercompany, pleaded guilty to the charge itual and nioral welfare of their peoque.
ple, wus bound for disaster."
Mrs. It. M. Peck, 4L'l South Edith, of petty larceny yesterday morning.
He made tho statement before acS20. Joe Miller, supwas
He
fined
I'c.k
that
word
received
has
Captain
cepting the chairmanship that he
of
made
erintendent
the
the
company
ovescas.
has arrived Rafely
wished to make a clear statement of
Mrs. Hoderiek Stover of Cowles. N. complaint.
facts, that the assemoled democrats
and
relatives
M., is here visiting
might know what sort of man they
WANTED.
friends and to nut her Hon. Carl, in
A girl or woman to take enre of proposed to elect for county chairman
uchool.
baby. Must have pood character and before they voted, and that perhaps
Mrs. Al Muthleu, 314 West Marreferences. Apply 1105 AVest Central before he was through talking to
them they might cease to desire him
quette avenue, underwent an opera- avenue.
tion for appendicitis at St. Joseph's
for county chairman. Ills statement
MRS. ROBERT E. PUTNEY.
a Bto why he was a democrat was that
hospital yesterday.
Tiertha
Mrs.
C.
A. Ktowcll,
Mrs.
WANTED A young man, about IS. outsid,o of having been born one- he
Fchutt and daughter. Vera, left last
to hold and read copy for proil believed In those principals of demrcl
idght for an extended visit with
reader, and to assist in mailing room. ocracy as laid done by Thomas Jef1 lives In California.
Permanent situation to right partv. ferson and exemplified by Woodrow
The Papinl brothers, proprietors f Apply business office. Journal.
Wilson a government "by the peoDie Pastime theater, why were at
ple and for tho people. and that no
individual today could afford to do
Denver, Col., tn business, .tu red to
GAME
WIN
SHRINERS
ihe city yesterday.
but back up the administrai'nything
Alamo lteview No. 1 Woman's fien-ef- it
tion, and that any attempt to discredit
FROM INDIAN SCHOOL
association of the Maccabees, will
the administration for the purpose of
ON PICNIC GROUNDS political gain, was not an act of pahold a meeting this afternoon at 2:30
o'clock in Odd Fellows hall.
triotism and might easily be conMate
Machinist's
ihe strued by that alien enemy as an indi, Chief
Wright
The baseball game between
been
Stewart of the navy, who has
Shriners and a team from the Indian cation of a division of sentiment in
here on leave of absence to visit his school was a feature'of the picnic giv- this country which would Interfere
parents, will leave for active duty en by the members of Ballut Abyad with tho proper prosecution of 'the
tomorrow.
temple, Order of Shriners, for all Ma- war and tend to give nioral aid to
n
The Brotherhood of American
sons at the United
States Indian the foe.
will hold its annual election of school yesterday.
"Constructive criticism is to be deofficers at 8 o'clock Tuesday night at
The game was indeed a close one, sired at all times," he said, "and each
the I. O. O. F. hall. A full attendance the score ending 7 to 6 In favor of the member of the county organization
Is desired.
Shriners. A. F. Morrissette and Rus- should make It his business to sub?. F. Pankey.
the well known stock sell Meude, who acted as umpires did jugate his desires Tor office or mater,
man of T.nmy, was In Albuquerque yes- their part well and won the respect ial gain with a feeling-tha- t
the only
of the kind of politics the people desire toterday to witness the I,abor Day fest- of th eplayers. The line-u- p
No-on
his
home
He
teams follow:
ivities.
left for
day, are thoxo politics
will
which
last night.
Shriners Stewart, catcher; IJarber, more quickly win the war and bring
of
A meeting of the Brotherhood
pitcher; Kastman, first base; Gold- back those boys safely to their homes,
n of American will bo man, eocond base;
third which the nation has so freely offerCushman,
Railway Ca'-held at 8 o'clock tonirht in the W base; Clark, shortstop; Gaeke, left ed In the defense of humanity, free() V. hall. All members are requestfield: Lyons, center field; Busch, right dom and Liberty."
field.
ed to be trrscnt.
Mrs. J- K. Cox, 410 North .Twelfth
Indians Pinago, catcher; Tazza, SCHOOLS ACCEPT
sheet, who underwent an operation pitcher: Padilla, first buse; Orinles, '
at ft. Joseph's hospital several days second base; Lente, third base;
PUPILS SIX YEARS
jiro was reported to he doing favorshortstop; Shorten, left field;
OLD BY FEBRUARY
ably last night.
Yenadelza, center field; Pleache, right
The grand lodge meeting of the . field.
Children who will be 6 vears old not
O. O. V. and Hebekahs will be held in
Cameron acted as timekeeper and
this city October 7, 8 and 9. A com- Simpson as mascot for the Shriners. later than February 1, will be admit
mittee has been appointed to irrange
Following the game the picnickers ted to the schools of the city today.
and their ladies took lunch on the In This ruling was announced last night.
for entertainment.
Pedro Sanchez, who wa scharged dian school lawn. Thence they went The children will only be admitted at
with driving an automobile over the to the ball room and danced until a this age, however, during the first
two weeks of school. After that time
fire hose Sunday night when the fire late hour.
Many went to the Indian school 8s no more pupils will be admitted to
early as 4 o'clock in the afternoon the first grade.
The Santa Fe railroad separates the
and took a swim in the large open
air swimming pool. The committee In highland ward from the lowland ward
charge of the picnic consisted of Rus- - for school purposes. Oold avenue Is
Bell Mead, Pete Cameron and Reuben the dividing line between Third and
Fourth wnrds, and .Lead avenue bePerry.
tween First and Second wards. UniHAULS ANYTHING
Red versity heights pupils will attend the
Don't neglect the Two-Bit- "
... ...
nearest ward, school,
.
Crof Club, otjj VodjIJi
;

Strong Brothers

(HER REAL NAME

WHO FORMERLY LIVED IN ALBUQUERQUE.

n

Coal and South Walter.
Thone
67

4

Robert i: Putney was unanimously
ihuscu as county cnai. 111.1 n of 1110
.democratic county at a muss incciins
of representative democrats of tli"
county held in Arcade hall last nigh
Putney was nominated by a committee
consisting uf Henry Coors, W. C.
and Antonio Ortiz, ami his election did not draw a dissenting vote.
The meeting was called to order by
Chairman D. K. H. Sellers, whose remarks were interpreted by I!. L. Woot-toand Alcario MontoyaMr.i Sellers stated that the meeting was in reality an adjourned meeting from last Tues.lay night and that
it was held In order that a larger
of the party might attend
end that there might be perfect working harmony among those of the party
Ho declared that Albuquerque demounts will not try to have the direction
of the campaign but will invite the cooperation lh.it the entile pary in the
county may work in iiaimony and to
one accord.
A telegram from Arthur riellgman,
state chairman of the party, was read,
asking that delegates be named not
later than September 9, for the state
convention and that primaries be held
as soon as feasible.
O. N. Marion moved that the primaries be held September 7 and the
9,
convention
September
county
in order that there might be sufficient
time intervening before the state convention for all plans to be made. Summers Uurkhart. conferred with Mr.
by long distance telephone and
following his report it wus decided
that the primaries shall be hold next
Saturday and the county convention
le held the following Monday. Delegates from outside precincts who at
tended last night's meeting were instructed as to the number of delegates
their precincts are allowed and authorized to inform other democrats in
their precincts as to the time of holding the primaries and the convention
The hour at which the primaries will
be held will be fixed by each precinct
chairman for his territory.
It was decided that the candidates
for the convention should be in the
ratio of one delegate to each fifteen
votej qust for the last democratic- candidate for governor.
Mr. Putney
gave an address in
which he declared that the present
administration has made so few misllea-coc-

No.

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT J ONE 8

HOMER E WARD
S15

another

two-hor-

4,

Do You Remember This Face?
Is fWiss Bessie Love

S:ive

be in by express
coming by freight;

this morning, and 5 gross more

rwiltlliiit

W'hllH
No.

DEMOCRAT PARTY SUITS
CLEANED,
Four suit

HAVE THE PROMISE
of a lot of canning tomatoes today.

?

pinmeANt
call

fftKft

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

'

3, 1918.

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, September
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ANTHRACTTK, ALL 8IZE8 STEAM COAL.
Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling, Lima.

AN APPRECIATION
We desire to

thank all who voluntarily assisted

the firemen and rendered such effective service on
the occasion of the fire at our planing mill and lumber yard Sunday evening. It is impossible to see
and thank each one personally, so we take this
means of expressing our appreciation to all who
participated. We understand a number of men
lost some of their clothing while engaged in fighting the fire. If they will 'call on us and make
known the extent of their loss we will see that they
are reimbursed therefor.
THE SUPERIOR LUMBER & MILL CO.
President.
By Wallace Hessclden,
Vice President and Manager.
By Wm. Hesse-Men-

